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ABSTRACT 
This is an applied industrial and social history of the growth of the ginger industry 
in Queensland from 1916 to 1998. Though small quantities of ginger are grown in 
northern Queensland and northern New South Wales, the emphasis in this paper is on 
the commercial growing areas on the Sunshine Coast, between Caboolture and Gympie, 
especially Buderim and Yandina, where the factories were established. 
The history covers the growth of the industry, its tourist potential and the social 
and the environmental impact it has had in the area. The values and limitations of co-
operatives are examined and compared with those of a corporate structure. 
The influences that various people, especially Geoff Shrapnel and Doris Crerar, 
have had on the industry are discussed in some detail. 
The main argument throughout this paper is that the development of an export 
market for ginger was a turning point for the industry and that the maintenance of these 
markets are essential for the future growth of the industry. 
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PREFACE 
The writing of this history was undertaken as the result of a suggestion from a 
colleague of mine, Robin Taylor. Robin thought that the local ginger industry, which had 
involved a broad spectrum of people in its roller-coaster existence, would make a 
fascinating story. She urged me to write the history before the early years were forgotten. 
I wish to thank the many people, too numerous to name individually, who have 
provided me with information. Without their assistance this history would not have been 
possible. I would especially like to thank Doris Crerar for essential background 
information on the factory and growers, John Shrapnel for material on his father Geoff 
Shrapnel and Norwood Warry for a detailed account of the activities of his uncle Stan 
Warry. To all the people who gave up their time for interviews I would like to say how 
much their views were appreciated. 
My thanks also to Jan Thompson for her assistance with drawings and plans, to 
Fergus Hogarth for help with the charts and a big thanks to my husband Walter for his 
assistance with research data and proof-reading and for his patience and encouragement. 
I also wish to thank my supervisor, Dr Ross Johnston for his constructive 
criticism which has helped shape this history. 
Lastly I would like to thank Buderim Ginger Limited, Greg Tuer the managing-
director and the ginger growers for their financial support and their patience in answering 
my endless requests. I hope this history realises their expectations. 
GINGER - AN EXPORT SUCCESS STORY 
The history of the ginger industry in Queensland 
INTRODUCTION 
This is an applied history study which traces the eighty-two year economic and 
industrial history of the ginger industry on the Sunshine Coast of Queensland. The history 
covers the period from 1916, when the first ginger was planted on Buderim, to 1998 
when Buderim Ginger Limited exported ginger products to most western nations and 
Japan, and operated a thriving tourist complex at the Yandina factory. 
Five major decisions shaped the industry: the establishment of the first factory at 
Buderim; the development of the export trade; the moving of the factory to Yandina; the 
expansion of the Yandina factory into a major tourist complex; and the formation of 
Buderim Ginger Limited. At the same time it is argued that the industry's survival 
depended on the dedication of the people involved, research, the adoption of new 
methods of planting and production, and the constant modernisation of processing which 
has enabled the industry to export quality ginger products. 
It is necessary to see the Queensland industry in the context of the ginger industry 
throughout the world. In Chapter One therefore there is a brief overview of the different 
environments and cultivars of ginger that are grown in other countries. Mention is also 
made of the amount of ginger grown, the products produced and the uses of these 
products. 
In Chapter Two, the ginger industry is set in the overall development of the 
Maroochy district. The topography of the area and a brief background of the development 
of the district is given with the emphasis on the main ginger growing areas, Buderim and 
Yandina. The 'sequent occupance' approach as described by Kass,' is used to show how 
the development of the ginger industry affected, and is itself affected by, the changes in 
the community. This approach demonstrates how each particular use of an area is linked 
to different economic resources available in the area. After experimenting with different 
economic uses, the community will find the most rewarding use of the land for that 
period, given the markets and transport systems available. Hence, there will be a senes of 
occupance regimes as the most profitable use of the land changes. Each occupance type 
creates its own characteristic population density, its own town system and 
communication network. Using this approach, the geographical, social and economic 
' Terry Kass, Regional History of the North Coast, Grafton, NSW Department of Planing, 1989, p. 4. 
aspects of the ginger industry are fitted into the broader context of the local community 
and the overall development of the Sunshine Coast. 
In this chapter the establishment of the ginger industry is shown to be similar to 
that of other primary industries, starting from small beginnings, initiating co-operative 
marketing schemes, and struggling to survive until government assistance is obtained. For 
the ginger industry this assistance took the form of tariff protection, guaranteed loans and 
research and development funds. Ginger produced in Australia had little impact on the 
market before 1941, as all processed ginger and most of its fresh ginger was imported, 
mainly from China and Hong Kong. 
Chapter Three, covers the period from 1940 to 1954. The Second World War 
interrupted the importation of ginger and acted as a catalyst for the formation of the 
Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association (BGG) which established the first 
ginger factory at Buderim, in a disused blacksmith's workshop. The poor financial base of 
the industry was apparent as early as 1942 when money had to be borrowed to purchase 
land to establish a larger factory. Lack of finance plagued the enterprise throughout the 
years of the co-operative. 
When the first factory was established many local men were in the armed forces, 
hence the pickers and factory workers were predominantly women, positions which they 
have maintained up to the present time. The women established bonds of friendship that 
have lasted over the years despite, or perhaps because of, the adversities they had to 
contend with in earlier times. They had a role model in Doris Crerar^ who rose from 
office girl to factory manager and later was appointed an associate director of the co-
operative. Oral histories obtained from growers, pickers, factory workers and 
management staff support this view. The histories provide a human perspective to the 
industry and give background material on some of the people employed in the industry 
and on their working conditions. 
At the end of the war the factory was expanded to create space for the cargoing^ 
and crystallising of ginger. This led, in 1947, to the formation of Merrybud Products, a 
joint company formed between 'Warrys' of Maryborough and the Buderim Ginger 
Growers Association, for the manufacture and sale of ginger or any other product. Major 
problems occurred in the processing, transporting and selling of the ginger. Buderim 
^ To avoid confiision Doris Crerar, nee Marbach, will be called by the former name even though she did not 
many until 1979. 
^ Cargoing is the term used to describe the process of treating ginger, by boiling it and treating it with sugar 
to enable the ginger to be transported, either in the syrup form or in a crystallised form, or to allow it to be 
stored in vats until needed. 
ginger could not compete against cheap, better quality imported ginger and by 1954 the 
co-operative was bankrupt. 
It is argued in Chapter Four that the industry's survival was due to the 
appointment, in 1954, of Geoff Shrapnel as Attorney-Manager. His optimism, 
enthusiasm, energy, financial and marketing skills brought new life to those connected 
with ginger. He was instrumental in obtaining tariff protection and assistance from 
numerous Commonwealth and State departments including support for research into all 
aspects of ginger growing. This enabled Queensland ginger growers to produce a quality 
product. Shrapnel recognised that the industry had to expand to survive. He used his 
marketing skills to develop export markets particularly in the United Kingdom and 
Europe. When he retired in 1974, the ginger industry was well organised and had a viable 
financial base. 
Chapter Five deals with the research and development carried out on all sections 
of the industry. The Queensland Department of Primary Industry (DPI) conducted most 
of the research on ginger stock, planting, fertilising and irrigation. As a result the quality 
and yield of ginger improved, and more efficient harvesting and processing techniques 
were developed. Yields increased from an average 6.7 tormes per hectare in 1942 to an 
average of 44 tonnes of early harvest ginger per hectare and 74-80 tonnes of late harvest 
ginger per hectare in 1998. Research enabled many of the early labour intensive 
activities, associated with ginger planting and harvesting, to be mechanised which 
reduced growers costs. 
Research in the factory has also meant the replacement of workers with machines. 
Much of the processing is now mechanised and the cutting and grading is computerised. 
The combined result of these improvements is the production of a high quality product 
which has enabled Buderim Ginger Limited to receive World Accreditation for quality. It 
is the only ginger factory in the world to have received this award. 
Chapter Six covers the period from 1975, when Tom Hayes took over from 
Shrapnel as manager, to 1989, when Buderim Ginger Limited was formed. This period is 
dealt with in two sections. The first covers the rapid increase in domestic and export 
sales, the need to expand and the problems this caused at Buderim because of shortage of 
land, environmental problems and urban pressures. Because of these pressures the co-
operative in 1979, moved into a new, larger factory at Yandina. In the short term the cost 
of this move contributed to a financial crisis for the co-operative in 1982 when there was 
a world recession, the factory was over-stocked with ginger and growers could not be 
paid. 
The second section deals with the long-term benefits of the move to Yandina, the 
development of the tourist section of the industry and the formation of the public 
company. Tourism has been a part of the ginger industry since the 1940s. In 1985 a 
specifically designed tourist centre was built at the Yandina factory to take advantage of 
the expanding tourism ttade on the Sunshine Coast, and also to promote ginger products. 
The decision to form a public company was based on the need for a broader financial 
base to allow the industry to expand in its ttaditional areas and also in tourist promotion. 
Chapter Seven covers the expansion of the industry since 1989, when Buderim 
Ginger Limited was formed. The emphasis in this period was upon the development of 
new ginger products and the promotion of ginger in Australia and overseas. Sales offices 
were opened in the United Kingdom, Germany, the United States of America, Japan and 
Brisbane. To meet market demands Buderim Ginger acquired Frespac, a ginger company 
in Fiji and the business assets of Tropical Food Products Manufacturing Ltd (TFP) -
another Fijian ginger processing company. 
Changes made in corporate governance, in staff relationships and training and in 
tourism are also discussed. Since the expansion of the Ginger Factory complex at 
Yandina in 1995, tourism has played a large part in ginger promotion with the centre 
catering for about 400 000 visitors a year. 
Buderim Ginger Limited produces most of the world's supply of processed ginger. 
Sixty percent of Buderim Ginger Limited factory output is exported. Queensland growers 
supply about 4 000 tonnes of green ginger to the market annually and the factory also 
aims at processing 3 500 tonnes of ginger in 1999. The company in 1997, generated 
$23.1 million revenue and made a profit of $1.18 million in the year. It is argued that the 
future of the industry seems assured as long as it can produce and export an expanding 
range of quality ginger products at an affordable price. 
This history gives brief glimpses of some of the key figures in the industry, but 
more could be written about other people involved. The complicated financial 
arrangements of the Association have not been discussed in any detail as much of the 
information is unavailable and figures that have been obtained are unreliable. Only major 
changes in factory policy have been mentioned as it would be impossible to mention all 
the changes in a history of this size. An outline of the major research undertaken has 
been given but it has not been possible to cover all activities in toto. Nevertheless, within 
these limits, the information presented, gives a history of the ramifications of the ginger 
industry since its inception and the effects it has had on the local community. 
Information for this thesis has been obtained from numerous sources. The minute 
books of the Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association and the Ginger 
Marketing Board, as well as the Annual Reports of Buderim Ginger Limited have 
supplied information on the development of the industry and the factory. There are, 
however, gaps in the minutes regarding statistics, particularly the number of ginger 
growers, how many supplied the factory, and the size of the harvest. The staff records 
from the Buderim ginger factory were destroyed when the factory was sold. Attempts 
have been made to obtain this data from other sources including the Queensland Year 
Books, Queensland Parliamentary Papers, the Department of Primary Industries, the 
Department of Employment and Industry, the Australian Bureau of Statistics"* and 
newspapers, but much of the information has not been found. 
While material on the research carried out by the Department of Primary 
Industries, CSIRO, Queensland University and the Commonwealth Statistician has been 
obtained it has been difficult to find material relating to experimentation conducted in 
the Buderim factory. Much of this was done by the factory staff but not documented. The 
people involved in this particular work have not been forthcoming with information. 
Usefiil background material has been obtained from interviews with j)eople involved in 
all areas of the industry. Thirty-two of these interviews have been taped while others 
have been conducted on a less formal basis. 
Information on ginger has mostly been obtained from journal articles and 
newspapers particularly the Qld Agriculticral Journal, Qld Journal Agriculture and 
Animal Science, Nambour Chronicle and the Sunshine Coast Daily. 
A review of secondary sources of literature was undertaken. D. J. Murphy et al. 
Labor in Power, was usefiil for material on government policy particular in the inter-war 
years. Extensive use was made of Helen Gregory's Making Maroochy: a History of the 
land, the people and the Shire for information on the early settlement of the district and 
the development of Buderim and Yandina. Rocks and landscape of the Sunshine Coast by 
A. F. Wilmott & N. C. Stevens, provided information on the geology of the Shire as did 
the Maroochy Shire Handbook by Frank Butcher, W. Parsons and Diana Beal eds. John 
Edwards, Keating - the Inside Story, provided an overview of the economic and industrial 
situation in Austtalia during the 1980s and early 1990s. A full list of the sources 
"* Letter from Australian Bureau of Statistics to H. J. Hogarth, 18 July 1997, states that, 'unfortunately we 
do not specify ginger in our agricultural collections, and have never done so.' There is a little data on ginger 
in Australian Bureau of Census & Statistics Papers.. Where figures are available they are usually different 
from those available from BGG minutes. When discussing this problem in 1998, with John Templeton, a 
major ginger grower, he said that in his opinion the figures given by growers should not be used as they 
were unlikely to be accurate. 
consulted is contained in the bibliography. This history would not have been possible 
without the assistance of Buderim Ginger Limited and in particular Greg Tuer, the 
Managing Director. 
CHAPTER 1 
GINGER AND ITS ENVIRONMENT 
Ginger is grown in many countries around the world and under a variety of 
conditions. The ginger industry in other countries is very dissimilar to the mechanised, 
standardised, centralised and controlled industry in Austtalia. In most other countries 
ginger is grown manually by small farmers with few if any conttols on the quality or 
quantity of ginger grown. The world's ginger ttade is dominated by dried ginger but most 
of the ginger produced by Buderim Ginger Limited is sold to the confectionery ttade. In 
this chapter an overview of the industry in other countries is given concenttating on the 
different cultivars planted, the growing conditions and the amount and type of ginger 
products produced in the various countries. 
Ginger Plant 
The family Zingiberaceae contains 47 genera and 1 400 species. All are perennial 
ttopical monocotyledonous herbs. Two subfamilies are recognised, ie Zingiberoideae 
which contains the aromatic plants such as ginger and turmeric, and Costoideae which 
contains non-aromatic plants such as arrowroot. Zingiberoideae are distributed mainly 
throughout Indo-Malaya. 
The genus Zingiber contains 90 species with ginger (Z. officinale Roscoe) and 
mioga (Z. mioga) being the main ones cultivated commercially. Ginger is unknown in a 
wild state but it is thought to have originated in India and possibly China.' The ginger 
from these two countries do not appear to be interchangeable as they have different tastes 
and colour.2 The only ginger grown commercially in Austtalia is Z. officinale Roscoe. 
The part used in commerce is the irregular-shaped and sized underground section 
conmionly called a root and technically known as a rhizome. It is aromatic, thick-lobed 
and pale yellow in colour.^  (See Figure 3). 
Whilst the principal characteristics of different cultivars vary according to their 
volatile oil content, pungent principles, fibre content and suitability for drying, ginger is 
also highly responsive to climatic variation. Though a number of cultivars may be grown 
in a country, one or two distinct forms of ginger are usually associated with each 
country."* (See Table 1) 
' G. M. Sanewski, 'Ginger', Horticulture Australia, Melbourne, Morescope Publishing, 1995, p. 201. 
2 G. Vinning, Growth, Production & Distribution of Spices, Australian Centre for International Research, 
Working Paper No. 27, Brisbane, Dept Agriculture, The University of Queensland, 1989, p. 41. 
^ Paul SchuUck, Common Spice or Wonder Drug? Ginger, Vermont, USA, Herbal Free Press, 1993, p. 4. 
"^ G. Vinning, Growth, Production & Distribution of Spices, p.37. India has over 30 cukivated varieties. 
Figure 3 A ginger plant 
Source: Bernard Kuskopf, photographer, circa 1940 
Table 1 Major Types of Ginger in World Trade 
Source 
India 
Africa 
Jamaica 
China 
Trade Description 
Cochin, non 
bleached 
Calicut non bleached 
Cochin/Calicut 
Nigerian 
wholes & splits 
Sierra Leone 
Jamaican No. 1, 2, 3 
Taiwan & China 
Appearance 
light brown to 
yellowish; roughly 
peeled 
reddish brown, 
roughly peeled 
coating of lime 
darker colour, 
wrinkled skin, partly 
scraped 
very dark, wrinkled skin 
light colour, clean 
peeled, hard, bold, 
uniform 
pale brown, unpeeled 
Flavour Aspects 
lemony, fairly pungent 
fairly lemony, 
fairly pungent 
sweet, fairly pungent 
camphoraceous, 
strongly pungent 
camphoraceous, most 
pungent 
delicately spicy, mild 
pungency 
lemony, ju-omatic, mild 
pungency 
Source: G. Vinning, Growth, Production & distribution of Spices, p. 38 
Depending on the maturity of the rhizome and the type of cultivar, ginger is 
marketed as a spice, a vegetable or as confectionery. The darker coloured sttongly 
pungent ginger from India and Africa is made into spices. The pale lemony, mildly 
pungent ginger from China, Fiji and Austtalia is used for confectionery. Fresh green 
rhizomes are sold on the market as vegetables. Most of the fresh ginger is used in the 
countty of origin of which the West Indies, Fiji, Hawaii, China and Thailand are the 
major growers. Austtalia is self supporting in fresh ginger and sells small quantities 
overseas. 
Growing conditions 
Ginger is grown under a wide range of conditions, flourishing in equable hot 
conditions in areas with more than 1 500 mm rainfall, and in well-drained acid soils with 
a pH between 5.5 and 6.5. The plant does well at altitudes up to 1 500 m. In Fiji ginger 
grows well with a rainfall exceeding 3 000 mm annually if the soil is well drained and 
fertile and there is a prolonged hot season.^  In Austtalia planting is recommended when 
the soil temperature reaches 17°C as lower temperatures give erratic, slow growth. Soil 
temperature fluctuations induce the fastest germination with the optimum temperatures 
for growth being around 25°C day and 20°C night. Temperatures above 32°C, and the 
associated high light density, can cause leaf damage on newly emerged shoots. Low 
temperatures, below 10°C for ten hours or more, can cause leaf damage.^  
Maroochy Shire has a sub-ttopical climate, situated as it is between latitude 
26.25S and 26.46S, and between longitude 152.32E and 153.09E. The mean temperature 
range, at Nambour is from 8°C to 30°C while the average daily maximum temperature 
range is from 21°C to 28°C. Yandina and Nambour, both on low land, experience higher 
temperatures and humidity in the summer than the coastal areas. These conditions are 
suitable for ginger as long as the ginger is not planted until after the frosts. The average 
annual rainfall at Nambour is 1873 mm with approximately fifity-five percent of this 
falling between December and March and approximately fifteen percent in the four driest 
months, June to September. While the rainfall in good years is adequate for ginger 
growing, in dry periods crops suffer damage from water shortage. All ginger growers now 
irrigate to supply adequate water for growth. Also the application of water at critical 
times of the year reduces potential damage from frost and sunburn. 
It was originally thought that the higher altitude and red volcanic soils of Buderim 
were particularly suitable for ginger but this has been found to be incorrect. The essential 
water for irrigation was not available on Buderim. Today, ginger is grown in a variety of 
soils - red and sandy loams, clay and red volcanic soils, mostly on flat or gently sloping 
land.^  Sandy loams are preferred for ease of harvesting in the wet February-April period. 
^ Nand Kumar et aL, Opportunities for the Fiji Ginger Industry, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & 
Forestry, AUSAID, Fiji, June 1998, p. 18. 
6 G. M. Sanewski, 'Ginger", p. 202. 
^ This information obtained from questionaries sent to current growers. 
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Ginger could probably be grown in the Cairns area in North Queensland as it has 
an average annual rainfall of 2 032 mm and an average daily temperature range of 20°C 
to 28°C but it may be too hot and wet in the harvest period in February and March. 
Indeed the first ginger grown in Austtalia was planted by Chinese in the Palmer River 
area, during the 1870s, where it grew well in the rich scrub land. The Chinese had 
flocked to the gold fields in Victoria in the 1850s and went north in the 1870s when gold 
was discovered there. Ginger has also been cultivated in northern NSW since the 1880s 
but has not been a commercial success in the area. 
In most Indo-Malaya and African countries ginger is grown by small farmers with 
other crops or, as in some parts of India, under lychee ttees.^ The soil and temperature 
conditions vary markedly as does the rainfall. India, with its large range of cultivars, is 
using tissue culture and improved husbandry practises to upgrade its planting material 
and improve production per hectare. Most small farmers do not have irrigation and rely 
on seasonal rainfall which is often erratic. The ginger industries in Fiji and the USA are 
somewhat similar to the Austtaiian industry and are relatively well organised and 
conttolled. 
Production 
Ginger has been grown in India and China for more that twenty centuries with 
India being the world's largest producer. Despite the huge amount of ginger produced in 
India little of it is exported as the domestic market accounts for over eighty percent of 
total production. Ginger production spread, from India throughout southern Asia 
centuries ago, while ginger from China spread to Japan and Taiwan. Indonesia and 
Taiwan are now the biggest exporters of ginger.^  While India and China are still the 
largest producers many other countries now produce ginger. Austtalia and the United 
States of America are relatively new ginger growers having only begun commercial 
production this century. 
The amount of ginger produced per hectare differs greatly in different countries. 
(See Table 2) While the world average yield is only 2.16 tonnes per hectare the United 
States of America produce 54.4 tlia, the Fiji Islands 38.4 t/ha. In Austtalia 150 hectares 
of ginger are planted to produce a crop of 7 500 tonnes and a yield of 50 t/ha. Besides 
climatic differences the variations in yield differ according to the variety of ginger 
planted and the seasonal growing and harvesting conditions. The table gives a misleading 
impression of the state of the industry in some countries. In India, for example, though 
^ G. Sanewski, intei^aew 3 Sept. 1999. Sanewski is a research scientist with the Queensland Dept of 
Primary Industries, Nambour. 
^ G. Vinning, Growth, Production and Distribution of Spices, p. 44. Figures for China are not available. 
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2 Gilmer Production, Hectares planted & 1 
Country 
World 
Bangladesh 
Bhutan 
China 
Dominica 
Dominican Republic 
Ethiopia 
Fiji Islands 
India 
Indonesia 
Jamaica 
Kenya 
Korea, Republic of 
Madagascar 
Malaysia 
Mauritius 
Nepal 
Nigeria 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Reunion 
Saint Lucia 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
Uganda 
United States of America 
Tonnes 
608 177 
39 000 
3 100 
148 288 
100 
1 100 
450 
2 497 
180 000 
80 351 
620 
200 
5 580 
30 
4 500 
850 
3000 
80 000 
26 
22 000 
95 
60 
8 000 
20 000 
120 
8 160 
"onnes per hectaj 
Hectares 
Harvested 
281 022 
7 700 
350 
13 000 
45 
350 
150 
65 
90 000 
9 900 
180 
65 
3 008 
8 
1700 
190 
1000 
140 000 
76 
3 000 
10 
25 
2 000 
8 000 
50 
150 
re harvested in 1 
Tonnes per 
Hectare 
2.16 
5.06 
8.8 
11.4 
2.2 
3.1 
3 
38.4 
2 
8.1 
3.3 
3 
1.8 
3.75 
2.6 
4.4 
3 
0.57* 
0.34* 
7.3 
9.5 
2.4 
4 
2.2 
2.4 
54.4 
Source: FAOSTAT, Database Results, Records 26 & 27, 1990-1998 
* These figures are di£5cult to accept. Vinning quotes an example of Nigerian production being ofBcially 
estimated as 26 841 tormes and as 67 777 tonnes by a producer - local government authority in 1987. 
Vinning, 'Growth, Production & Distribution of Spices, p. 41 
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most of the ginger is grown by small independent growers with no quality conttols there 
are large efficient growing areas using improved cultivars and efficient husbandry 
practices. 1° 
Ginger uses 
Ginger was important to the Levant ttade in the Middle Ages as it had been used 
in medicines and food preparations for over 5 000 years.'' It was imported into Europe in 
the fourth century BC by Alexander the Great and was used in herbal recipes for the 
tteatment of flatulence and indigestion. It is also mentioned in the Perfumed Garden as 
an aphrodisiac. 12 Today ginger is predominantly used in the food industry but is also 
found in perfiimery and in pharmaceutical preparations. Research in the early 1980s 
established that powdered ginger was more effective against motion sickness than other 
products on the market'^ and that ginger has a powerfiii positive effect on the muscles of 
the heart of guinea pigs. ^ '^ After trials at the Royal Hospital for Women in Sydney in 
1998, ginger was found to be effective as a tteatment for morning sickness.'^ Further 
trials are continuing in this area. 
Dried ginger dominates the international ttade. It was ttaditionally sun-dried but 
this can result in the loss of up to twenty percent of the volatile oils and the destruction 
of some of the pungent principles. Artificial drying reduces these losses and inhibits the 
growth of moulds. Dried ginger is usually ttaded in whole form or in pieces. Ground 
ginger has a poor reputation with ttaders because of loss of flavour, difficulties in 
reconditioning the product if it fails macroscopic cleanliness tests and the risk of 
adulteration. 16 Dried ginger is used in processed foods, pharmaceuticals and is further 
processed into ginger oil, used in perfumes, and ginger oleoresin: (See Table 3). 
The price paid for ginger varies depending on the flavour, fibre content, colour of 
the ground material, pungency, physical form - whether whole, sliced, peeled, scraped or 
unpeeled. Jamaican ginger, due to its light colour and delicate spicy pungency, 
consistently gains a premium over other gingers on the New York market. '"^  
1° G. Vinning, Growth, Production and Distribution of Spices, p. 41. 
11 Paul Schulick, Common Spice or Wonder Drug? Ginger, Vermont, USA Herbal Free Press, 1993, p. 5. 
12 Shaykh Nefeavw, The Perfumed Garden, trans. Richard Burton, London, Panther Books, 1972, p. 233. 
I-' Daniel B. Mowrey & Dermis E. Clayson, "Motion Sickness, Ginger, and Psychophysics', The Lancet, vol. 
1, no. 8273, 20 Mar. 1982, pp. 655-57. 
1"* N. Shoji et al., 'Cardiotonic Principles of Ginger", Journal of Pharmaceutical Science, vol. 71, no. 10, 
Oct. 1982, pp. 1174-75. 
1^  Dr Abba Ekanga Kie, Dept Natural Therapies, Royal Hospital for Women, Sydney. Pilot trial found that 
ginger v^ as effective in reducing nausea and vomiting in pregnancy. A fiill trial is now in progress to 
ascertain the most effective dose. Telephone conversation, 10 May, 1999. 
16 G. Virming, Growth, Production and Distribution of Spices, p. 39. 
•"^  Ibid., p. 49. 
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Table 3 The major uses of ginger products in selected couirtries 
Country 
Canada 
Democratic Yemen 
Germany 
India 
Japan 
Netherlands 
Saudi Arabia 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
United States 
Major Uses 
processed food 
beverages 
coflFee flavouring 
confectionery 
meat processing 
culinary uses 
medicinal 
ginger preserve 
fresh ginger 
mainly food 
coflFee flavouring 
meat dishes 
baked goods 
baked goods, beverages 
pharmaceuticals 
confectionery 
meat processing 
Source: Vinning, Growth, Production & Distribution of Spices, p. 39. 
Most fresh ginger is consumed in the country of origin but Malaysia sells a 
considerable amount to Singapore, and China and Taiwan sell fi^esh ginger to Hong Kong 
and Japan. Austtalia and China dominate the confectionery ttade in which the major 
buyers are in the United Kingdom, Europe and the United States of America. In Austtalia 
ginger is mainly used in confectionery with dried ginger being used in processed foods, 
jams, pickles, beverages and pharmaceutical products. 
This overview of the world ginger industry shows that though ginger is grown in 
most ttopical countries the type, quality, quantity and the amount produced vary 
markedly between countries. Though Austtalia only produces a small quantity of the total 
world production of ginger it dominates the top quality confectionery market. The 
reasons for this are examined in the following chapters. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAROOCHY DISTRICT TO 1940 
The Sunshine Coast area has been known to the European world since Captain 
Cook sailed up the east coast of Austtalia and named the Glasshouse Mountains in 1770. 
Matthew Flinders came closer when he climbed Mt Beerburrum in 1799 and saw the 
surrounding country with flat plains and western ridges but he did not explore fiirther. 
The land Flinders saw had been home to Aborigines for at least 40 000 years, i With the 
district's benign climate, food was generally plentiful and could be obtained by hunting 
native animals, fishing, or eating selected plants, nuts, berries and roots that grew in the 
area. In the dry season when food was scarce the natives lit fires to drive the animals out 
of the scrub. The fires cleared the land and allowed fresh sweet grasses to grow when the 
rains came.^ The presence of the Aborigines is remembered today in the names of 
landscape features such as Mt Coolum, Maroochy and Buderim. 
The land has not always been as it is today. In the last 800 000 years the sea levels 
have fluctuated dramatically resulting in major changes to the shoreline and coastal 
scenery. In the last ice age the coastline was 150 m lower and 40 km east of the present 
shoreline. The present coastline was formed by sediments deposited about 120 000 years 
ago, before the last ice age, when sea levels were one to three mettes higher. The pattern 
of settlement and industry has been influenced by geology through its conttol on 
topography, soil types and mineral resources. ^  
The Maroochy Shire, one hundred kilomettes north of Brisbane, at the centte of 
the Sunshine Coast, is the home of the ginger industry. Two systems dominate the 
topography of most of the shire. The Blackall Range which runs parallel to the coast at an 
average distance of 20 kilomettes is the most dominant feature. It has a major influence 
on the weather patterns as it induces a comparatively high local orographic rainfall. The 
range is the watershed for the Mooloolah and Maroochy Rivers in the east and many 
tributaries of the Mary River to the west.'^  The Blackall Range forms the western 
boundary of the shire, rising above sheer escarpments to 404 m with a peak of 433 m. 
Between the range and the sea are smaller ranges and peaks such as Dulong Range (315 
' Helen Gregory, Making Maroochy. A History of the land, the people and the Shire, Brisbane, Boolarong 
Publications, 1991, p. xi. 
2/AzJ.,p. 4. 
^ A. F. Wilmott & N. C. Stevens, Rocks and Landscape of the Sunshine Coast, Brisbane, Geological 
Society of Australia (Qld Division), 1988, pp. 16 & 18. 
^ Frank W. Butcher ed., Maroochy Shire Handbook, Brisbane, Queensland Department of Primary 
Industries, Oct. 1976, p. 8. 
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m), Mt Ninderry near Yandina (315 m) and Mt Coolum (a sheer 207 m peak only one 
kilomette from the sea). (See Appendix 1) 
The other dominant influence is the eastern coastal system with sand dunes, 
swamps, flood plains and alluvia following the major stteams inland in long tongues. 
Flash flooding occurs frequently in these areas, but as most of the land along the stteams 
is planted with sugar cane no major damage usually occurs.^ The Quaternary alluvial flats 
atttacted the earliest settlers and continue to be very productive.^ The low hills around 
Yandina are sandstone and volcanic rocks of the North Arm Volcanics while those to the 
south of Nambour are part of the iron rich Landsborough Sandstone and have moderately 
deep soils. The coastal swamps and wallum country are old Pleistocene sediments, the 
renmants of tidal delta sands. They are exttemely infertile. In recent years they have been 
drained by canals and developed into housing estates.^ 
The north and north-west of the Shire is bounded by mountainous country around 
to Mt Cooroy and Mt Peregian before levelling out at Lake Weyba and the coastal plains. 
To the south the coastal area opens up to the relatively flat alluvial country crossed by the 
Mooloolah River which partly forms the southern boundary of the Maroochy shire. ^  
The first ginger grown in southern Queensland was on Buderim Mountain, a 
plateau approximately 4.5 km long from east to west and 2 km wide and ranging in 
height from 136 m to 181 m. It is three kilomettes from the sea at Mooloolaba. The sides 
of the plateau are steep which gives it a mountain-like appearance. People who live at 
Buderim say they live 'on Buderim as you cannot live in a mountain'. The plateau consists 
of a basalt cap overlying Mesozoic sandstones. The soils on the crest are mainly 
krasnozems, the steep sided slopes are shallow bouldery krasnozems and stony prairie 
soils on basalt while lithosols and podzolics are found on the minor sandstone inclusions. 
The chief soils are acid, red friable smooth ped earths which require potassium and 
general fertilisers if under cultivation for long.^  By comparison with the Blackall Range, 
Buderim is not particularly high but its proximity to the rivers and sea made it one of the 
first places in the district to be settled. 
Yandina is situated in the Maroochy River valley which consists of low 
sandstone, volcanic rises and broad alluvial flats. The soils in the creek flats are mainly 
acid, grey and friable while the low sandstone rises are lateritic podzolic soils with small 
5 Ibid 
^ Wilmott & Stevens, Rocks & landscape, p. 18. 
^ Butcher, Maroochy Handbook, pp. 52, 56 & 62. 
^Ibid.,^.%. 
^Ibid, pp. 53 & 63. 
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areas of latosolic soils on the basaltic rises. The creek flats are not very fertile but the 
hilly country is suitable for small crop production, including ginger, if potassium and 
other fertilisers are used. '^  
When Andrew Petrie visited the area in 1838 and 1840, to assess the potential of 
the timber, he noted the large stands of bunya pine and cedar around Dulong and near the 
Maroochy River. The bunya ttees had a special place in the social and cultural life of the 
Aborigines. Tribal gatherings and feasting occurred regularly at the time of the fruiting of 
the ttees.' ^ Partly because of this. Governor Gipps proclaimed in 1842 that 'no Licenses 
be granted for the occupation of any lands within the said District in which the Bunya 
Bunya ttee is found .... and that no Licenses to cut Timber be granted within the said 
Distticts.'i2 
Grazing leases were established north, west and east of the Maroochy area but the 
cenfral area was protected until 1860 when the Gipps proclamation was rescinded by the 
Unoccupied Crown Lands Alienation Act. This provided under Sections 4 and 21 for 
'timber and squatters' licences. ^ ^ Grazing leases were granted in Maroochy after 1860 but 
with the rough country, thick scrub, poor soils and grasses near the rivers, cattle raising 
was not a viable proposition at the time. 
Timber-getting was the first successfiil industry in the area. In 1861 G. P. Heath, 
the Brisbane portmaster, reported finding plentiful supplies of cedar, beech, flooded gum, 
bunya and mountain pine on the country thirty kilomettes upstteam of the Maroochy 
River. The soil was good, a reddish white colour, the country open and good for 
grazing.'4 The Mooloolah River had a safe land-locked harbour and a bar easier to 
navigate than the one blocking the Maroochy River. Because both rivers were shallow, 
with narrow channels and shifting bars, paddle-wheel steamers were used to ttansport the 
timber cut from the area and to bring up supplies. ^ ^ William Pettigrew had established a 
sawmill in Brisbane in 1852 and depots on the Mooloolah and Maroochy Rivers in the 
1860s. He built a timber-loading wharf on the Mooloolah River in 1861. 
In 1862 R. S. Warry and Andrew Petrie's son, Tom, established timber camps on 
the Maroochy River using Aboriginal labour to cut the timber. Petrie cut in the Buderim 
^^Ibid, pp. 56 & 62. 
'^ Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 4. 
2^ New South Wales Government Gazette, 19 Apr. 1842. 
^^  Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 13. 
^'^ G. P. Heath, "Report on the New Harbour', Queensland Parliament, Votes and Proceedings, 1862, p. 858. 
Heath was the Brisbane portmaster who had been sent to report on likely ports along the coast immediately 
north of Brisbane. 
1^  Yandina Centenary 1871-197L Yandina, Compiled by Yandina Centenary Committee, 1971, p. 3. 
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and Eudlo areas while Warry cut on the lower Maroochy. Others followed cutting timber 
in all areas of the Maroochy Shire. The timber-getters, working independently, sold their 
logs to Pettigrew. The depots were a form of producer co-operative and a prototype for 
the marketing of subsequent crops in Maroochy. ^ ^ 
As there were no roads, to ttansport the felled ttees, ttacks were cleared to the 
river, where the timber was rafted and floated downstteam to the jetties. These ttacks 
later formed the basis for the road system and may have caused the first soil erosion in 
the area.''' By the end of the decade most of the valuable timber had been removed and 
the settlers turned to other agricultural pursuits. Timber however, mainly hardwoods, 
remained a major income producer in Maroochy. The railway, which opened at Yandina 
in 1891, carried 2 072 tons of timber to Brisbane in 1892 and by 1915 this had increased 
to 25 285 tons. 18 
The discovery of gold in Gympie, in 1867, brought a rush of people to that district 
and the building of the first road from the Maroochy River to Gympie. In 1868 this trip 
could be made in eleven hours. The trip from Brisbane to Gympie could be made by sea 
to the Mooloolah River then overland. The alternative inland route on the western side of 
the Glasshouse Mountains via Durundur, the Archer's station on the Stanley River, took 
three days. In 1868 Parliament voted £2 700 for a road from Brisbane to Gympie through 
Petrie, Caboolture, Mooloolah Back Plains, Maroochy River and Traveston, a distance of 
116 miles. 19 
The opening of the road brought new settlers, but the 1871 census recorded only 
104 people in the Maroochy region, thirty-one permanently settled on the land, the rest 
being timber-getters. Yandina, Petrie Creek and Buderim were the largest centtes.^ o 
James Low, who has been called 'the father of Yandina', selected 80 acres of land at 
Yandina in 1868. He constructed a hotel, licensed in 1869, which was used by passengers 
on Cobb & Co. coaches and by railway workers. Low also established a post office, store 
and butcher shop. His fourth son is said to be the first white child bom in the district.21 
Yandina is the site of the present ginger factory. 
Pettigrew had reported that Buderim had the best land in the district. He thought 
the agricultural land too steep for ploughing but might grow fruit frees, and that the flat 
^^ GregoTy, Making Maroochy, p. 16. 
^^ Ibid, p. 18. 
18 M. J. Garland, Economic Development in the Maroochy District until 1915, BA Hons thesis. The 
University of Queensland, 1967, Appendix B, Table I. 
19 Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 21. 
2° Census report 1871, Queensland votes and proceedings (OVP), 1872, p. 1010. 
21 Yandina Centenary r871-1971, p. 4. 
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areas would probably be flooded and unsuitable for cultivating sugar. Sugar was grown in 
the Bli Bli area, beside the Mooloolah River and on Buderim in the 1870s. It took three 
years to mature, and farmers needed to supplement their income from other sources. The 
first sugar mill in Buderim was opened in 1876, by Joseph Dixon and John Fielding, and 
a second established in 1880 by the Buderim Mountain Sugar Company. At the peak of 
production in 1883 the two mills produced 191 tons in the season.22 The mills applied a 
similar co-operative approach as used by Pettigrew in the timber industry. This approach 
was later used in the ginger industry. Sugar prices slumped in the mid 1880s, due to high 
costs, over-production and ttansport difficulties. The last sugar was crushed on Buderim 
in 1896 and the Moreton Mill opened in Nambour in 1897. (See Figures 4, 5 & 6) 
Figure 4 Buderim circa 1900 
Suruhy Mail Colour Magazine, 21 June 1985, p.2 
Citrus, coffee and bananas also grew successfully on Buderim with bananas 
becoming the major source of income in the 1890s. Transport of bananas and citrus to 
market was expensive as they were taken by road to Maroochy or Mooloolaba and then 
by coastal ship to Brisbane or sent by rail from Palmwoods. The ships were unreliable in 
rough weather and the road to Palmwoods was impassable after rain. While profits were 
initially good, costs rose, as growers had to freat the land leached by heavy rain once the 
forest ttees were removed and the land cleared. In fact one of the Objects of the Buderim 
Ginger Growers Association in 1941 was to Utilise as far as possible outgrown banana 
lands in the district for ginger production.'23 
22 Gregory, Making Maroochy, pp. 18 & 29, quoting from Pettigrew Diary entry 28 July 1863. 
23 Minutes of Buderim Ginger Growers Association meeting, 23 June 1941. 
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Figure 5 Buderim in 1914 looking towards the Post Office site with Middleton's store on the left and the 
school site on the right. The blacksmith's was next to Middleton's store in the (L) foreground 
Source: Buderim Ginger Limited (BGL) archives. 
Figure 6 This Blacksmith's shop in Buderim in 1905 was the first known building erected on the site now 
occupied by Buderim Tavern. The Tavern is on the western side 
Source: Sunshine Coast Daily, Buderim Feature, 24 Oct. 1985, p. 22 
Coffee was the first crop to become a major financial success on Buderim. Gustav 
Reibe had successfully planted coffee bushes on the frost-free slopes of Buderim in the 
1880s. By 1897 plantings had spread along the Maroochy River and near Mt Coolum 
with the three areas producing 3 140 pounds of coffee in the year. In 1909 Buderim 
produced one third of Queensland's coffee, 31 557 pounds, and two years later became 
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the largest coffee growing area in the state. 2"^  The advantages of coffee over other crops 
were the ease of ttansport, the lack of diseases and the good price obtained. 
The changing uses of the land to find crops that gave a profitable return are 
examples of the 'sequent occupance' approach. The ttansport problems from Buderim 
meant that bananas, pineapple and citrus crops, that were profitable around Woombye 
and Palmwoods, were not profitable on Buderim so growing coffee made economic 
sense. On the other hand it was not mixed farming but the extension of the railway line 
from Brisbane to Yandina, in 1891, that was largely responsible for the development of 
the latter into a hamlet. 
The railway led to the development of Nambour as a major centte servicing the 
areas towards the coast and the developing areas towards the Blackall Range. Without a 
reasonable ttansport system Buderim stagnated until, after years of agitation, a light 
steam ttamway was established between Pahnwoods and Buderim in 1916. The ttain was 
regularly used to ttansport produce and goods. It was popular with tourists who came for 
'the mountain air' and stayed in the guest houses. As the town had been settled mainly by 
Quakers and Methodists, there was no hotel. In fact, a hotel was not built until 1986, and 
even then there was a good deal of public opposition. The Buderim rail line was closed in 
1935 due to the depression which reduced the market for fruit and caused a fall in the 
number of visitors. The line, which had been financed by Maroochy Council loan fimds, 
was not paid off until 1971.25 By 1915 the Maroochy Shire was the largest coffee and 
fhiit growing area in Queensland with bananas, citrus and pineapples growing in 
commercial quantities. The sugar and dairying industries were well established and 
timber was still an important industry. The shire had a population of 5 200 people living 
in 1459 dwellings.26 Nambour was the major administtative, cultural and service centte 
and Yandina had a population of 250 persons. Buderim residents formed a close-knit 
community with social activities centted around the churches and school. The residents 
were largely self sufficient in food, growing their own vegetables, fhiit and maize and 
often having their own cow and fowls.2'7 As Beryl Crosby, who lives on Buderim said, 
'We had no money but we were well fed, enjoyed a simple life, and made our own 
2'* Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 52. 
25 Ibid, p. 74. 
26 Australian Bureau Census & Statistics, Census Population and Housing, Canberra, ABS, 1915. 
2^  Garland, Economic Development in the Maroochy District, p. 21. 
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entertainment'. 28 In 1921 the Buderim district had a population of 632 people which had 
only increased to 639 in 1933.29 
Although ginger had been suggested as a staple product for the Buderim plateau 
as early as 188530 {^ ^^s not inttoduced into this area until 1916 though it had been 
cultivated in northern NSW from the 1880s. The NSW Agricultural Department 
distributed roots in the northern rivers area suggesting that: 'The cultivation of ginger 
would, if grown in sufficient quantities, save the population from much imposition'. 3' In 
1888 the colony imported 63 tons of ginger worth £2 562, mostly from China, and 
exported 9!/2 tons worth £403. The following year only a little over one ton was exported 
for £88.32 Yred Turner, a scientist with the NSW Department of Agriculture, estimated 
growers would need to plant fifty-five acres of ginger plants to satisfy local demand. The 
ginger was sold sun dried or washed, scraped and dried and sold as 'scraped ginger'. The 
average grower could harvest 2 000 to 3 000 lbs weight of cured ginger from an acre. 
Growers mostly planted small areas as costs were high and the best scrapers were only 
able to clean 40 lbs a day.'^ All processed ginger was imported. 
Robert Duthie, a Brisbane merchant with the processing firm Duthie Bros, is 
credited with bringing the first ginger to Buderim in 1916.^ 4 He gave the seed to his 
friend Arthur J. Burnett of Buderim to 'see what he could do with it' and to the 
amazement of the family it grew.35 Arthur Burnett gave seed to his brother, George 
Burnett and to Vince Crosby who lived on the western road to Buderim. They also had 
success and gave roots to other Buderim growers. Only small amounts were planted, to 
supplement the income obtained from other horticultural crops, but by the 1920s too 
much was being grown for local use only. Beryl Crosby remembers using chopped ginger 
with fish and making crystallised ginger in the early years. ^ 6 The first sales were made to 
2%eryl Crosby, interview 3 May 1994. Beryl was the widow of Vince Crosby one of the first ginger 
growers. She continued to live in the original house, buik of timber cut on the family farm, on Mt. Crosby 
Rd. until her death in Dec. 1998. Vince and his father helped build the road that now bears their name. 
29 ABS, Census Population and Housing, 1921, 1933 & 1947. 
30 Garland, Economic Development, p. 90. Quoting fi-om O VP, vol. 3, 1885, p. 342. 
31 Fred Turner, 'Cultivation of ginger*, Agricultitral Journal of NSW, 1890, p. 298. 
32 Turner, "New commercial crop in NSW, Agricultural Journal of NSW, vol. 2, Sept. 1891, pp. 507-510. 
33 Turner, 'Cultivation of ginger', p. 298. 
3"* Beryl Crosby, interview May 1994. There are various dates given for the growing of the first ginger. This 
date is confirmed by S. A. Burnett, son of Arthur J. Burnett, who remembers helping his father plant ^nger 
when he was about eight years old. S. A. Burnett thought the first ginger may have come via the Department 
of Agriculture but there is no record of a Mr Duthie (or Dufiy) having been employed in this department. 
35 Beryl Crosby, interview May 1994. 
3^ Sasha Miles, 'The Ginger Connection', GEO Australia's Geographical Magazine, vol. 2, no. 3, 1980, p. 
70. 
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Duthie Bros in Brisbane and later to the Bengal Chutney Company in East Brisbane as 
well as on the open market.37 
The first official record of ginger production in the Buderim district was for the 
1927-32 period. (See Table 4) 
Table 4 Acres ginger planted, tons harvested and value of crop 1927-32 
Year 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1931-32 
Acres 
planted 
3 
7 
Tons 
harvested 
3 
10 
25 
4 
Value in pounds 
500 
1250 
150 
Source: D. R. Lewis, QAJ, Sept. 1958, p 570 & Dept Ag & Stock Report, QPP, vol. 2, 1930, p. 829.38 
The local ginger growers endeavoured to improve their market share in various 
ways. As early as 1926 ginger growers were agitating for a guaranteed price to enable 
them to plant more ginger.39 In 1929 they formed the Ginger Marketing Association with 
N. Smout as the first chairman and H. Reed and S. A. Burnett as members of the 
executive.'*^ The aim of the Association was to promote the industry and improve the 
marketing of ginger. This move was in line with that adopted by other primary industries. 
Before the First World War, marketing and distribution of primary products was very 
unorganised and co-operatives often operated at cross purposes. During the war the State 
regulated prices, which gave the growers a guaranteed price for their produce. Realising 
the benefits gained from orderly marketing, the producers, after the war, changed their 
demands from tariff protection to marketing arrangements. "^^ 
After the war, the Queensland Premier, E. G Theodore, proposed that agricultural 
reform 'be based upon a grassroots organisation of farmers who would be assisted to 
solve the problems of production and marketing, and become the driving force towards 
co-operative effort. "^2 TO fulfil this aim, growers were encouraged to establish 
commodity boards. The Boards elected representatives to the Council of Agriculture 
which worked in close co-operation with the Department of Agriculture and Stock to 
help conttol pests and disease and improve rural producers education. The government 
passed the Agricultural Bank Act of 1923 which 'provided for advances to co-operative 
3^  S. A. Burnett, notes circa 1990 in possession Joan Hogarth. 
38 As in many instances throughout this thesis figures in official statistical records vary markedly. For 
example in the 'Annual Report Dept Agriculture & Stock', Queensland Parliamentary Papers, voL 2, 1930, 
p. 829, the tons produced in 1929-30 is shown as 25 tons but in the Tariff Board, Repori and 
Recommendations on Ginger, 1931, p. 4, it is reported as 60 tons. 
'^^ Nambour Chronicle, 25 June 1926, p. 3. 
^^ Nambour Chronicle, 12 Apr. 1929, p. 8. 
"*' D. A Murphy et al.. Labor in Power, Brisbane, University Queensland Press, 1980, p. 184. 
"^^ Ibid, p. 187. 
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companies and associations connected with primary industries.' The Primary Producers 
Pool Act was also enacted, giving the Govemor-in-Council the power to proclaim any 
grain, cereal, fhiit, vegetable or any other product of the state of Queensland a 
commodity for the purpose of the Act, and providing for the establishment of commodity 
boards to conttol an industry so long as a majority of producers of the commodity in 
question agreed.'^ 3 
Local co-operative organisations had been established in various centtes in the 
1890s and early 1900s. The Buderim branch of the Fruit and Economic Plant Growers 
Association (later the Buderim Fruitgrowers Association) was formed in 1894 and other 
districts followed.'*^ The sttength of the groups enabled them to petition the government 
for public works, particularly roads and railways. The local associations sttengthened the 
local community feeling and gave each centte its own rallying point. The competition 
between local organisations meant that it was difficult to obtain co-operative marketing 
for the whole region.'*5 
The government had also established the Committee of Direction of Fruit 
Marketing (COD) in 1923 with wide ranging powers to conttol the ttansport and disposal 
of all Suit grown in Queensland. In 1925 the COD powers were extended to include 
everything involved in the production and packing of fhiit for sale; the offering for sale; 
selling; and ttansport of fhiit from producer to consumer."^ As Buderim ginger growers 
also grew other horticultural crops, they were used to these regulations and aware of the 
advantages of orderly marketing. For example Vince Crosby cut timber, and grew 
bananas, citrus and papaws as well as ginger. Ginger, however, did not come under these 
regulations at this time. 
The Ginger Marketing Association approached the Department of Agriculture for 
help to improve their product. A small quantity of ginger was imported from China and 
tested against locally grown ginger. The imported ginger performed poorly yielding a 
light crop and small rhizomes.'*^ The Department had been established in 1887 and the 
Queensland Agricultural Journal, first published in 1897, provided useful information to 
producers. Albert Benson, the Director of Fruit Culture at the time, used the Maroochy 
area to test many of his ideas. Legislation in 1927 provided for the establishment of 
experimental stations to assess new stock, pest and disease conttol, seed selection, soil 
"^^ Ibid, pp. 187-9. 
^ Brisbane Courier, 8 Jan. 1904. 
^^  Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 11. 
"^^ Ibid, pp. 189-90. 
'^ ^ 'Aimual Report of Department Agriculture & Stock', Queensland Parliamentary Papers , vol. 2, 1931, p. 
487 
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analysis, picking, packing and processing methods but there are no records of work on 
ginger until 1954. Frank Bulcock, Minister for Agriculture, one of the architects of 
Queensland agricultural programs in the 1930s, "hammered constantly the theme of 
quality and the use of science','^ ^ a theme taken up by Geoff Shrapnel in the 1950-60s to 
improve ginger. Bulcock was not in favour of bounties or subsidies to uneconomic 
producers but argued that these were better than allowing the industry to collapse. "^^ 
In an attempt to improve their market position the Queensland Ginger Growers 
Association, in 1930, presented a case to the Tariff Board requesting an increased rate of 
duty on ginger. They had sttong support from Bernard Corser, the member for Wide Bay 
in the House of Representatives.^° The existing duty was one penny a pound on green 
ginger, four pence per pound on some preserved ginger while unground ginger and ginger 
in syrup was admitted free of duty. At this time Austtalia was importing 1 012 tons of 
ginger worth £53 452, mainly from China.^' The Sydney manufacturers argued that the 
quality of the local ginger was not up to the standard of the Chinese ginger. On the other 
hand, MacRobertsons, the confectionery manufacturers in Melbourne, stated that the 
quality was good and they would take all the local ginger they could obtain. The request 
for tariff protection was not granted mainly on the ground that the industry was not well 
established. ^ 2 AS a result of this decision the ginger industry on Buderim languished in 
the 1930s. (See Table 5) 
Table 5 Type, amount and value of ginger imported during 1935-1939 
Type ginger 
Green 
Dry 
In brine or syrup 
Tons imported 
26.78 
2 606.26 
1 250.00 
Value £ 
362 
13 669 
22 000 
Source: Queensland Country Life, 23 July 1942, p. 2. 
Thus over the five years approximately 776.68 tons were imported each year for £7 206 
with most of this ginger coming from China and Hong Kong. ^ 3 ju 1940 imports were 
'^^ Murphy, Labor in Power, p. 199. 
49/Z»/6?., p . 2 0 1 . 
^° Bernard Corser MHR, Commonwealth of Australia Parliamentary Debates, vol. 129, 14 May 1931, p. 
1971. Corser argued that growers could not be expected to compete against Chinese growers. He said that 
the opposition to tariffs had come from the Sydney manufacturers. 
^^  Commonwealth of Australia, Tariff Board's Repori and Recommendation on Ginger, 27 Jan. 1931, 
Canberra, Government Printer, pp. 3-4. 
52 Tariff Board Repori, 1931, p. 7. 
53 Queensland Year Book no. 6, Brisbane, Queensland Government Printer, 1945, p. 251. 
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worth £15 440.54 By comparison Buderim produced only fourteen tons of green ginger in 
1941-42 worth approximately £653.^ 5 
The next chapter shows how the fortunes of the industry changed as a result of the 
Second World War when imports ceased. The war acted as a catalyst for the 
establishment of the first ginger factory at Buderim, and a dramatic increase in the 
amount of ginger grown. 
5"* Commonwealth of Australia Official Year Book no. 24, Canberra, Bureau Census & Statistics, 1940, p. 
779. 
55 Queensland Year Book no. 6, 1945, p. 251. 
CHAPTERS 
HOPES AND FAH.URE 1940-1954 
It is more difficult to sell ginger than to grow it. ^  
This period covers the years of the Second World War and the post-war years until the 
collapse of the ginger industry in 1954. The war accelerated the growth of the industry. 
Ginger imports dropped dramatically in 1941, and ceased when Japan entered the war 
creating a shortage of ginger in Austtalia. This led to the establishment of the factory and 
an increase in local employment, especially for women. The government bought all the 
ginger, regardless of quality, at a guaranteed minimum price. Those involved had high 
hopes of a bright future for ginger. The war also brought fhisttation and difficulties in 
obtaining equipment and finance. With ingenuity, imagination and inventiveness, 
machinery was adapted and the procedures necessary for large scale processing of ginger 
were developed on a trial and error basis. 
After the war the fhisttation increased when cheap high quality ginger, mostly 
from China, was again available and the government withdrew the minimum price 
guarantee. Lack of finance became a major problem, in 1947, when the factory produced 
cargo and crystallised ginger in conjimction with 'Warrys' of Maryborough, under the 
Merrybud label.^ The Association tried to develop an export market but supply was 
unreliable and the quality of the processed ginger was poor. Growers left the industry as 
the financial returns were not sufficient to cover costs. The Association borrowed from 
banks and growers but the loans could not be repaid. With no money to purchase ginger, 
only a minimum staff establishment was maintained to process the ginger in the vats. By 
1954 the Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association (BGG) was bankrupt. 
The main causes of this failure were the high development costs, reliance on 
government guarantees, a low financial base and poor financial management. Lack of 
quality conttol of the ginger and the directors' lack of knowledge of processing and 
marketing also contributed to the failure. Thus a period that began with expectations of a 
continuing stable industry and employment, ended in failure. 
The first moves to establish a ginger factory at Buderim were made in 1940 when 
The Buderim Fruitgrowers Association, through B. H. Corser MHR, made representations 
to the Federal Government to place the ginger industry on a stabilised basis, requesting that 
^ Vince Crosby, minutes Ginger Marketing Board (GMB) meeting, 3 Mar. 1950. 
^ Warrys was a family firm established in Maryborough in 1934 to manufacture food stuffs. The name 
Merrybud was coined from the towns Maryborough and Buderim by Beryl Crosby, wife of Vince Crosby. 
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the importation of ginger be under licence only. 3 Growers feh they could produce the 700 
tons consumed in Austtalia each year if they were given assurance of adequate protection. 
In May 1941 the Queensland Ginger Growers Association"* was formed with V. 
Crosby as President, R. L. Miller as Secretary-Treasurer and L. Hurburgh, W. C. 
Chadwick and A. E. Henderson as members of the executive committee. George Burnett 
replaced Chadwick as a Director at the first Annual General Meeting. The membership 
fee was set at five shillings and there was a levy of five shillings a ton on all ginger sold. 
Only financial members of the Association received a quota to supply ginger. The 
Committee of Direction of Fruit Marketing (COD) acted as agents and set a minimum 
price of six pence per lb for all orders received through the C0D.5 The Objects of the 
Buderim Ginger Growers Association were: 
* To produce and market ginger to give a fair return to the grower and a 
reasonable price to the consumer. 
* To attempt to regulate planting on a 50/50 basis with NSW until Austtalia's 
requirements were met. 
* To attempt to conttol production in Queensland by assigning planting areas. 
* To solicit the aid of the Departments of Agriculture in NSW and Queensland 
to prohibit the importation of green ginger which may be used for root stock. 
* To develop a new secondary industry giving employment to many people 
by establishing a pre-tteatment factory at Buderim. 
* To utilise, as far as possible, out-grown banana lands in the district for ginger 
production. 
* To solicit the full aid of the [State] Government in an approach to the Federal 
Government for a protective tariff on imported ginger. 
* To raise money or loans from a government institution for the purchase of 
land, buildings and plant and also for advances to growers against ginger 
delivered for tteatment.^ 
In December 1941 a ginger pool was established and all ginger had to be sold through the 
pool.^  
Meanwhile the Northern Rivers Development Council in New South Wales had 
been urging cane farmers to grow ginger around Wardell. Ginger had been grown in 
small quantities in that area since the 1890s. In 1901 a plot of ginger had been planted at 
3 Nambour Chronicle, 3 May p. 11 & 21 June 1940 p. 1. 
^ This name was changed to Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association (BGG) on 7 Aug. 1941. 
The latter name will be used throughout to avoid confusion. 
5 Minutes Buderim Fruit Growers Association Meetings, 26 Mar. & 26 May 1941. 
^ Minutes BGG meeting, 23 June 1941. 
^ Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Dec. 1941. 
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the WoUongbar Experimental Farm near Lismore.* In 1903 a further area was set aside 
for the purpose of growing rhizomes for distribution but there is no information on how 
much was distributed. ^  
On 4 March 1940 the NSW Ginger Growers Association was formed at a meeting 
on Bill Leeson's farm at Wardell. This move was inspired by Reverend Charles Judd, a 
Methodist minister who had been at Manilla, near Tamworth. He thought the heath land 
near Wardell would be ideal for ginger. Judd inttoduced Gil Smith of Sunnyside 
Orchards (SOL) to the ginger growers representatives in NSW. ^ ^ Sunnyside Orchards had 
a cherry orchard at Manilla and a food processing plant in Redfem, Sydney for 
processing their cherries and those from the Orange Cherry Growers Co-operative 
Association. Smith supplied the Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative with details 
relative to the processing of ginger in Sydney.'' Sunnyside were also wholesale agents 
selling throughout Austtalia and overseas. 
In 1941 representatives from Queensland, NSW and SOL formed the Austtaiian 
Ginger Growers Council. The states had equal representation on the Council and Crosby 
was elected President. Shares were issued, with a minimum of five one pound shares a 
person. 12 Sunnyside's manager, Gil Smith, offered to take 10 tons of brined ginger at four 
pence a pound in 1941, rising to 300 tons in 1942. SOL acted as selling agents, supplied 
casks for railing the ginger and met all preparation and ttansport expenses.'3 Suimyside 
also advanced £500 to assist growers with the cost of planting. The Buderim Association 
agreed to supply NSW growers with seed and to tteat their ginger. ^ ^ 
Frank Bulcock, the Queensland Minister of Agriculture, encouraged the efforts of 
the Buderim Ginger Growers as he felt, in 1941, that because of the war the shortage of 
ginger had become critical. He asked Crosby, a personal friend, if the ginger growers 
could establish a viable ginger processing industry on Buderim.' 5 In an interview, in 
* Agricultural Gazette of NSW, Aug-Sept., Sydney, 1901, p. 572. No mention is made of the source of the 
seed but wild ginger grew in the area. Walter Roberts, the first secretary of the NSW Association, thinks the 
early seed came from China. 
^ Agricultural Gazette of NSW, Sept. 1903, p. 932. Ginger is not mentioned in subsequent years. Rhizomes 
are undergroud root like stems which emit both roots and shoots. Sections of the rhizomes are planted to 
grow ^ g e r and the rhizomes are also the part of the ginger that is eaten. 
10 Walter Roberts, interview at Lismore, 15 Aug. 1996. Roberts was secretary of the NSW Ginger Growers 
Association. 
11 Minutes BGG meeting, 4 Mar. 1942. 
12 Minutes BGG meeting, 7 Aug. 1941. 
13 Minutes BGG meeting, 11 June 1941. 
1"^  Minutes BGG meeting, 11 Sept. 1941. 
15 Sasha Miles, GEO Australia's Geographical Magazine, vol. 2, no. 3, Dee Why, NSW, Heritage 
Publications, 1980, p. 70. 
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1941, with W. J. Scully, the Minister for Commerce and Agriculture, Bulcock and 
Crosby were given an assurance that 'the Federal Government would not only encourage 
the establishment of the industry throughout the war but would also endeavour to see it 
stabilised as an Austtaiian industry afterwards.'^ ^ In NSW, however, W. F. Dunn, that 
State's Minister for Agriculture and Forests, was worried about over-production and 
proposed limiting ginger planting. '^  
Figure 7 Vince Crosby, 1940s 
Courtesy Crosby family 
16 V. J. Crosby, chairman BGG, letter to Senator Neil O'Sullivan, Minister for Trade and Customs, 27 Aug. 
1951. Copy in BGG files. 
7^ Agricultural Gazette, NSW, Vol. 52, 1 Sept. 1941, p. 450. Dunn stated that enough ginger was being 
grown in Queensland and New South Wales to supply the needs of the whole of Australia. It was proposed 
to limit the planting of the crop in the same way as rice planting was controlled on the irrigation areas. 
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Vince Crosby could be called the founder of the ginger industry. (See Figure 7) 
He was one of the first ginger growers and held many positions in the Association until 
1952. He has been described as 'a visionary who could see a future for ginger despite the 
ups and downs and setbacks'!^ and as 'having the ability to marshal facts logically and 
methodically, and [was] able to communicate his thoughts clearly and expressively*, i^  
Crosby was also very involved with the community, being a foundation member of both 
the Headland Golf Club and the Mooloolaba Surf Lifesaving Club. On leaving the ginger 
industry he became manager of the Sunshine Coast Branch of Alfred Grant Real Estate, a 
position he held until his death in 1976. 
Figure 8 Staff members outside the blacksmith shop in 1941. From (1 to r) J. Hunter, V. Crosby, M. 
Dickman, H. Hunter (director of marketing). Misses H. Ede, K. Neisler, O. Jones, and M. Simpson. 
The large vat inside the door was used for storing the ginger. 
Source: A. Robertson ed., Buderim 100 years of achievement reviewed. Centenary celebrations conmiittee, 
1962, p. 9. 
Despite the misgivings in NSW about over production, five Buderim growers had 
enough faith in ginger to invest five pounds each for the installation of a pre-tteatment 
plant, a move made possible as electric power had just been connected to Buderim. The 
first factory was in a disused blacksmith's shop, opposite the playing fields of Buderim 
'^ Doris Crerar (nee Marbach), interview 11 Jime 1995. Doris was appointed secretary of the Assodation in 
1954, became factory manager and later an Associate Director of Buderim Ginger. She said Vince Crosby 
was the best boss she ever had. 
19 The Advertiser, 22 Dec. 1976, p. 29. 
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Primary School and next to Middleton store. 20 The first manager, L. T. Hurburgh, 
received a salary of five pounds a week. 21 The first employees were Myra Dickman, 
Evelyn Dickman, Olive Jones and James Henderson. (See Figure 8) 
The necessary equipment, including two vats for the brining process,^ ^ was 
installed in time for the 194M2 season when 16 tons of ginger were received. ^ 3 The 
blacksmith's site proved too small; ginger cutting had sometimes to be done on tables on 
the footpath. In 1941 the BGG purchased one and a half acres of land^^  for £150, from H. 
M. Witham.25 This site became the home of ginger for 43 years. It was 500 mettes west 
of the junction of Main Stteet, Lindsay Road and Ballinger Road which formed the 
nucleus of the more closely settled area. (See Figure 9) 
George Burnett lent the money for the purchase. He was bom in 1880, a son of 
Frederick and Mary Burnett and a grandson of John Burnett. The latter had settled on 
Buderim in 1876 with his wife, six sons and a daughter. George was brought up in 
Buderim, joined the army in 1914 and was awarded the Military Medal in 1918. He 
managed 'Mon Mari' for H. O. Foote for seven years and later formed a partnership with 
Witham to farm properties on Buderim. The partnership lasted for twenty years until 
Witham went to Brisbane. George continued living on Buderim, buying and selling land. 
Over the years he grew sugar cane, bananas, pineapples, passionfhiit, citrus, sttawberries, 
coffee, ginger and peanuts, the latter being his only failure.^ ^ He was a director of 
Buderim Ginger Growers Association from its foundation until 1951. 
Because of the war, buildings, food production and labour were subject to 
government regulation. ^ ^ Crosby held meetings with federal and state ministers before 
obtaining the necessary permission to establish the factory and gain approval for the 
plans. Ginger processing was placed under a licensing system and a sugar concession was 
^^ Lot 11 on Registered Plan no. 167533, County of Canning, Parish of Mooloolah, Town of Buderim. 
2^  Minutes BGG meeting, 4 Aug. 1941. 
2-^  Beryl Crosby, interview 3 May 1992. Beryl said that, after searching for vats all over Australia, Vince 
obtained two old ship's tanks from Mr E. Middleton who owned the curiosity shop in Buderim. 
23 Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Dec. 1941. 
^^ Section Resub. 8 of Sub. 1 of portion 57, County of Canning, Parish of Mooloolah. 
25 Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Dec. 1941. 
2^  Nambour Chronicle, 11 Nov. 1960. Interview with George Burnett by a staff reporter. Witham and 
Burnett enlisted together. They formed a partnership and Burnett lent the money to the BGG to buy the land 
from Witham and Burnett. 
2"^  Paul Hasluck, The Government and the People 1942-45. Australia in the War of 1939-45. series 4, vol. 
2, Canberra, Australian War Memorial, 1958. The Economic Plan and Total Mobilisation Plan, established in 
Feb. 1942, placed the whole production system of the nation under control and direction of Commonwealth 
Government. The Australian Food Council was established Mar. 1942 to deal with food requirements. In 
Dec. 1941 Cabinet had decided 'as a war measure to approve of the extensive employment of women in 
industries where men were not available ...' pp. 242-43 & 265. and in The Government and the People 1939-
41 series 4, vol. 1, pp. 411-12. 
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Figure 9 : Street Plan of Butterim 1962. 
A- Robertson ed. Buderim 100 years of achievment reviewed'. 
Centerary celebration committee. 1962, p. 24 
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Figure 11 Buderim ginger factory built in 1942 
Source: Nambour Chronicle supplement, 3 June 1980, p. 2. 
granted. 28 On the 13 April 1942 a loan of £1 000 was granted by the Bureau of Rural 
Development. 29 The loan was redeemed by establishing a sinking fiand which took two 
granted.3o On the 13 April 1942 a loan of £1 000 was granted by the Bureau of Rural 
Development. 31 The loan was redeemed by establishing a sinking fund which took two 
and a half percent commission on net sales. The total cost of the land, factory, plant and 
vats was £2 895, towards which the growers raised £480.32 ihQ building was completed 
in time to receive the 1943 harvest. (See Figures 10 & 11) 
As ginger had been declared 'a commodity under the Primary Producers' 
Organisation and Marketing Acts' it was necessary to establish a Ginger Marketing Board 
(GMB).33 The first meeting of this Board was held in Buderim on 27 July 1942.34 The 
Director of Marketing, H. S. Hunter, pointed out that the Primary Producers' Organisation 
and Marketing Acts were very elastic and could be varied to suit the industry. Thus the 
28 Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Dec. 1941. Crosby reported on meetings held in Canberra with Bulcock and 
Federal Minister Scully re licensing system. Crosby also held meetings in Brisbane with the Secretary, 
Bureau Regional Development re factory and loan, W. Short re sugar concessions and L. Mercer re timber 
for vats. 
29 Minutes BGG meetings, 4 Mar. & 13 Apr. 1942. 
^^ Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Dec. 1941. Crosby reported on meetings held in Canberra with Bulcock and 
Federal Minister Scully re licensing system. Crosby also held meetings in Brisbane with the Secretary, 
Bureau Regional Development re fectory and loan, W. Short re sugar concessions and L. Mercer re timber 
for vats. 
31 Minutes BGG meetings, 4 Mar. & 13 Apr. 1942. 
32 Minutes BGG meeting, 31 Oct. 1941. 
33 This committee was first called the Ginger Board, then in Oct. 1942 it became the Queensland Ginger 
Board. On 15 Jan. 1947 the name was changed to The Ginger Marketing Board (GMB). This name is used 
throughout to avoid confiision. 
34 Queensland Government Gazette, 18 July 1942, p. 174. The meeting was attended by R S. Hunter 
(Director Marketing), A. J. Everist, (Dept Ag & Stock) and R Miller, Hurburgh, and Crosby elected as 
representatives of the growers. 
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Ginger Marketing Board could have a constitution that allowed the BGG to act as agent. 
The Board members finally resolved: 
That this Board appoint The Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative 
Association Limited as its agent to receive, treat and market ginger on the 
Board's behalf and to distribute the net proceeds of sales direct to growers; 
such net proceeds to be determined after deducting all expenses incurred in 
the handling and sale of the commodity together with any expenses incurred by 
the Board. 35 
Crosby was appointed chairman of the Board, a position he held for ten years. R. Miller 
was appointed Secretary. 36 Crosby was also elected to the Council of Agriculture. 3'^  
In 1943 the Board passed the following resolution: 
From 8 March 1943 all ginger shall be delivered to the Board at the premises 
of the Association at Buderim unless otherwise directed by the Board. The 
Association shall do all matters and things necessary in the handling and 
pre-treatment of the ginger at Buderim and in consideration for such services 
performed by the Association on behalf of the Board, the Board shall pay 
to the Association such amounts as may be mutually agreed upon between 
the Board and the Association. 3^  
As the only organisation legally empowered to offer the commodity ginger as security for 
finance, the Board obtained a £3 000 loan from the English, Scottish and Australian Bank 
(ES&A) to pay the growers for the ginger they delivered to the factory. 
Table 6 Organisational chart of the ginger 
GROWERS 
grew ginger 
delivered ginger to factory 
paid by BGG for ginger 
provided loan money 
to GMB 
BGG ASSOCIATION 
processed the ginger 
expenses paid by Board 
owned land, factory and plant 
used in processing ginger 
Board's agents in developing 
markets and selling ginger 
industry in 1943 
GINGER BOARD 
owned the ginger 
delivered to factory 
responsible for 
finance & loans 
responsible to the 
goveenmient for 
orderly management 
of industry 
35 Minutes GMB meeting, 27 July 1942. 
36 Ibid 
37 Qld Gov Gazette, 24 Oct. 1942, p. 1082. 
38 Minutes GMB meeting, 11 Mar. 1943. 
36 
The three grower representatives on the Board were elected by growers who, in 
the previous twelve months, had delivered to the Ginger Board, ginger grown by them in 
Queensland. 39 The other Board members were a Government representative and the 
Secretary. The first three growers representatives on the Board, L. Hurburgh, R. Miller 
and V. Crosby, were also on the BGG committee and Crosby was the factory manager as 
well. There was a close relationship between the Ginger Marketing Board, the Buderim 
Ginger Growers Association and the growers. (See Table 6) 
At the first annual meeting of the Board, in 1943, it was reported that a 77 ton 
crop had been harvested, despite adverse drought conditions. The Chairman 
optimistically stated that 'the industry can now be regarded as being on a fairly sound 
footing ...and if normal progress is maintained in the next few years a valuable primary 
industry will be added to the many in this State'.^ o The net payment of four and a half 
pence per lb to growers was considered unsatisfactory by the growers and the Price 
Fixing Commissioner agreed to a return of six pence per lb for ginger.^i With this 
financial incentive growers began flocking into the industry. (See Figure 12) 
Figure 12 
Source: Minutes BGG & GMB 1944-54. Numbers for 1947 and 1951 unavailable. 
The figure shows clearly the rapid rise in grower numbers to 1946 and the fall down to 
two growers in 1952. The reasons for the decline are discussed later. The increase in the 
number of growers is paralleled in the area planted with ginger. (See Figure 13) 
39 Qld. Gov. Gazette, 12 May 1945, p. 1242. 
40 Chairman's report to Annual General Meeting GMB, 28 July 1943. 
41 Chairman's report on the activities of the GMB for the year ending 30 June 1943. The request was 
supported by NSW Ginger Growers Assn. and SOL. 
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Figure 13 
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By 1943 the shortage of ginger in Australia was acute although the factory 
handled 180 tons. The Department of Supply (Defence foods) urgently required 
medicinal (dried) ginger so a dehydrator was installed at the factory.42 A 60 ft x 60 ft 
saw-tooth building was erected by R. (Bob) Cadell to house the necessary equipment. Of 
the £3 600 needed to erect the factory the growers loaned £2 197.43 
Between 1941-43 four farmers from Bundaberg and Innisfail requested seed from 
the Board but, in accordance with the stated Objects of the Association, these requests 
were refused. The reason given for the refusals was that seed was in short supply.44 The 
Board considered ginger-growing should be limited to a defined area, as ginger from 
distant places dried out in transit and peeling losses were heavy.45 in 1949 there were 
plans to set up ginger processing plants on the Atherton Tablelands and in the Markham 
Valley in New Guinea. The Ginger Marketing Board intervened in both instances and the 
plans did not proceed.46 In 1965, it again appeared that a ginger industry would be 
established in New Guinea. Shrapnel, the Managing Director at the time, had received 
alarming reports of this possibility. He visited the area and found the industry barely 
42 Minutes GMB meeting, 30 June 1943. In answer to a questionnaire Mick Mead, who worked as a jam 
boiler, crystalliser and syrupier for 45 years, fi-om 1945 to 1990, stated that this dehydrator was obtained 
fi-om the whaling station at Tangalooma. Previous to that it was thought to have been used to dry herrings in 
Norway. This machine, much changed, is still in use at the factory. Questionnaire property of H. J. Hogarth 
43 Minutes BGG meeting, 4 Apr. 1944. 
44 Minutes GMB, requests were received fi-om F. A. Paros, Iimisfail, on 31 Oct. 1941, a Bundaberg grower 
29 Oct. 1942, Mr Militano, Innisfail, 28 July 1943 and fi-om Mr Neilsen of Bundaberg on 11 Mar. 1943. 
45 Minutes GMB meeting, 28 July 1943. 
46 Minutes GMB meetings, 11 & 25 Feb. & 2 Dec. 1949. 
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started and represented no threat to Buderim.4'7 In reality the Board did not want 
competition from another processing plant in Ausfralia or in New Guinea. 
The Second World War not only helped the establishment of the ginger industry; 
it also brought major changes to life in Ausfralia. Many men and women joined the 
armed forces, others were conscripted into essential services and industries. Women 
accepted the traditional responsibilities of men, running the farm and working the land. 
Thus, when the ginger factory started in 1941 most of the employees were women. Pefrol 
rationing was infroduced and enhanced the chances of local Buderim people being 
employed in the factory. Land Army girls were billeted in local boarding houses and 
assisted with harvesting crops, including ginger.48 Later, Italian prisoners-of-war came to 
work on the farms.49 These were a few of the 18 000 Italian prisoners-of-war in 
Ausfralia. 50 
After Japan's entry into the war, the fall of Singapore, the bombing of Darwin and 
the sinking of the hospital ship Centaur, off" the coast near Sfradbroke Island, the people 
of Maroochy were fearfiil of invasion. Men unfit for active service joined the Volunteer 
Defence Corps, which in Maroochy entailed guarding the railway line and bridges on the 
Bruce Highway or becoming part of Coast Watch, reporting any unusual movement at 
sea. Army training camps established along the coast reinforced the local feeling of the 
nearness of the war. The camps provided many of the male partners for the dances and 
concerts on Saturday nights. 51 
At the end of the war the Department of Defence no longer required all ginger 
produced. The guarantee price was discontinued and ginger became available on the 
open market for the first time since 1941. This meant that after 1945 Buderim had to 
compete against cheap ginger imports mainly from China. 52 The fall in demand caused 
growers to leave the industry. (See Figure 17) 
47 Minutes BGG meeting, 8 July 1965. 
48 Freda Sorensen, interview 26 May 1995. Freda was a 'land army girl' who picked crops in many areas of 
Queensland. She was billeted at "Moreton View' in Buderim with about 20 other girls. Doug Dickman picked 
the gjrls up in his truck, and delivered them to the various farms. Their weekly wage was £2 2s. 
49 Beryl Crosby, interview 3 May 1994, remembers them as a mixed blessing as their work was erratic. She 
said they were always very polite and looked very smart at the dances on Saturday nights. They made wine 
out of any fioiit or vegetable they could obtain - mostly awfiil stuff. 
50 Geoffrey Bolton, The Oxford History of Austi-alia, Vol. 5 1942-1988, Melbourne, Oxford University 
Press, 1990, p. 13. 
51 Audienne Blyth, Yandina Women Remember, Nambour Qld., 1995, p. 14. Norma Dickson remembers 
dancing at War Loan rallies, and concerts on the back of trucks in army camps around Yandina. 
^^ Agricultural Journal of NSW, Vol. 56, July 1945, p. 308. 
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Buderim was not the only area experiencing problems. In northern New South 
Wales, the only other area in Ausfralia producing commercial quantities of ginger, 
growers were also having difficulties. Here ginger was mostly grown as a supplement to 
the income of cane growers. In 1942 the Wardell area produced 150 tons of ginger from 
30 acres. The local Association bought the old blacksmith shop in Wardell where ginger 
was peeled and pickled before being sent to SOL in Sydney or to Buderim for processing. 
In 1946 William Leeson, one of the foundation members, led a breakaway group which 
sold directly to the market bypassing the Association and Sunnyside. This led to the 
bankruptcy of the NSW Association, and a loss of money for many growers.53 Ginger, for 
the fresh fruit market, continued to be grown around Wardell until well into the 1960s. 
After that the Sunshine Coast area became the only place in Ausfralia growing 
commercial quantities of ginger and the Buderim factory the sole processor of ginger. 
The end of the war also brought problems for SOL in Sydney. The ginger was 
freated in their Redfem factory in Sydney but, in 1945, the factory was deemed not to 
conform to health authority regulations. Suimyside could not obtain a permit to rebuild 
and thus could only continue to process Buderim ginger if the Board agreed to convert 
part of the ginger to 'cargo ginger'. 54 At this stage Buderim was not able to meet this 
requirement, and this led to the contract with Sunnyside Orchards being terminated in 
March 1946. 
After a joint meeting of the Ginger Marketing Board, the Association and 
Debenture Holders the Board approached the Agricultural Bank for a £5 000 loan to 
provide a boiler and additional vats for cargo and crystallised ginger.55 The bank refused 
the loan mainly on the recommendation of Colin Clark, Director of Bureau of Industry, 
who expressed the view that 'he did not consider any primary industry could succeed here 
in Ausfralia, unless it was highly mechanised, and this was impossible in ginger'. 56 Events 
have shown that Clark's first notion was right, but that he was wrong in thinking that 
ginger could not be mechanised. Clark fiirther considered that 'as we would have to frade 
with China the industry should be given back to that country'.57 This confrasts starkly 
with the views expressed by Frank Bulcock in the 1930s. He thought bounties or 
53 Keith Cameron and John Felsch, telephone conversations April 1996. Their fathers were both ginger 
growers near Wardell. 
54 Minutes GMB meeting, 22 Nov. 1945. SOL opened a new factory in 1949. They continued to buy 
Buderim ginger. 
55 Minutes combined meeting BGG & GMB, 23 Mar. 1945. The meeting also discussed the taxation 
problems for the Association, producers and debenture holders. 
56Minutes BGG meeting, 5 Mar. 1946. 
^^ Ibid 
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subsidies better than allowing a primary industry to collapse.58 As fimds were not 
available from other sources the growers agreed to receive only three pence a pound for 
their ginger and to leave any payment over this amount in the Board's finance pool.59 
These arrangements demonsfrate the poor financial base of the Association and the hand 
to mouth existence of the industry. 
To replace Suimyside an agreement was signed, in 1946, between the GMB and 
W. Stephenson representing GoUin and Company, appointing the latter selling agents for 
all forms of ginger, on a five percent commission basis.6o The commission was reduced 
to two and a half percent, in 1952, when the debton overseas shipments had been 
repaid.6iGolIin was a Mercantile Agency in the imports and exports business frading in 
various commodities including coal and wines. Their head office was in Melbourne with 
a branch in Eagle Sfreet, Brisbane.62 Gollin's remained the Board's agents until 1957. 
The need to produce cargo ginger led, in 1947, to the alliance between Buderim 
Ginger Growers and Warrys of Maryborough. Arrangements were made with Warrys to 
frain T. Hancock to cargo ginger and, in 1946, he was appointed Technical Adviser at the 
Buderim factory. 63 Stan Warry, a chemist, after experimenting with ginger samples in the 
laboratory at Warrys declared he could produce cheaper, better quality cargo ginger than 
Buderim. At this stage little was known about the processing of large quantities of ginger; 
the problems had not been published in other countries nor adequately investigated in 
Ausfralia. 
To market the ginger a new company, Merrybud Products, was formed by the 
Association and Warrys to: 
supply the requirements of frade in Ausfralia and elsewhere, of manufactured 
ginger or any other product, in any form or package, and to arrange to 
produce labels, containers etc. whereon Buderim Ginger will be featured.64 
Buderim was to supply the ginger, Warrys the building and plant, and Gollin's to be the 
selling agent. The formula used for syruping ginger was placed in a safe deposit box in 
the bank by Stan Warry. 65 The name Merrybud was coined from the towns of 
Maryborough and Buderim by Beryl Crosby, wife of Vince Crosby. 
58 Murphy, Labour in Power, p. 201. 
59Minutes BGG meeting, 5 Mar. 1946 
60 Minutes GMB meeting, 13 Mar. 1946. 
61 Minutes BGG meeting 14 Nov. 1952. 
62 Information obtained fi-om Nevitts & Co. Stockbrokers in Brisbane. Gollin & Co. was delisted on the 
Stock Exchange in 1977 and went into receivership, finally closing in 1980. 
63 Minutes BGG meeting 6 Aug. 1946. 
64 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 June 1947. 
65 Ibid. This was an important factor after Warry left the factory. He accused the Association of using his 
recipe without his permission, but he was the only one with access to the formula. 
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Stan Warry was a difficult, abrasive, opinionated man who always blamed others 
for his mistakes.66 In calculating his costs for cargoing ginger he had not allowed for 
weight loss in transporting the brined ginger in bags from Buderim to Maryborough, and 
losses were phenomenal. There were also problems with the toughness of the ginger and 
with the crystallised ginger reverting to syrup when fransported overseas.67 Stan's 
intractability led to a financial crisis in Warrys and a family feud which was not healed 
until 1972 when Stan was dying.68 
To reduce the weight loss the equipment used to process the ginger at 
Maryborough was moved to Buderim in 1950. Stan Warry also moved to Buderim and 
was appointed Technical Adviser. He continued to cause frouble, refusing to work with 
Crosby, the factory manager. The BGG reluctantly dispensed with Crosby because 'the 
industry is in this present critical stage, ... and to retain the present processing formulae 
for syruping of ginger, we are compelled to retain the services of Mr Warry'.69 The 
chairman of the Association, W. C. Chadwick, reinforced this statement saying that; 
'there was not the slightest suggestion of any malpractice, inefficiency, or any other 
stigma on Mr Crosby's performance of his duties', ^ o in a letter containing his own 
resignation Chadwick wrote of 'the many schisms and antagonisms that had developed 
within the organisation' and of the problems that were besetting the industry. He thought 
these could be overcome 'with a resolute approach and a true co-operative spirit 
prevailing ... [but] unfortunately this is not in evidence'." !^ After further friction Warry 
was sacked in 1955*^ 2 but he continued to cause problems until 1961. "^3 
In 1947 Buderim was unable to obtain electrical equipment to maintain the 
dehydrator and lost the local ground ginger frade to foreign countries. The local ginger 
also had a poor reputation as the processing methods were not satisfactory."^ 4 j ^ early 
66 Norwood Warry, interview 19 May 1995. Norwood is the nephew of Stan Warry and worked at Warrys 
for some years. Norwood claims that the reckless use of money by Stan, on ginger research, caused a split in 
the family. These Warry's were no relation to the R. S. Warry who established the early timber camps on the 
Maroochy River. 
67 Minutes BGG meeting, 1 July 1949. 
68 Norwood Warry, interview. Due to this Warrys was sold in 1953 and became a public company 
producing machinery not foodstuflF. Most of the 57 staff" lost their jobs and were unable to obtain other work 
in Maryborough. The firm closed in 1988. 
69 Minutes BGG meeting 15 Feb. 1952. 
70 MBnutes AGM BGG, 11 June 1952. Chadwick offered to resign, and another director, H. F. Fielding 
resigned over problems with Warry in Oct. 1952. 
71 Letter fi-om W. C. Chadwick to the Buderim Ginger Growers Co-op., 18 Feb. 1952. Letter held in file by 
BGG. 
72Norwood Warry, interview. Stan Warry could not believe he was sacked. He went to bed for a fortnight 
and became a semi-invalid for the rest of his life 
73 Minutes BGG meetings, 17 June 1952, 2 June 1955, 18 Feb. 1960 &. 24 Oct. 1961. 
74 Minutes Annual General Meeting BGG, 22 July 1947. 
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1948, sales were difficult, and the Board tried unsuccessfiilly to extend its £15 000 
overdraft facilities with the ES&A bank for the purchase of the 1948 ginger crop.75 
However, in July 1948, Crosby reported that sales were excellent and large sales were 
expected in the United Kingdom. The overdraft limit was lifted to £20 000 and the crop 
purchased because large sales were anticipated to the United Kingdom.76 These exports 
did not eventuate due to the coal strike in 1949, waterfront problems in 1951 and 
shortage of barrels for ttansporting the ginger. Other problems were deterioration of the 
ginger in brine, poor peeling, poor quality of the crystallised ginger and complaints from 
New Zealand regarding short weights. The poor quality of this early export ginger was a 
barrier that had to be overcome before export markets could be established in the 1960s. 
The only positive news was that a small order sent to Canada had been favourably 
received. 77 
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Source: Minutes GMB 16 Aug. 1951 & minutes BGG meetings 1952-54 
A major problem in the factory was the loss of ginger in processing. In 1944 this 
had been twenty percent but had reached thirty-seven percent by 1946. Various 
mechanical peelers and brining methods were tried and the loss dropped to thirty percent 
by 1950 but this was still unacceptable.78 The Associations' debt on the 1947-48 crops 
was £16 649 and it had a total debt of £19 050.79 xhe Board could not reduce its 
outstanding debts and the growers could contribute nothing fiirther as the returns were 
only three pence a pound. (See Figure 14) 
75 Chairman's report to GMB meeting, 19 Feb. 1948. 
76 Minutes GMB meeting, 23 July 1948. 
77 Minutes GMB meetings, 2 Dec. 1949, 14 Nov. 1950, 9 Mar. & 26 July 1951. 
78 Minutes GMB meetings, 31 July 1947 and 3 Mar. 1950. 
79 Report presented to GMB meeting, 23 July 1948. 
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While ginger processing remained the chief concern at the factory, the 
Association in 1948, turned to other products in an effort to increase income, reduce 
overhead and fiilly utilise the factory. After discussions with B. Flewell-Smith of the 
COD, in 1949 the Association began processing sfrawberries in competition with Cottee 
Limited.80 The latter had arranged in 1945, after a visit from the Managing-Dfrector H. 
W. Cottee, to buy 500 tons of Queensland sfrawberries annually to process in their 
Brisbane factory. 81 Many sfrawberry growers, some of whom were also ginger growers, 
had confracts with Cottee. In 1948 growers requested that BGG take over the processing 
as they could handle the Suit quickly and would be able to take the ripe fraiit, which were 
rejected by Cottees, for jam making. 82 
The BGG, in consultation with COD, laid down conditions for sfrawberry 
suppliers which were; 
* Berries to be supplied by shareholders only 
* Confracts to be made with growers to take the whole of the crop 
* Weights to be supplied fortnightly to the COD which would 
forward cheques to growers 
* Growers to be paid one shilling a pound. 83 
For the BGG to avoid tax, all suppliers had to be shareholders to the extent of at least one 
five pound share. If sfrawberry growers bought twenty-five pounds in shares the 
Association guaranteed an assured outlet for all their berries. Factory inspectors 
determined the grades for the berries. Over the years, sfrawberry growers contributed 
approximately £7 000 additional capital to help provide the facilities required for the 
processing of their fruit. 84 
As the sfrawberry season differed to that of ginger, casual staff at the factory were 
able to be employed for longer periods. The production of sfrawberry products began in 
June 1949 and sales were excellent. The factory manufactured berries into conserve or 
canned them in syrup. Merrybud also preserved and sold rosella, gerkins, melons and red 
cabbage using Warry's recipes.85 Mick Mead, the jam boiler, crystalliser and syrupier 
80 Minutes BGG meeting, 27 Nov. & 20 Dec. 1948. In 1948 Cottees were buying berries at one shilling a 
pound and railing them to Sydney for processing and making a profit. 
81 Minutes BGG meeting, 1 Nov. 1945. H. W. Cottee was the Managing Director of the company which 
had its headquarters at 237 Marion St. Leichhardt, Sydney. Cottee Pty Ltd were one of the largest jam 
makers in Australia. Cottee, in 1945, paid 8d per lb for strawberries which were processed in their Brisbane 
factory. They later switched their operation to Sydney. 
82 Minutes BGG meetings, 27 Nov. & 20 Dec. 1948. Information on the number of growers is unavailable. 
83 Minutes BGG meeting 11 Feb. 1949 
84 Minutes BGG meeting, 29 Apr. 1958. 
85 Minutes BGG meeting, 27 Oct. 1949. 
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developed the recipe for ginger marmalade which is still being used. Mick was one of the 
long term employees, starting at the factory in 1945 and retiring in 1990. (See Figure 15) 
"-, 
1 
rfj^^' W^r 1 
Figure 15 Mick Mead and Daphne McKeiver with other staff 
Source: Sunshine Coast Daily, 18 Sept. 1980, p. 5. 
Daphne won the Export Dedication Award for supervisory employees in 1980.86 
8^  The award is given to provide public recognition for individual employees, below management level, who, 
in the opinion of their employers, have made an outstanding contribution to the export endeavour of their 
organisation. 
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For taxation reasons Merrybud Products was wound up on 30 September 1952. 
The debts and assets were taken over by the Association. The frade name "Merrybud' was 
registered by the Association and continued to be used on manufactured products until 
1975. 
When the ginger factory opened it was at the cenfre of the ginger growing area, 
but by 1948 the intake of ginger from Buderim growers was only eleven and a half 
percent of the total intake and by 1950 this had dropped to four percent.87 The majority 
of growers were then in the Nambour, Eumundi and Cooroy areas because the soils and 
climate in these areas were more suitable for ginger growing. The factory was an 
example of 'geographic inertia - remaining in a location which could not be justified in 
terms of the new conditions'88 Transport remained a problem, roads were still unsealed, 
though the Bruce Highway had a strip of bitumen. There was no town water supply, 
people relied on rain water tanks or springs. The factory obtained water from a dam but 
drainage was a problem. 
The prosperity of Buderim was closely linked to that of the factory. The ginger 
industry provided permanent and casual employment at the factory and on the farms. 
This was a boom for Buderim as fruit growing was not profitable at the time and a lot of 
growers needed work. 89 The main physical reason for the decline in horticultural 
activities was the deterioration of the lateritic red loam soil on Buderim. With clearing, 
deep ploughing, exposure to sun and rain, the soil became powdery and eroded easily. 9o 
The numbers of factory employees varied, from seventy-five in 1947 to a low of 
seven in 1954. Most of the employees were women. In a town with few employment 
opportunities work at the factory was eagerly sought even though conditions were 
primitive by present standards. The population of Buderim increased 14 percent from 708 
in 1947 to 808 persons by 1954 and the overall population of Maroochy shire increased 
19 percent to 4 678 persons. It was not until the first housing estates were developed, in 
the late 1950s, that the urban population of Buderim out-numbered the rural population. 
To show a profit the BGG needed 350 tons of ginger a year. The harvest 
fluctuated, depending on the area of land planted, seed supply, the weather and disease. 
Between 1945 and 1951 the ginger supply exceeded this amount but in 1952 there was a 
87 Minutes BGG meeting, 6 Feb. 1960. 
88 D. B. Freeman, Land Use Changes on Buderim Plateau 1940 to 1963. Hons. thesis. The University of 
Queensland, 1963, p. 18. 
89 Greta SaviU, interview 3 June 1995. Greta was a strawberry grower and a Director of BGG in the 1950s. 
She was responsible for persuading Geoff" Shrapnel to become Attorney-Manager of the Association. 
90 D. B. Freeman, Land Use Changes on Buderim Plateau, p. 18. 
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sharp fall in production. (See Figure 16) Most growers found it uneconomical to grow 
ginger and left the industry. The irregularity of supply made it difficult for the agents to 
develop firm markets. 
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Source: Minutes BGG & GMB 1944-54. 
Other problems confronting growers were nematodes in the field and fimgus 
infections in the green ginger.9i To try and combat these, only seed material from healthy 
selected plots was made available for planting. 92 In 1947 rot was found in ginger in vats 
caused by 'retting germ' in processed ginger, but fortunately the Sydney Testing 
Laboratories were able to solve this problem the following year. 93 
By 1952 the ginger industry was in crisis as it could not compete with the better 
quality, lower priced ginger from China, Hong Kong and West Africa. 94 The Queensland 
State Government, in 1952, guaranteed the industry for £28 000.95 But this was too late; 
there were not enough growers left to produce the quantity of ginger needed to enable the 
Board to frade out of its debt. 
The ES&A bank, holding mortgages over the factory, land and unsold ginger, 
refused to extend credit and stated all money from sales had to be used to reduce the 
overdraft. After Gollin's offered to share the risk the bank advanced enough money to 
cover the 1952 crop. 96 The bank kept BGG operating but overheads were cut; all but 
seven essential factory staff were put off". 97 
91 Minutes Aimual General Meeting BGG, 1 May 1944. 
92 Minutes BGG meeting, 3 May 1944. 
93 Minutes BGG meetings, 20 Sept. 1947 & 31 Mar. 1948. 
94 Minutes GMB meeting, 25 Jan. 1952. 
95Minutes BGG meetings, 11 Jan. 1952 and 6 Feb. 1952 
96 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Mar. 1952. 
97 Minutes BGG meeting, 6 May 1952. 
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In August 1952 Geoff Shrapnel and Alan Templeton presented a case for tariff 
protection to the Tariff Board. 98 Growers were receiving four pence per lb for ginger but 
needed six pence per lb, the amount they were receiving in 1945, to make their efforts 
worthwhile. Hubert Groszmann, representing the Queensland Department of Primary 
Industries at the Tariff Board hearing, gave details of ginger growing and reasons for the 
higher production costs in Australia.99 The increase in tariff was opposed by Sydney 
merchants and the Retail Traders' Association of New South Wales. Evidence given 
showed that in 1949-50 Ausfralia imported a total of 223 tons of dried and preserved 
ginger,ioo which in 1951-52 increased to 359 tons. In Ausfralia 615 tons and 390 tons of 
green ginger were produced in these years, loi As it takes seven tons of green ginger to 
produce one ton of dried ginger the amount of ginger available after processing was 
small. 102 
In handing down its findings in May 1953, the Tariff Board, granted duty of 
eleven pence per pound on imported dried ginger. Jamaican dried ginger, used for the 
manufacture of ginger beer, was admitted free of duty.io3 The Board also took into 
consideration the Queensland Government £28 250 guarantee, the subscribed capital of 
£11 376 in the Buderim Ginger Growers' Co-operative and the £40 000 invested in the 
industry. The Board recognised the need for greater diversification of farm production in 
Ausfralia, not merely within districts but especially within individual farms. i04 It noted 
that the ginger growing industry was peculiar in that, unlike most primary industries 
which operate over a wide area of Ausfralia, it was confined to a limited area in and 
aroimd the Maroochy Shire. 
By 1953 the factory could not afford to process ginger. The GMB recommended 
that 'growers sell green ginger on the open market until such time as the GMB was 
prepared to accept ginger at the factory ...provided however that the growers give the 
GMB authority to collect commission payable to the Association together with a permit 
fee'. 105 Only thirty tons of ginger were supplied to the factory in 1954. To make matters 
98 TarifFBoard, Repori on Ginger, 22 May 1953, p. 3. 
99/A/^, p. 6. 
100 GMB data for application for import restrictions, 16 Aug. 1951. 
lOiTariflFBoard, Repori on Ginger, 1953, pp. 8-9. 
102 Ibid., p 11. Figures on the amount of this ginger processed are not available. 
103 William Ewart Sharpe, managing-director, Sharpe Brothers had presented the case for no duty on 
Jamaican ginger. David Sharpe, in Remember that Heavenly Ginger Beer: A History of Sharpe Brothers, 
Melbourne, Island Graphics, 1992, p. 41, states that when supplies of Jamaican ginger were unobtainable 
during World War Two, ginger fi-om Buderim had been used for the beer. The flavour was not as 
acceptable. 
104 Tariff Board, Repori on Ginger, 1953, pp. 4 & 11. 
105 Minutes BGG meeting, 12 Feb. 1953. 
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worse the markets for sfrawberry and rosella products also collapsed that year. The 
profits from the latter barely covered the factory costs. io6 
By 1954 growers were selling then green ginger through the markets. Only two 
growers, Alan Templeton and Harry Ham, supplied the factory. These two men became 
the backbone of the industry. 
Figure 17 Alan Templeton 
Source: John Emmett, Noosa Citizen, 17 Mar. 1982 
Alan Templeton, (See Figure 17) was one of the first ginger growers and 
continued growing ginger until his death in 1996 at the age of eighty-six years. He started 
with three-quarters of an acre and was later joined by his son John. They became the 
largest ginger growers in Queensland, supplying not only the factory but also the fresh 
markets in all State capitals and Japan. In 1998 John planted thirty-three hectares of 
ginger on his farm near Yandina. Alan Templeton was always willing to help others less 
fortunate than himself He supplied seed to other growers, often without payment, built a 
holding bin for sawdust and carted sawdust for other growers and he also supplied vats at 
the factory. 107 
106 Minutes BGG meeting, 15 July 1954. 
107 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Aug. 1946, requested large growers supply vats on a rental basis if possible. 
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Templeton was on the Board and the Association committee and Chairman of the 
latter for some years. Though Alan could be stubborn and outspoken he was also 'the 
most honest and generous of men' who cared for his fellow men. io8 Valmay his wife 
recalls the whole family harvesting the ginger on their hands and knees. She said, 'I had 
four young kids and I reared them in the ginger patch'. io9 Alan, a shire councillor for 
eighteen years, was locally known as "Man of Trees'. On weekends, for over twenty years, 
he planted and watered 1 500 frees in the local town, Eumundi. His philosophy was that 
'you should leave this world a bit better place than you found it', i lo 
Harry Ham, alias 'Mr Ginger', (See Figure 18) has been described as 'one of 
nature's gentlemen - unfailingly kind, considerate and helpful - always cheerfiil, 
courteous and gentle', m He needed these qualities in his role as a Director in 1960 and 
Chairman of Directors of the Association and Chairman of the GMB from 1963 until his 
death in 1980. He was also the Board's representative on the Council of Agriculture for 
fifteen years and, in addition, extension service officer for the industry, conducting seed, 
land and planting surveys. Ham first grew ginger at North Arm in 1943 but later moved 
to Buderim where he continued to grow ginger until 1975. He was the last person to grow 
commercial quantities of ginger at Buderim. When not involved with ginger Ham 
devoted his time to the Baptist church and to his family. "2 In the 1950s-60s most social 
activities in the country areas revolved around the school and church. There were few 
social services and people helped each other without seeking financial reward. This was 
particularly true of relatively isolated areas such as Buderim 
The Annual Report of the Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative in 1953 shows 
liabilities of £39 930 including £27 470 owed to the ES&A bank and £11 774 to 
members. The Auditors' report states that it is unlikely that the Ginger Marketing Board 
would be able to meet its obligation to the growers.ii3 In 1954 the outstanding debt to 
growers of £1 976 was written off as a bad debt and the growers had to accept the three 
pence per lb they had received as their final payment for their ginger. "4 
108 Harry Boyle, interview 6 June 1995. Nobody the interviewer spoke to had anything but praise for Alan. 
He lived on an old dairy farm near Eumundi. The ginger drying and packing sheds are just behind the house 
and there are cottages for the workers nearby. 
109 Bob McGuire, Sunday Mail Color, 23 June 1985, p. 4. 
110 Sunshine Coast Sunday, 3 Jan. 1993, p. 26. 
111 Tribute to Harry Ham read at the Aimual General Meeting BGG, 4 Apr. 1981. 
^^'^ Advertiser, 10 Sept. 1980. 
113 Directors' Report, Annual General meeting BGG, 22 July 1953. The Directors' reports for 1954 and 
1955 are missing fi-om the files. 
114 GMB meeting, 8 Oct. 1954. 
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Figure 18 Harry Ham 
SoxMce: Advertiser, 24 Apr. 1980 
Despite the efforts of Ham and Templeton the financial position of the 
Association had by July 1954 deteriorated to such an extent that the Directors of the 
Buderim Ginger Growers Association considered there were only two possibilities for the 
Association. Firstly they could go into liquidation; or, secondly, that advantage be taken 
of the tariff protection granted, and certain known markets, to rebuild the industry to a 
major level which would guarantee good payable production. ii5 
The first option meant the shareholders would lose paid up capital of £11 375 and 
the State government would lose over £28 000 in guarantees. After much discussion the 
meeting voted to plant more ginger. 
115/*;d: 
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The crisis in the industry was not only caused by lack of finance. The shortage 
and poor quality of the ginger made it difficult to market and the directors limited 
marketing knowledge exacerbated the problems. Also the directors lack of experience in 
factory management and processing lead to inefficiencies and increased production 
costs. 
In October 1954 the Association asked Geoff Shrapnel to become Manager. 
Ginger growers believed, that if the position had not already deteriorated beyond 
redemption. Shrapnel 'with his intimate knowledge of the failings, history, achievements 
and possibilities of the industry could conceivably save it'. "6 Because of its importance 
to the prosperity of the area the local community also put its faith in Shrapnel. True to his 
nature Geoff" Shrapnel, took command of the industry. He got it on its feet, established 
export markets and made it very profitable. He was regarded by many as the 'saviour of 
the ginger industry'. An account of his contribution to the ginger industry is described in 
the next chapter. 
116 Queensland State Archives: Treasury Department, QSA A/19996 Letter fi-om BGG to Registrar of 
Primary Producers Co-operative Associations, 20 Sept. 1954. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE Wn.L TO EXPORT 1954-1974 
Dedication to: Those men and women of the Buderim District on the Sunshine Coast of Queensland; 
ginger growers and factory staff, who, by their courage and endurance in adversity; by their initiative, 
pioneering spirit and unremitting endeavour have helped to found and expand, to 
worthwhile proportions, in the face of exceptional odds, this unique industry 
for the benefit of Australia and of the rural community of their area,' 
The ginger industry between 1954 and 1974 was dominated by Geoff" Shrapnel 
who, at the time, was seen as the saviour of the industry. He became Attorney-Manager 
when the industry was bankrupt and left it thriving on the domestic market, as well as 
with exports to countries throughout Europe, Canada, the United States of America, 
Korea and New Zealand. He was responsible for turning a $16 928 loss into a $282 840 
profit in twenty years. He believed that the basic ingredient of export success was 'The 
will to export'.2 To achieve this he introduced a number of initiatives. These included 
the grading of ginger to improve its quality, government and industry investment in 
research into all facets of crop production, mechanisation of sections of the industry and 
increased use of irrigation. Shrapnel also inttoduced professional sales and marketing 
techniques and efficient financial management. Above all he brought hope - that the 
industry would be a success if everyone worked hard and suffered a little longer. His 
energy, enthusiasm and optimism inspired a band of people who worked tirelessly for 
the industry. 
The negotiation of adequate tariff" protection on all ginger products during this 
period encouraged past growers back into the industry and new farmers to grow ginger. 
Later conflict developed between the new growers and the long-term growers as the 
latter were thought to have disproportionately large quotas. Also, the developing 
Sunshine Coast tourist frade increased the number of tourists visiting the Buderim 
Ginger Factory. This improved profits and increased visitors' awareness of the ginger 
industry and the widening range of products available on the market and so further 
stimulated production. 
During the years 1954 to 1976 the population of Buderim increased from 808 
persons to 2 863 persons, an increase of 354 percent. 3 This was mainly due to the sub-
1 Geoff Shrapnel, Dedication in The Golden Ginger Story, Buderim, BGG, 1973. The Golden Ginger Story 
was compiled to accompany the application of BGG for an Export Achievement Award in 1973. It has not 
been published. 
^Ibid, p.lO. 
3 Australian Bureau Census & Statistics, Census Population and Housing, 1954-1976, Canberra, ABS. 
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division of farms into housing estates. This change was another stage of 'sequent 
occupance'. 4 housing had become far more rewarding financially than farming. Ginger 
and the factory became a part of Buderim culture, closely bound-up with community 
events such as the Ginger Queen and Ginger Week. As it expanded the factory employed 
an increasing number of people and this fiirther sfrengthened the ties between the 
community and the industry. Despite this close relationship the factory came under 
community pressure regarding plans for expansion, water use, effluent and odour. 
By 1974 the ginger industry was assured of a bright future but there were doubts 
over the viability of the factory remaining at Buderim. Ginger was grown as far south as 
Caboolture and north to Gympie. Increasingly, however, it centted on the relatively flat 
areas near Beerwah, Nambour, Yandina and Eumundi which had adequate water 
supplies for irrigation. (See Appendix 1) There was also discontent amongst growers 
regarding the future of small ginger growers and those without irrigation. The research, 
mechanisation and expansion of the factory will be considered in the next chapter. 
This chapter is a biographical cameo capturing one of those rather infrequent 
situations when a person has a distinct individual influence upon an institution. This is 
an assessment of that person and that period. 
When Geoffrey Scrope Shrapnel, agreed to become Attorney-Manager of the 
Ginger Growers Co-operative Association, in 1954, he already had a thorough 
knowledge of the financial affairs of the industry through his duties as auditor. Despite 
the known problems Shrapnel had great faith in the industry. His confract with the 
Association gave him wide ranging powers including: 
* A fixed retainer of fifteen pounds per week and a bonus equal to ten per cent 
of the net profits of the Association after allowing for payment of such retainer... 
* The right to exercise on behalf of the Association all powers possessed now... 
by the Directors of the Association to the intent that the management of the 
Association's affairs shall be placed wholly in the hands of the Attorney-Manager 
and exercised by him in such maimer as he may from time to time think fit.... In 
the event of there being any disagreement between the Attorney-Manager and the 
Directors for the time being the decision on the Attorney-Manager shall override 
the decision of the Directors. 5 
Shrapnel was thus given unfettered power to run the industry as he saw fit and to 
override the Directors of the Association if he thought it necessary. His dedication to the 
enterprise was such that he did not abuse his powers but made decisions that enhanced 
4 Terry Kass, Regional History of the North Coast, p. 4. 
5 Indenture between BGG and G. F. Shrapnel, 27 Aug. 1954. 
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the industry's growth and profit. For the first ten years Shrapnel worked tirelessly for the 
ginger industry receiving less money than he could have earned as an accountant. When 
the industry became profitable in the 1960s he was well paid. This was resented by some 
of the newer growers but not by those who knew of his personal struggle to revitalise the 
industry. 
As Shrapnel was employed by the Association the members of the Ginger 
Marketing Board had no power over him but it was able to question his methods. Once 
Shrapnel took over the Board only met once or twice a year to hear reports on the 
industry. The main reasons for its continued existence were: 
* In case there was a further reference to the Tariff Board in which case a 
body with the backing of the Queensland government and a body of 
growers would carry much more weight than the Association; 
* Without the authority of the Board a rival company could establish a ginger 
industry in Queensland; 
* The Board could approach the Government in relation to any research it 
required.6 
The Board was in a peculiar situation because it was the only industry which controlled 
not only the sale and disposal of the raw material, and the finished products, but the seed 
itself Through the confrol of the seed supply it could limit the amount of ginger planted 
to the amount it thought the market could bear. 7 It could not, however, force growers to 
plant ginger. 
Geoff Shrapnel was a descendant of Lieutenant-General Henry Shrapnel, who 
gave his name to the artillery missile, and of Richard Scrope, the Archbishop of York, 
whom Henry IV had executed in 1405 for his part in a plot against the king. Geoff s 
mother died when he and his twin brother were young and his father, a dentist, coped by 
sending Geoff and his four brothers to boarding school. Geoff attended 'The Boys' Prep' 
(Church of England Boys School) in Toowoomba, in 1932-33, then joined his brothers 
at 'Churchie' (Church of England School in Brisbane) as boarders in 1934-35. Geoff left 
school in 1935 after completing grade ten and entered the Bank of New South Wales 
(now Westpac) as a clerk. He enlisted in the army the day war was declared in 1939 and 
fought in the Middle East and New Guinea. He served in the Army Reserve, after the 
war, reaching the rank of major. This was the beginning of his long term involvement 
with Legacy. (See Figure 19) 
6 Minutes of GMB meeting, 2 Apr. 1957. 
7 This was the line pushed by the GMB but anyone could buy green ginger at the market and plant it but 
they would not be able to have it processed. 
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Figure 19 Geoff Shrapnel 
Source: BGL archives 
Geoff" had married and the family came to Nambour in 1945. To complete his 
education Geoff" studied and passed his Senior by correspondence and with tutors. To 
qualify for accountancy he drove to Brisbane for lectures (when the road was little more 
then a thin ribbon of bitumen) and studied at home. Geoff" had a life long interest in 
books especially classical literature and poetry which he also wrote, mainly during the 
war years. 8 He could read and speak French, a valuable asset when he later sold ginger 
in Europe. Throughout his life he was involved with the Anglican Church. 
His son, John, has described Shrapnel as a 'tireless, creative, visionary advocate 
for the Buderim Ginger industry' but admits others saw his father as obstructionist. He 
was a professional enthusiast who swept everyone along with his enthusiasm. Geoff's 
wife, Sylvia, was 'the imp', flm-loving, loyal and supportive.9 The whole family became 
involved in the industry during school holidays: pulling ginger, working in the factory 
and sample tasting. It became a joke in the family that when Geoff" had a problem he 
would go to bed worrying about it. If the solution came he would wake them all by 
shouting out, Tve got it', and write the answer down. 
While everyone agrees that Shrapnel lived for the ginger industry, not all agree 
with John's assessment of his character. He has also been described as 'peppery. 
8 John Shrapnel, interview 28 Mar. 1996. John is the second son of Geoff Shrapnel. He is an anaesthetist 
in Nambour. 
9 John Shrapnel, interview 28 Mar. 1996. 
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dictatorial, irritable, dogmatic and egocentric'io and as 'doggedly determined, hard 
working, at times naive, near-sighted but refiised to wear glasses', n He was a heavy 
smoker who developed asthma and emphysema and later respiratory failure. As John 
said, his father's health gave out before his will to live. 
Figure 20 Doris Crerar 
Source: Confectionery, Manufacturer & Marketing, 
vol. 14, Croydon, Surrey, Maclaren & Son Oct. 1976 
Another person who had a profound effect on the industry at this time was Doris 
Crerar. (See Figure 20) Doris's parents came from Switzerland and settled in Buderim 
in 1932. Doris Marbach, as she was then, started in 1950 as a seventeen year old typist 
with the BGG. She was appointed Secretary to the Board in 1954 on the resignation of 
G. D. Griffith. In 1963 the secretary's powers were defined as: purchasing functions, 
secretarial duties, responsibility for the share regisfrar and company records, production 
scheduling daily and instruction to factory foreman, hiring and firing of staff".'2 In 1967 
she became production manager and Tom Hayes was appointed accountant. In 
10 Miles SavUl, a fiiend, conversation 9 Jan. 1996. 
11 Doris Crerar, interview 11 Jime 1995. 
12 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 Dec. 1963. 
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recognition of her outstanding service, the Directors of the Association, in 1971, named 
Crerar an Associate Director though she continued to work in an administtative 
capacity. Doris retired in 1989 but still maintains a lively interest in the ginger industry 
and its people. She has always had a strong religious conviction and since her retirement 
has been able to devote more time to the Anglican Church. 
Doris is a bright, efficient, capable woman still bounding with energy. She has a 
remarkable memory for names, dates and figures. She developed a good working 
relationship with the growers and the employees during the difficult times between 
1952-54 and this continued when the industry improved. Doris has been described as a 
wonderful manager, tough but fair and willing to give credit to others. The staff" 
respected her as she was willing to help them and was very understanding towards 
people with home problems. Doris said; 'the factory has always had a family atmosphere 
with the normal ups and downs, fim and fights, caring and disagreements, and sticking 
together like glue when the chips were down'. 13 
Crerar credits her good working relationship with Shrapnel to the fact that as a 
woman she was not seen as a threat, and that she was willing to allow him to take all the 
credit for the success of the company while she remained in the background. i4 But 
Crerar would stand her ground with Shrapnel, especially on matters concerning the 
running of the factory where she was the acknowledged expert. 
There were impediments to the rapid expansion of the ginger industry that 
Shrapnel had to overcome before he could implement the policy of growth the BGG 
Association needed to survive. These were namely, the unfair competition from 
imported ginger, shortage of ginger seed, poor quality of ginger, few growers and 
limited markets. 
To address the first impediment Shrapnel, in 1954, presented another case to the 
Tariff Board. He argued that the duties imposed on ginger in liquid were not sufficient 
to enable Ausfralian producers to meet overseas competition. He contended that the 
Ausfralian industry could not survive on green ginger alone and that the protection given 
on ginger in brine and syrup was of paramount importance. Shrapnel stated the major 
items contributing to increased Ausfralian costs were wages and sugar prices which 
were not within the confrol of the industry. i5 
13 Sunshine Coast Daily, 9 May 1987. p. 
14 Doris Crerar, interview June 1996. 
15 TariffBoard, Report on Ginger, 15 Oct. 1954, Appendix A, pp. 7-8. 
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The Tariff Board, after taking into account the fall in the overseas price of 
preserved ginger and the rise in the cost of sugar in Ausfralia, recognised that the 
existing duty was ineffective. It granted a duty of nine pence a pound on all preserved 
ginger, but pointed out that the protection would not be beneficial to the industry or 
Australia unless it resulted in increased production of ginger. i6 As a result of this 
protection the price paid to the growers improved, from 3.175 pence a pound in 1954, to 
6.617 pence in 1955 and 11.873 pence in 1957 but it was 1964 before there was a major 
increase in crop production. (See Figures 21 & 22) 
Figure 21 
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Figure 22 
Sources: BGG minutes, AGM reports, Golden Ginger Story & Qld Year Books, 1955-65. 
16 Ibid, p. 6. 
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These two graphs show the slow growth in the amount of ginger planted and the amount 
harvested until 1964. The slow increase in the 1950s was due to a number of factors 
including; lack of seed; the small number of growers initially; poor seasons; and disease 
in the ginger. 
To promote ginger growing, field days were held, in conjunction with the DPI, 
on established ginger farms. The field days gave new growers an insight into methods of 
land preparation, planting technique and the principles of land selection and seed-piece 
preparation. The first one, held on J. F. Anderson's farm in 1954, was attended by 
seventy farmers. Shrapnel said this showed 'a remarkable response to the advertising 
campaign and this indicated the general desire of farmers for a safe and profitable crop 
which can be grown in conjunction with their other small crops'. '7 
This renewed interest aggravated the problem of the lack of seed ginger. 
Shrapnel contacted the State Treasury which advanced the finance necessary to cover 
the cost of importing thirty tons of seed ginger from China, considered the best source 
available. i8 Unfortunately the imported seed carried a fungal disease that attacked root 
crops and was of little use.i9 Growers suggested that quarantine regulations were 
breached but this was denied by Dr S. Trout of the quarantine service.20 The industry 
once again had to rely on its own small supply of seed and the generosity of growers like 
Harry Ham who retained eighteen tons of his ginger to enable it to be used for seed by 
other growers.2i 
In another effort to preserve seed stocks the Board and the Association revoked 
permission, previously given to growers under conttact to the Association, to sell a 
portion of their ginger on the open market. All ginger had to be delivered to the factory. 
The Board threatened legal action against any person found to breach their conttact with 
the Board. 22 Because of the shortage of seed, quotas, based on a complicated formula 
related to shares held, were infroduced in 1956. The total 1957 quota was set at 75 tons 
but, due to drought, all ginger grown was accepted as only 32 tons were harvested. 
^'' Nambour Chronicle, 1 Oct. 1954. p. 3. 
18 Queensland State Archives, Treasury Department, QSA A/19996, BGG, letter Shrapnel to Treasury, 30 
Aug. 1954. 
19 Nambour Chronicle, 6 May 1955. p. 15. 
20 Courier Mail 9 May 1955. p. 10. A. Jakeman was the spokesperson for the growers. S. Trout was Chief 
Plant Quarantine OflBcer acting on behalf of the Commonwealth Quarantine Service. 
21 Minutes BGG meeting, 30 Apr. 1957. 
22 Nambour Chronicle, 2 Nov. 1956. p. 1. Legal action was prepared against R. Ladewig but he then 
signed his contract and delivered to the factory. 
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As well as having the support of the growers. Shrapnel also had the support of 
Gollin's who, in 1955, financed the industry to the extent of £30 000.23 jhe following 
year Gollin's advanced eight pence a pound on intake of ginger and advanced the cost of 
sugar for syruping. They fixed their finance when the crop was planted on a basis of 
what they thought they could sell.24 jn 1956, H. O. Foote said that 'the Association owed 
Gollin's a debt of gratitude because the industry would not have survived without 
them'.25 
By 1958 the profits made by the Association had paid off the accumulated losses 
and the assets of the Association were sufficient to cover the £39 930 liability.26 To 
provide funds for continued growth and to liquidate all Long Term Guarantees the BGG, 
in 1962, adopted a policy of declaring dividends and retaining them in Members' Loan 
Funds on which interest was credited. Shareholders were paid their share interest in cash 
or the share interest was credited to individual Members' Loan Accounts, with 
compounded interest at the rate of five percent. 27 
Fortunately for the Association, Merrybud did well with sfrawberries, rosella and 
pineapple after 1954 and this enabled the Association to survive. In 1957 growers were 
supplying the factory with sfrawberries from 1 500 000 plants. In 1958 confracts 
between Cottee and sttawberry growers in the area were ttansferred to the BGG 
Association. Growers were accepted on the minimum conditions of one five pound share 
but had to own fifty pounds in shares to have a guaranteed outlet for all berries. The 
grower had to sell all sfrawberries to the Co-operative that were not sold to the fresh 
fruit market. The Association paid the grower two shillings and one penny per pound for 
canning berries and one shilling and ten pence per pound for jam berries if the 
conditions laid down were met.28 
The ginger section did not make a profit until 1956 but then made a profit yearly, 
except in 1960 when a severe drought caused the failure of both the ginger and 
sfrawberries harvests. (See Figure 23) This figure shows the reliance of BGG on the 
profit from Merrybud up to 1957. Merrybud ceased to be a separate identity in 1958 
though the name was retained. 
23 Minutes BGG Annual Meeting, 28 July 1955. 
24 Minutes BGG Annual Meeting, 26 July 1956. 
25 Ibid Foote was the Chairman of the BGG firom 1952 to 1963. 
26 Attorney Manager's Report to the Annual General Meeting of the BGG, 29 Apr. 1958. 
27 Directors' Report to the Aimual General Meeting of the BGG, 26 Apr. 1962. 
28 Circular to strawberry growers fi-om BGG, 12 Feb. 1958. 
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Figure 23 
Net Profit for BGG and Merrybud 1952-19631 
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Source: BGG Annual reports. NB. the 1953-56 years ended on 31 Mar., all other years ended 31 Dec. 
Ginger was grown on a variety of farms in 1963. (See Table 7) For most farmers, 
ginger production was not their main crop, but was cultivated in association with 
pineapples, sugar cane, sfrawberries or beans. For cane and bean growers, ginger was 
used as a rotational crop. A survey of the 172 acres planted to ginger in 1963 showed 
that only eighteen acres could be used profitably for other crops. The results of the 
survey showed: 
20.5 acres could grow beans, but would be unprofitable 
28 acres could grow cane, but were outside the cane growing area 
105.5 acres could not be used for other purposes because of frost 
damage, unsuitable soil, steepness of slope or poor drainage.29 
able 7 Crops grown with ginger, no. of acres of other crops & no. of growers 1964 
Crop planted 
Pineapples 
Sugar cane 
Bananas 
Beans 
Citrus 
Dairy 
Others 
Total 
Acres of crop 
27 
532 
54 
36 
17 
19 
685 
No. of growers 
10 
14 
7 
10 
3 
2 
10 
56 
Source: Tanff Board's Repori on Ginger, Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, Canberra, 
18 Sept. 1964, p. 7. 
In addition the acreage of ginger planted by individual growers varied widely. About 
sixty percent of the growers, planted under two acres of ginger. The ten biggest growers 
^'^JanSBoarA, Report on Ginger, Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, 18 Sept. 1964, p. 7. 
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planted over five acres each and accounted for over thirty percent of the crop.3o (See 
Table 8) 
Area of Ginger 
5 acres and over 
4 to 5 acres 
3 to 4 acres 
2 to 3 acres 
1 to 2 acres 
under 1 acre 
Total 172 acres 
No. of Growers 
10 
4 
6 
4 
22 
17 
63 
Source; Tariff Board Report on Ginger, Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, Canberra, 18 Sept. 1964, p. 7 
To improve the Buderim growers' position Shrapnel presented another case to 
the Tariff Board in 1960. After hearing the evidence the Tariff Board, in 1961, 
recommended that there be no tariff on ginger in brine or syrup, and that other tariffs 
remain the same. The government did not accept these recommendations and the 1954 
tariff" levels were retained. 31 
In presenting another case to the TariffBoard in 1964 it was pointed out that in 
1963 Ausfralia was still importing ginger from Hong Kong, China, India and the United 
Kingdom, with Jamaica, Nigeria and Sierra Leone also supplying small amounts. Total 
ginger imports were 542 tons worth £104 211.32 j ^ the same year the Buderim Co-
operative sold 135 tons of preserved ginger mostly to the local market. In 1963 Buderim 
had resumed production of dry ginger with eight and a half tons produced for 
experimental purposes. A large new dehydrator was installed which gave Buderim the 
capacity to satisfy Ausfralia demand for dry ginger by 1965.33 
Shrapnel requested protection for all ginger, including oil of ginger and oleoresin 
of ginger,34 to prevent previously granted protection on ginger in syrup and dry ginger 
being circumvented. This time he was successfiil, the Tariff Board recommending that 
most ginger products be made dutiable. (See Table 9) With this level of protection the 
industry was able to develop plans for expansion with confidence. From 1964 to 1973 
30 The discrepancy in the number of growers, reported in figures 24 & 25, cannot be explained. 
31 TariffBoard, Report on Ginger, 1961, p. 8. 
32 TariffBoard, Report on Ginger Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, Appendix B. pp. 17-21. 
33 Ibid, pp. 8-9. 
34 Oil of ginger is extracted fi-om dry ginger by steam distillation while Oleoresin of Ginger is extracted 
fi-om dry ginger with acetone, alcohol or ether. The oil and oleoresin are used in essences, cordial and meat 
flavouring. 
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the average price growers received for choice ginger was 9d a pound and for late ginger 
5.5dapound. 
Table 9 Ginger product, duty imposed and the increase in the duty in 1964 
1 
2 
3 
Ginger-per lb 
(a) In brine, syrup or other liquid. 
Duty 
Is 9d 
(b) Preserved, otherwise than in liquid 2s 6d 
(c) Other-
Dry, ground 
Green 
Oil of ginger 
Oleoresin of Ginger 
3s 6d 
4d 
8 pounds 15s 
2 pounds 9 s 
These were all less differing levels of added value. 35 
Increase 
Is 
Is 9d 
2s 7d 
2.5d 
no previous tariff 
11 M 
Tariff Board Report on Ginger, Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, p. 14 
In an effort to improve the quality of ginger Shrapnel sought help from outside 
the industry. While Shrapnel made the original contacts, it was the DPI and the research 
institutions that carried out the research that improved crop conttol and production and 
it was Association members, such as Harry Ham and Harry Boyle, who undertook the 
routine supervision of growers and the dissemination of new recommendations. 
Similarly in the factory it was the staff" such as Morrie Richards, Don Pickerts, Bob 
Thorbum and Morrie Hamilton who developed Shrapnel's ideas into practical solutions. 
Research and development are discussed in chapter four. 
Table 10 Stage of ginger plant at each harvest, treatment and uses of each ginger harvest 
Early harvest 
choice ginger 
plant immature, young, tender 
relatively fibre fi-ee 
Uses: 
processing into syruped & 
crystallised ginger as a 
confection 
First late harvest 
first grade/depending on fibre 
plant mature, oleoresin & oil 
yield high 
peeled, dried whole root 
essence trade, flavourings, oleo 
& oil extraction, ginger ale & 
ginger beer essences 
Second late harvest 
fi-om end 1st late harvest to end 
of season 
plant mature, fibrous 
sliced, dehydrated & ground 
used by bakers, pastry cooks. 
butchers, in seasonings trade & 
sold in domestic spice packs 
Source: The Golden Ginger Story, Buderim, BGG, 1973, p. 24. 
To encourage growers to harvest earlier a grading system was infroduced and a 
bonus paid on choice ginger.36 In its first year, 1957, a cash bonus of seven pence a 
^^TariffBoard, Repori on Ginger, 1964, p. 14. 
36 As early harvest, choice ginger, is lighter than late harvest ginger the bonus was to compensate growers 
for the weight loss. 
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pound as well as the guaranteed minimum price of eight pence a pound was paid for 
choice ginger. 37 Growers were encouraged to grade their own ginger but the final 
grading, done at the factory by experienced cutters, supervised by Crerar, decided the 
quality of the ginger and the price per pound the growers would receive. Ginger was 
graded into choice, first grade and late harvest. Choice ginger was harvested early, had 
less fibre and weighed less than first grade ginger. This scheme was successful with the 
percentage of choice ginger increasing from 6.4% of the 689 tons harvested in 1964 to 
38.5% of the 4 859 tons harvested in 1973. (See Table 10) 
By 1959 Shrapnel had a reasonable supply of marketable ginger so, with the 
support of the large retail distributors, Socomin (Aust) Pty Ltd in NSW and Victoria and 
Tickles in Queensland, Buderim ginger was launched under the brand name 'Merrybud'. 
There was extensive publicity on radio and in newspapers and magazines. A complete 
range of products was available for display including crystallised ginger, jams, ginger 
chocolates and plain ginger. Ginger recipes were promoted in women's magazines and 
were available at retail outlets. A film. The Ginger Story,^^ was produced showing 
ginger from planting to final product. The film stressed that this was an Australian 
company giving work to local people. With the expansion of the range of ginger 
products the Association did not have to depend completely on processors and the 
growers therefore obtained some protection from the periodic violent fluctuations on the 
overseas market. 39 
Having launched ginger successfiilly in Ausfralia and dealt with the problems of 
quality and price. Shrapnel tackled the overseas markets. The difficulties he had to 
overcome included: 
* Competition from cheap indigenous labour in other ginger exporting countries; 
* relatively high cost of sugar in Ausfralia; 
* New Zealand license restrictions and poor shipping service to that country; 
* limited domestic market base; 
* small world market; 
* difficulties in obtaining reliable overseas agents; 
* the need to design and construct own manufacturing plant; 
* decenfralised location adding to freight costs; 
* golden colour compared to the medium to dark brown colour of Chinese ginger; 
limited capital.4o * 
37 Nambour Chronicle, 2 Nov. 1956. p. 2. 
38 Greg Bentley, The Ginger Story, Brisbane, 1960, 
39 Shrapnel's report at AGM meeting of the BGG, 28 Apr. 1959. 
40 The Golden Ginger Story, pp. 17-18. 
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To obtain capital the growers paid a compulsory levy on all ginger supplied to 
the factory. The limited profits were retained to finance growth. Until 1970 share 
interest was declared at the rate of five percent, but members were urged to re-invest 
their share interest in the Members Loan Fund bearing interest at five percent. 41 After 
1970, when profits had improved, the interest rate increased to seven and a half percent 
and growers received some of this in cash and the rest in bonus shares. (See Figure 24) 
The chart shows the slow accumulation of worthwhile fiinds, one of the difficulties 
Shrapnel faced in trying to expand the industry. 
Figure 24. 
Assets and Shareholders & Members Loan Fund 1960-1974 b 
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Source: The Golden Ginger Story, Buderim, BGG, pp. 18-1 
On the positive side Buderim had the advantages of efficient growers; a clean, 
disease free product; continuity of supply and tariff protection. To demonstrate that 
Buderim ground ginger was a 'clean' product Shrapnel had tests done by the Queensland 
Department of Public Health, Commodity Laboratories Inc in New York, Basil 
Crowhurst Laboratories in London and K. G Pope, Bacteriologist in Brisbane. All 
declared the ginger samples*they received free of micro-organisms, bacteria and insects. 
The results from other countries when tested showed massive contamination on all 
counts. On the basis of these tests Shrapnel secured major shares of the ginger imports 
of R. T. French and McCormick & Co, the two largest spice grinders in the USA and, in 
the United Kingdom, Marks & Spencer bought all their dried ginger from Buderim.42. 
41 While it was essential for BGG to have capital to expand, by retaining growers fiinds the growers had 
limited fiinds to finance their own^perations, 
42 The Golden Ginger Story, pp. 108-15. 
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By 1966 the amount of ginger delivered to the factory exceeded 1 000 tons and by 1970 
it was over 3 000 tons. (See Figure 25) 
Figure 25 
Ginger Delivered to Ginger Marketing Board 1965-1974 • 
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Source: BGG minutes, AGM Reports, Golden Ginger Story & Qld Year Books 1965-75 
Also by the 1960s the number of ginger growers had risen substantially reaching a peak 
of ninety in 1966 before gradually falling to fifty in 1974. (See Figure 26) The reasons 
for the decline in grower numbers is discussed later. 
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By 1961 BGG had enough quality ginger to move into the export market. Small 
quantities of syruped ginger were sold to the USA and New Zealand and in 1962 the 
Association made its first successfiil sales to Canada and the United Kingdom. 43 In 1964 
Shrapnel made his first sales trip to Britain and Europe. He claimed that the secret of 
43 Ginger had been sent to New Zealand and the United Kingdom in the late 1940s but the poor quality of 
the ginger had ruined the trade at that time. 
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Buderim Ginger Growers export success was 'in the initial personal selling to the end 
users technical and production staff, rather than relying on agents or distributors'. 44 To 
this end he made one or two world trips annually after 1964 visiting Britain, Europe, the 
United States, China, Formosa, Taiwan, Japan and South Africa. Most trips lasted from 
six to twelve weeks so it is little wonder that growers resented the money spent on 
travel. They felt that many of the trips were not justified. John Shrapnel, however, 
pointed out that his father came back from these trips exhausted and on two occasions 
returned with severe respiratory problems. 
For the development of the green ginger market in Japan and Hong Kong in 
1971-72, Shrapnel visited the area six times and carried out detailed research into the 
market. In 1973 a new cold storage unit and a green ginger processing plant, costing 
$200 000, were built at Buderim to cater for this frade. Shrapnel saw huge potential in 
the green ginger market but there were major problems with rot and shoot sprouting of 
the ginger. To prevent these, the ginger was shipped in specially designer cartons, as 
ventilated cargo,45 but it needed to be fransported in cold storage and this was 
uneconomical. After several trials the frade was abandoned and the huge cold storage 
became redundant. 
Various sfrategies were used to establish markets. For example, in Britain, where 
the Chinese connection was sfrong and buyers expected ginger to be a dark yellow, retail 
packs were emblazoned with Chinese pagodas and fire breathing Chinese Dragons. The 
label also promoted Merrybud Golden Ginger, a product of Ausfralia. 
Another innovative marketing technique was used to sell Buderim dried root 
ginger. As mentioned early the first late harvest had a high oleoresin and oil of ginger 
content. It produces a fine flavoured material similar to top quality Jamaican ginger but 
with higher geranial and neral fractions (ie. cifrals) which give it a citrus flavour. The 
essence frade originally thought the flavour was unacceptable but after research it was 
found that the ginger ale manufacturers added citrus oils to achieve their distinctive 
blends. Shrapnel exploited this with the manufacturers and achieved many confracts 
including sales to Canada Dry, Crabbies Ginger Wine and Finsbury Distilleries, the 
producers of Stones Ginger Wine. What had been 'that unacceptable cifral flavour", 
Buderim promoted as "The attractive lemon flavoured ginger'. 4^  
Despite Shrapnel's faith in his ability to sell, agents were appointed in Japan, 
Canada, Hong Kong, the United States of America, New Zealand, Holland and the 
^ Ibid, p. 36 ^ Ibia., p. ib. 
^^ Ibid, pp. 122 & 137. 
^ Ibid, pp\0\-5. 
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United Kingdom. In the latter case Briggs & Abbott, London were appointed, in 1964, 
sole agents for bulk ginger in syrup and other packed commodities. In 1972, while 
attending the Spice Conference in the United Kingdom, Shrapnel cancelled the agency 
arrangements with Briggs & Abbott. In their place he appointed Gilbert J. McCaul & 
Co.47 One of this firm's sales representative, Charles Seely, (See Figure 27) became the 
main ginger sales representative and increased sales in the first twelve months.48 He 
continued to increase sales in the United Kingdom and in 1984 BGG appointed him 
overseas marketing manager. 49 Seely has been credited with developing a marketing 
sfrategy based on production of custom-made ginger products for specific clients.^ It 
Figure 27 Charles Seely 
Source: BGL archives 
47 Minutes BGG meeting, 31 May, 1972. Shrapnel explained the reasons for this change to the directors 
but they are not recorded in the minutes. All the Best from Australia, no. 16, Autumn 1968, Lxindon, 
Australian Trade Commissioner's Office. McCaul & Co. were also marketing agents for Golden Circle, 
Letona Canned Fruits and Sunwhite rice. 
4^ Seely was Polish and had been in the Polish airforce. When he married he took his wife's name. He had a 
marked Polish accent. 
49 Minutes Annual General Meeting BGG, 10 Apr. 1984. 
50 Peter Hall, Sunshine Coast Daily, 30 Jan. 1988, p. 5. 
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was appropriate that Seely was present at the Yandina factory in 1986 when Evan 
Adermann ML A presented the Co-operative with its fourth Ausfralian Export Award, ^ i 
In 1988 Seely was awarded the Order of Australia Medal for his service to the export 
industry, particularly ginger. ^ 2 Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association, in 
1968, won its first Export Achievement Award. The awards are made by the Ausfralian 
Department of Overseas Trade to Ausfralian firms and organisations which have 
demonsfrated outstanding enterprise, skill and initiative in the export field. The Hon. Ian 
Sinclair, then Minister for Shipping and Transport, performed the flag raising ceremony. 
Extensive publicity appeared on television and in the press. The Co-operative won their 
second Export Award in 1974 and their third in 1978. Shrapnel considered the Export 
Awards in 1968 and 1974 as his finest achievements.53 (See Figure 28) 
Shrapnel stated that the secret to the export success was the initial personal 
selling to the end users. Detailed market research was carried out for each new potential 
customer. If necessary the Buderim factory staff produced special products and 
packaging for individual overseas disfributors. For example the USA and Canada would 
not accept the conventional cellophane packets so specifically designed cardboard packs 
were produced for these markets. ^ 4 
Figure 28 
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Sources: Aimual Reports BGG and Golden Ginger Story, pp. 18 & 27 
Shows the dramatic increase m export sales in the 1970s. 
51 Sunshine Coast Daily, 3 Dec. 1986, p. 6. 
52 Sunshine Coast Daily, 30 Jan. 1988, p. 5. 
53 John Shrapnel, interview 28 Mar. 1996. 
54 Golden Ginger Story pp. 64-7. 
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The Association exported to the United Kingdom, USA, New Zealand, South 
Africa, Holland, Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan and New Guinea. The United 
Kingdom was the largest market in 1972 taking 748.5 tons, sixty-five percent of the total 
1 146 tons of ginger exported. This was worth $634 340 out of the $1 027 495 total. The 
Association provided ninety percent of world usage of ginger for chocolate manufacture 
and was the largest manufacturer of preserved ginger in the world.55 Profits also rose 
rapidly after 1969 though there was a fall in 1974 due to the devaluation and revaluation 
of the dollar and the loss of the sugar rebate. (See Figure 29) 
Figure 29 
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Sources: Annual reports BGG and Golden Ginger Story, pp. 18 & 27 
Promotion at home was not neglected in the push for overseas markets. Ginger 
was first displayed at the Nambour Show in 1966 and has continued to be a major 
feature. The first Ginger Festival was held in 1968 culminating in the crowning of the 
Ginger Queen. 56 Further festivals were held from 1969 to 1973. The local papers were 
supplied with a steady supply of promotion material and features were displayed in 
national papers. In June 1967 an outlet was established at Surfers Paradise to promote 
ginger.57 The project was not a success and was liquidated the following year. 
Fortunately profits from the Buderim factory shop and cafe were almost adequate to 
offset the loss on this operation. 
^^ Ibid, pp. 56 & 63. 
56 Nambour Chronicle, 29 Aug. 1968. p. 
57 Gold Coast Sun, 30 June 1967, p. 5. 
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Figure 31 Buderim ginger factory 1970s 
Source.- Sunday Mail Color, 23 June 1985, p. 3. 
The Buderim ginger factory became a tourist attraction by accident. People were 
interested to see over the factory, so in 1944 tours were arranged for Friday afternoons. 
At the time the public could buy ginger products over the front counter. In the late 1950s 
the factory opened a ginger shop to cater for the increased number of tourists and to 
advertise ginger products. (See Figures 30 & 31) In 1968 over 1 000 tourists a day 
visited the shop in peak periods. 5^  Brochures were given to visitors which told the ginger 
story and contained ginger recipes. A school project bulletin on Merrybud Golden 
Ginger was produced and made available to schools throughout Ausfralia. It was also 
distributed in the United Kingdom and Holland and to all ginger buyers. 
In an effort to maintain a constant supply of ginger in drought years. Shrapnel, in 
1969, tried to persuade fanners around Imbil to grow ginger, as a constant water supply 
was available, but he had little success. The Co-operative therefore leased fifty acres 
from the Andreassen brothers at Imbil though only ten acres were planted with ginger. 
The purpose of the farm was to maintain a continuity of supply of ginger and to provide 
a buffer to meet any shortfall in production and demand. Any excess was to be sold, but 
if growers could meet demand, planting at Imbil was to be reduced.59 
Because the Crown Law Office ruled that the Association's Objects did not allow 
it to rent or develop the Imbil farm. Shrapnel organised a complicated arrangement with 
a syndicate undertaking the development of a ten acre trial project. The syndicate was 
open to members prepared to contribute the necessary capital for crop finance. The 
Association rented the equipment and irrigation, needed to develop the farm, to the 
syndicate which also had rent-free use of the farm. Len Palmer was engaged as the 
manager. The Association was appointed to be solely responsible for the operation and 
58Minutes Annual General Meeting BGG, 6 Mar. 1969 
59 Minutes BGG meetings, 26 Feb., 10 Apr., 28 July, 12 Aug. 1969. 
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management of the project, in conjunction with three trustees appointed by the 
syndicate.^° 
At the same time the Ausfralian Golden Ginger Pty. Ltd. (AGG) was established 
to rent the farm. It was a wholly owned subsidiary of the Buderim Ginger Growers 
Association with a capital of six one dollar shares. The shareholders were the Dfrectors 
of the BGG Association for the time being. Shareholders could not derive benefits from 
the company and dividends could not exceed five percent.^' AGG received $30 391 
from the Buderim Ginger Growers between 1970-72 for wages and costs associated with 
BGG interest in the farm.^ ^ 
Because of the lower cost of production at Imbil the ginger produced there could 
be sold on the export market, mainly to Japan, at a lower price. The Imbil farm 
demonsfrated the benefits of irrigation and provided the buffer needed by the industry. 
The farm was also used to investigate the performance of ginger obtained from other 
countries. These will be fiirther discussed in a later chapter. By 1975 the Imbil land had 
become heavily infested with fiisarium and harvests were poor. In 1977 the lease was 
not renewed.^ 3 
Figure 32 Normal strawberry plant (L) & strawberry plant (R) 
showing the eflfects of lethal yellows 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 25 May 1973 
While ginger was being promoted the sfrawberry industry was not neglected. The 
sfrawberry market fluctuated greatly depending on the weather, disease and supplies in 
other states. For instance there were gluts in 1959 and 1962, all stocks were sold in 1961 
but production had fallen by half In 1963 rain desfroyed much of the planting. 
^ Minutes General meeting BGG, 1 July 1969. 
^' Minutes BGG meeting, 5 Mar. 1970. Shrapnel devised various systems which minimised tax payments 
and remained within the law. 
62 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Dec. 1973. 
63 Nfinutes BGG meeting, 18 May 1977. 
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Sfrawberries also suffered from fimgal and virus-like diseases such as 'lethal yellows'.^ ^ 
(See Figure 32) To overcome some of these problems different varieties such as 
'Phenomenal' and "Majestic' were infroduced with mixed success.65 Rosella production 
fluctuated in a similar fashion but not necessarily in the same year as for sfrawberries. 
The intake of sfrawberries had risen from 4.5 tons in 1954 to a peak of 
approximately 100 tons in 1962. By 1963 it had fallen to 50 tons and continued to 
decrease. By 1964 ginger growers were subsidising the sfrawberry growers. Some of the 
former queried if this was necessary, but Shrapnel pointed out that their memories were 
short. He reminded them that ten years earlier it had been the sfrawberry growers who 
had kept the ginger industry afloat.^ ^ By 1975 only limited quantities of strawberries and 
rosellas were processed and these were mostly sold in the tourist shop. Sfrawberry 
processing ceased in 1980 as the limited supply of fruit available was insufficient to 
produce a profitable result. ^ 7 
In the 1950s when the industry was fighting to survive there was muted criticism 
of Shrapnel's methods and the way the Association was run. As the profit improved 
Shrapnel was frequently asked to justify expenditure. Finance was constantly being 
borrowed for expansion of the factory, for research, machinery and promotion. The 
growers complained about Shrapnel's frequent trips overseas and the costs involved.^ ^ 
Once the Commonwealth brought in the Market Development Grant Scheme in 1974 the 
Association was able to claim sixty percent rebates for overseas fares.^ ^ Shrapnel was 
always able to justify decisions made in terms of the benefits to the industry. When 
growers became particularly unhappy he would call for a vote of confidence in his 
management. For example a special meeting was called in December 1966 to record 
confidence in the Board and management. 70 
A Ginger Suppliers Committee was established in 1966 under the auspices of the 
BGG 'to enable joint discussion of all aspects affecting the ginger industry including its 
64 Ncmbour Chronicle, 24 May 1973, p. 21. 
65 Minutes Annual General meeting BGG, 26 Apr. 1962. 
66 Minutes Annual General meeting BGG, 29 Apr. 1964. 
67 Minutes BGG meeting, 24 Oct. 1980. 
6^  As examples in the Minutes AGM meetings of BGG, 28 Apr. 1961, questions were raised as to whether 
BGG was over capitalised, how money was spent and the lack of co-operation with growers; 20 Mar. 
1968, problems with quotas, questions about Shrapnel's remuneration and the performance of the Surfer's 
Paradise shop; 18 Mar. 1971, problems relating to charges to growers and to quotas. 
69 Minutes BGG meeting, 21 June 1974. 
7*^  Special General meeting BGG, 7 Dec. 1966. The protest was mainly over Shrapnel's policy on 
mechanisation. Small growers feh they were being discriminated against. These problems were solved as 
recommended by Shrapnel. 
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cultiiral practices, mechanisation and relations with the factory'.7i All ginger growers 
who were suppliers to the Association were members of the committee. This committee 
established sub-committees for seed inspection and certification, bulk loading bins 
control and mechanisation. The committee dealt with problems on the farms and its 
representations to the Association or the Ginger Marketing Board carried more authority 
than that of an individual grower. 
In his public statements Shrapnel gave the impression that he was selling the one 
to two million pounds of ginger per annum on his own.72 The Golden Ginger Story, 
prepared for the 1973 Awards for Export Achievement, while giving credit to the staff, 
stated 'the essence of success has lain in the Personal Selling by the Managing Director 
himself. In reality he could not have made these achievements without the support of a 
loyal, hardworking staff, especially Doris Crerar. She was the secretary, production 
manager, purchasing officer and accountant until 1967 when Tom Hayes became 
accountant. Crerar ran the factory, dealt with the growers and workers, did the ordering 
and checked that orders were sent. Shrapnel would send instructions from around the 
world and expect immediate replies. Even when in Ausfralia he spent little time at the 
factory. He would appear for a few days, fire off impossible orders at everyone then 
disappear for the next couple of weeks leaving Crerar to sort out the chaos he created. 
Figure 33 
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Sources: Minutes and AGM Reports BGG, 1960-1974. 
Crerar had a major job at the factory as the growth in the industry was matched 
by an increase in employees. This reached a peak of 174 people in 1973 of whom 125 
were women. (See Figure 33) When equal pay for women was introduced the following 
7^  Minutes Ginger Suppliers Committee meeting, 19 May 1966. 
72 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Feb. 1971 
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year, staff numbers fell and there was a drive towards mechanisation. The conditions for 
the workers were poor. The washrooms and lunchroom were inadequate for the number 
of people employed, so they ate thefr meals outside or under the tank stand. Staff wore 
their own clothes, aprons and lace-up shoes but later were supplied with uniforms. 
In the factory women sat at tables where the brined ginger was scraped, cut and 
sorted into drums under the table or containers on the table. (See Figure 34) Cutters had 
to use their imagination in turning the ginger to obtain the right width and size to make 
the most of each rhizome. Knives and boards were supplied but most women used their 
own fine, razor sharp steel kiiives.73 
Figure 34 Women cutting ginger at Buderim Ginger Factory 1970 
Source: The Austi-alian, 18 June 1970, p.20 
While the work was hard and constant the employees, at least in hindsight, 
enjoyed the camaraderie and the fiiendships they made and there were lighter moments -
one being the first attempt at automatic loading of the conveyor belt. Shrapnel, never 
one to miss an opportunity for a photograph to be taken of some new activity, had the 
photographer. Bill Robinson, standing on the top of a barrel to record the big event. 
When the machine was turned on, the ginger blocked the door and nothing happened. 
One of the women, Betty Sorensen, hopped up and pushed the button again. The 
73 Yvonne Sharpe, interview 7 June 1995. Yvonne worked at the fectory from 1960 to 1991. 
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machine sprang into life and ripped Betty's skirt off! The shock was too much for Bill. 
He moved. The top of the barrel gave way and he ended up in the barrel! The automated 
system was replaced by two gfrls who bucketed ginger onto the conveyor beW^ 
Conditions for the ginger pickers were also primitive. There were no toilet 
facilities -"you went bush or there was a lean-to with a drum'. 75 In the wet weather 
pickers supplied their own raincoat and gumboots. Pickers without raincoats used plastic 
bags or sacks with plastic bags over their boots, or worked bare-footed. In the dry 
weather sunburn was a problem. The repetitive work made the hands sore and 
sometimes caused pinched nerves and fungal infections in the hands, even if gloves 
were wom.76 Despite the oppressive conditions pickers returned to the same farms each 
year as they enjoyed the comradeship. (See Figure 35) The pickers worked at their own 
pace and could take their children with them. The ginger crate made a good playpen for 
the toddlers.77 Many pickers worked for the exfras they wanted such as new curtains or, 
as in one instance, a piano accordion.78. 
Figure 35 Early harvest of ginger 
Source: DPI, Queensland Agricultural Journal, vol. 100 no. 10, Nov. 1974, p. 551 
7"* Daphne McKeiver, interview 24 May 1995. Daphne worked at the factory from 1954 to 1983 first on 
the floor then as a supervisor. She won the Export Dedication Award for supervisory employee forewoman 
in 1980. The award gives public recognition to employees who, in the opinion of their employers, have 
made an outstanding contribution to the export endeavours of the organisation. 
75 June Butner, interview 24 May 1995. June picked ginger for eleven years for Shrapnel and D. Fortune. 
76 Muriel Smith, interview 29 May 1995. Muriel picked ginger for fifteen years for Shrapnel, Ham and 
Templeton. 
77 Trudy Daimecker, interview 23 Sept. 1998. Trudy is the wife of a ginger grower and has been helping on 
the form for thirty years. 
78 Muriel Smith, interview 29 May 1995. 
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By 1974 Shrapnel's health was poor and he sold his farm at Cooloolabin to D. 
Forder. Shrapnel had previously owned a farm at Nambour. In November he informed 
the Directors he wished to retire at the end of the year. Tom Hayes, who had been with 
the Association since 1967 and Secretary since 1971, was appointed General Manager of 
the Association. 79 Shrapnel had become so involved with the industry that he thought it 
would fall apart when he left. He wanted to remain as export marketing consultant and 
make two more trips overseas in 1975. This was unfortunate as the Directors, who had 
consistentiy supported him, now felt that their loyalty lay with Hayes. After a final 
acrimonious meeting Shrapnel said that 'under the circumstances it was far better to bow 
out gracefully'. The Chairman, Harry Ham, said 'he considered Mr Shrapnel had been 
pretty well appreciated and he wished to thank him for many things over many years. 
The industry was a monument to him and to his organisation. He wished him all the best 
in cutting loose', ^ o 
The retirement of Shrapnel brought to an end an era of massive market 
expansion, a twenty year period when he had been the dominant figure. The Directors of 
the Association, having given him unfettered powers, supported his decisions and gave 
him little opposition. While many growers resented his dictatorial manner and disagreed 
with some of his decisions they were unable to effect change. All agreed that he had 
'saved' and expanded the industry but many did not appreciate his methods. 
The twenty years with Shrapnel as Attorney-Manager were times of dramatic 
growth fired by his vision, drive and dynamism. It was a period of heightened tension, 
expansion, change and staff loyalty. After Shrapnel's departure the industry continued to 
expand but in a more relaxed atmosphere. 
Shrapnel did not have long to enjoy his retirement. He was awarded the MBE 
which he received from the Queen, in 1975. He and his wife, Sylvia, were killed in a car 
accident in October 1976. 
79 Minutes BGG meeting, 4 Nov. 1974. 
80 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Dec. 1974. 
CHAPTER 5 
EFFECTS OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ON THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE GINGER INDUSTRY 
The success of the Australian ginger industry is a reflection of the degree and skill 
of the research undertaken in the industry. It was Geoff Shrapnel who realised that 
specific research, not trial and error methods, was essential to the development of the 
industry. In instigating a research levy on growers in 1963, he pointed out that the State 
and Federal Governments were prepared to help industries which were prepared to help 
themselves.' The main aims for the research were: to increase yields to offset inflationary 
pressures; to increase profitability to give growers an economical return for the time and 
money invested in the industry; to produce a quality product which could compete on the 
overseas markets; and to make a profit for the Buderim Ginger Growers Association. To 
achieve these aims the yield per acre needed to be increased; grower costs reduced; the 
quality of the local ginger improved; factory costs contained and a final ginger product 
produced that was atfractive to buyers at a price they could afford. 
To increase the yield, the staff at the Maroochy Horticultural Research Station 
(MHRS) at Nambour2 conducted trials on planting methods, fertilising, harvesting and 
irrigation and carried out research into fusarium and bacterial wilt, two of the major 
problems for ginger growers. Research into nematodes, the other major cause of poor 
yields, was carried out at the DPI Research Complex in Indooroopilly, Brisbane. These 
investigations led to earlier harvesting, a reduction in fibre content and an increase in 
yield from an average 6.7 tonnes per hectare to the present average of 44 tonnes per 
hectare for early harvest and 74-80 tonnes for late harvest ginger. Research is currently 
being undertaken at the MHRS into micropropagation in an attempt to produce tefraploid 
ginger^ that is disease resistant, has larger than normal rhizomes and low fibre content. 
To improve the quality of ginger, staff at the Hamilton Food Preservation 
Research Laboratory analysed the chemical composition of ginger and investigated oil of 
ginger and oleoresin. They found that the local ginger contained similar levels of these 
substances as did imported ginger, and that the flavour was acceptable to the frade. 
Research in the factory has led to the production of a product free from contamination 
and disease. The ginger produced is high quality and sold for manufacture into 
confectionery ginger products. While most of the research has been done by the 
^ Minutes BGG Aimual General Meeting, 30 Apr. 1963. 
2 This is the present name for the station and it will be used throughout this chapter to avoid confusion. 
^ Tetraploid ginger has twice the number of chromosomes of normal ginger. 
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Queensland Department of Primary Industries in conjunction with the Buderim Ginger 
Growers Association, the CSIRO, the University of Queensland, the University of 
Sydney, private firms, growers and factory staff have also taken part in the research 
projects. 
To contain the production costs of ginger growers, investigations into on-farm 
mechanisation commenced in the 1960s when a sub-committee of the Association was 
established to define and solve the problems. Growers and local engineers involved in 
this work modified equipment used for other crops to enable planting, fertilising, 
fiimigating, weed confrol and late harvest of ginger to be mechanised. It has proved 
difficult to mechanise the picking of early, immature ginger because its soft skin was 
easily damaged. After many trials machines to do this task were developed in the 1990s. 
By 1997 five growers were using machines to harvest their early ginger crop each 
machine differs in design. Research is continuing in this area in an effort to sfreamline 
the machine harvesting process. 
Because of the comparative high costs of labour in Ausfralia, compared with 
other ginger producing countries, there has been continuing research into means of 
replacing the labour force with machines. It is only recentiy that specific machines have 
been manufactured for ginger processing. Previously, machines used for other purposes 
were modified, over many years, on a trial and error basis. For instance, it took twenty-
five years to develop a successful ginger rhizome cutting machine. A major breakthrough 
in processing occurred in 1993 with the installation of the Elbiscan 5000, an automated 
cutting and sorting machine. Two years later a 'state of the art' computerised robotics 
grader and sorter, the Robosorter, was installed. Ginger can now be accurately graded for 
fibre and size to meet the demands of the market. These machines have replaced seventy 
of the eighty women who used to do the trimming and sorting. Despite the initial outlay 
this has resulted in a massive cost saving in the processing of ginger. 
The research will be discussed in five broad sections: field work on growing 
ginger; pests and diseases of ginger; the ginger plant; farm mechanisation and the effects 
of factory mechanisation and computerisation on ginger processing. 
FIELD WORK ON GINGER 
The first records of research on ginger in Ausfralia date from 1890. After carrying 
out trials at WoUongbar Experimental Farm, in northern NSW, the Agricultural 
Department of NSW distributed ginger rhizomes in the north-east of that state. That 
department recommended that ginger be planted in September/October. The ginger was 
to be harvested 'when the stems turned quite yellow* and then 'washed and scraped and 
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sun dried for six to eight days'. Only small quantities of ginger were planted and this was 
sold in the local markets as dried ginger. "^  
In 1891 growers were cultivating plants which they thought were ginger but were 
found to be Alpmia caerulea, an Australian plant indigenous to the region.5 In 1903 a 
small area at the Experimental Farm was set aside for the growing of ginger rhizomes for 
distribution to growers.6 This may have been to replace the areas previously planted with 
Alpinia caerulea. 
The first trials in Queensland were carried out in the 1940-50s by the DPI. These 
trials were situated on growers' farms in the Maroochy shire including those of G O. 
Burnett, D. Dickman and D. Mitchell. The trials showed that thirty or sixty gram seed-
pieces, planted twenty-two to thirty centimefres apart with sixty centimefres between 
rows was satisfactory and that ten centimefres of sawdust was the most effective mulch 
for weed prevention. 7 As the ginger plant is susceptible to frosts and sunburn, the DPI 
recommended that ginger be planted before the end of September, after the occurrence of 
frosts and before sunburn could damage the emerging shoots. Harvesting before the end 
of April was recommended for choice ginger as the yield was no greater after this time 
and the ginger was more fibrous. ^  
In the 1960s, growers were advised that the most economical result could be 
obtained from ginger planted before the 15 September using thirty gram seed-pieces 
planted fifteen centimefres apart with forty-five centimefres between the rows.^ In 1970 
sixty gram seed-pieces were considered most effective. Research in 1995 supports this 
view though mid to late August planting was considered desirable as irrigation can be 
used to reduce the effects of frost, 'o If planting is done mechanically, double rows forty-
five centimefres apart or triple rows sixty centimefres apart are recommended to allow 
space for mechanical harvesting. At the time of writing, research into the problems of 
seed piece emergence is being undertaken by G. & M. Stirling at the DPI Research 
Complex at Indooroopilly. 
4 Fred Turner, 'Cultivation of ginger', Agricultural Gazette of NSW, 1890, pp. 298-9. 
5 Fred Turner, "New commercial crop in NSW, Agricultural Gazette NSW, vol. 2, Sept. 1891, pp. 507-10. 
^ Agricultural Gazette NSW, vol. 52, Sept. 1903, p. 932. 
7 Alan Templeton, interview 22 May 1995. It was found that 'box-gum sawdust' was no good because the 
resin made the soil lumpy and the land unusable. 
8 Hubert Groszmann, Unpublished paper on Effects of temperature, light, water, soil, mulching and seed size 
on ginger, 1953, in possession of the author, Brisbane. This paper is part of a thesis that was not completed. 
^ Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 26 Apr. 1962. 
^'^ G. M. Sanewski, Effect of time of planting on ginger in south-east Queensland, DPI, Dec. 1994, &. 
Studies on shoot emergence in ginger in south-east Queensland DPI, May 1995. 
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The benefits of irrigation were first noticed in 1957, a severe drought year, when 
the farms with adequate irrigation produced major yields of ginger while ginger crops 
without enough water failed." Research undertaken by the DPI on the Imbil farm in 
1959, showed that with limited watering it was possible to have enough moisture to 
reduce the incidence of sunburn. 12 Long term finance was made available to growers, 
under the Irrigation and Water Supply Act, to cover up to ninety percent of the 
installation costs of irrigation systems. In 1969 it was recommended that growers reduce 
the area they planted if they did not have an assured regular water supply. New growers 
had to have adequate water before receiving a ginger quota. ^ ^ Each hectare of ginger can 
require up to two million lifres of water in a season. Nowadays all ginger is irrigated. 
Damage from frost, sunburn and drought is minimal though excessive rain still causes 
devastation to the crop. 
Results of studies undertaken in the 1960s into plant analysis, effects of soil 
temperature on germination, early growth and sunburn, the physiology of leaf structure, 
fertiliser application and effects of soil acidity on ginger, proved inconclusive. '"^  Between 
1970-72 further research was carried out, on J. Barry's farm at Beerwah, into the 
diagnosis and correction of nutritional disorders in ginger. This research showed that 
nittogen fertiliser was most effective when frequent small amounts were applied and that 
lime should be used sparingly as it reduced the supply of zinc, copper, manganese and 
iron to the crop. The best results were obtained on sandy soils with low acidity. The 
recommendation were published in a booklet distributed to growers in 1975.15 ^ ^ result 
of the stabilisation of growing areas under solid set irrigation, the breakthrough in 
nutrition and improved crop density practices the average production of ginger rose from 
17 tonnes per hectare in 1967 to 55 tonnes per hectare in 1972.16 
PESTS AND DISEASES OF GINGER 
In 1943 advice on seed selection was sought from the DPI by Queensland 
growers. Field trials were held on the farm of George Burnett, who grew the largest area 
of ginger at that time. The trials showed that root-knot nematodes {Meloidogyne javanica 
11 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting , 29 Apr. 1958 
12 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 28 Apr. 1959. 
13 Minutes BGG Armual General Meeting, 6 Apr. 1969. 
1"* R. L. Bendall & R. A Daly, 'Ginger growing in the Nambour area, Queensland,' Australian Quarierly 
Review Agricultural Economics, vol. 19, no. 2, 1966. 
15 C. J. Asher & M. T. Lee, Diagnosis and Correction of Nutritional Disorders in Ginger, Brisbane, 
Watson, Ferguson & Co, 1975. The analysis of this research was done at the University of Queensland. 
16 DPI spokesperson, Queensland Country Life, 25 Apr. 1974, p. 14. These figures are for combined early 
and late harvests. 
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(Tr) and M. incognita) were affecting the rhizomes. Plants infected with nematodes are 
stunted, have chlorotic leaves with marginal necrosis and swollen, distorted roots. (See 
Figure 36) In 1944 H M. Groszmann, the supervisor of the project, recommended that 
only seed from healthy selected plots be used for planting and that the seed be dipped in 
corrosive sublimate before planting. i7. 
Figure 36 Lower part of a ginger plant heavily infested with Root-Knot Nematodes 
Source: R. C. Colbran, QAJ, Sept. 1961, p. 546. 
Three studies of nematode confrol were undertaken between 1961 and 1974. R. 
Colbran found that even in fumigated soil, seed pieces heavily infected with nematodes, 
reduced field yields by 57 per cent. He showed that the highest level of nematode confrol 
was achieved by planting nematode-free material, hot water freatment of the seed pieces 
and fumigating the soil with DD (molecular composition-1, 3 dichloropropene) or EDB 
(ethyl dibromide) before planting. This freatment increased yields by 80 per cent.i8 In 
1966 a seed certification program was implemented by the Association and only ginger 
grown from certified seed was accepted at the factory, i^  In 1972 the hot water freatment 
17 Minutes BGG meetings, 14 June 1943 & 1 May 1944. 
18 R. C. Colbran, "Root Knot Nematodes', Queensland Agricultural Journal, vol. 94, no. 10, 1968, p. 63 ; 
K. G. Pegg, Melda L. Moffett and R_ C. Colbran, THseases of ginger in Queensland', Queensland 
Agricultural Journal, vol. 100, no. 12, 1974, p. 617. DD is an inflammable liquid, poisonous to humans and 
animals but is not dangerous when properly handled. 
1^  Minutes BGG meeting, 22 Aug. 1966. 
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was discarded and Nemacur (10% fenamiphos) was recommended for use on seed prior 
to planting but by 1980 it was not considered effective. 
In 1989 research suggested that soil freated with poultry manure, sawdust and 
urea before planting gave better confrol of nematodes than either Nemacur or EDB, and 
the cost was less.20 Ethyl dibromide has been banned since 1997 as it has been found to 
be carcinogenic and a hazard to workers.21 It is recommended that growers use Metham 
Sodium if necessary. The latest research suggests that root-knot nematodes on ginger can 
be confroUed by alternating ginger with a green manure crop and applying at least 150 cu 
m/ha/annum of poultry manure, with or without additional sawdust. 22 Growers with small 
acreage often find rotation of crop planting is not possible. Nematodes continue to be a 
costly problem for the industry. 
Figure 37 Ginger rhizomes affected with fusariimi and a healthy rhizome (R) 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 20 May 1976, p.20 
Ginger is susceptible to a number of diseases, the major ones being fusarium 
{Fusarium oxysporvm i. sp. zingiberi), and bacterial wilt (Pseudomonas solanacearian). 
2° G. R. Stirling, 'Organic amendments for control of root-knot nematodes {Meloidogyne incognita) on 
^ger: Australasian Plant Pathology, vol. 18, no. 2, 1989, p. 39. 
21 Joe Smith, National Registration Authority for Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals, Canberra, 1998. 
Information obtained by phone. EDB has been banned to comply with World Health standards. It has been 
banned in the USA and Britain for some years. 
22 G. R. Stirling & A. Nikulin, 'Crop rotation, organic amendments and nematicides for control of root-knot 
nematodes {Meloidogyne incognita) on ginger', Australasian Plant Pathology, vol. 27, 4, 1998, p. 234. 
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both of which have disasfrous effects on the plant. A mild type of fiisarium has been 
present in Queensland since 1930 but, in 1954, a severe form was isolated in ginger. (See 
Figure 37) This was thought to have been infroduced by infected rhizomes from China. 
The disease causes severe rhizome rot, leaf chlorosis, pseudostem collapse and 
sometimes brown sfreaking of the vascular tissues in the rhizome, especially in wet 
weather. 23 
The severe form of the disease was investigated at the Maroochy Research Station 
in 1955 and eliminated after two years by discarding infected imported ginger and 
avoiding planting in or near infested soil.24 the less severe form carried out in the 1960s 
showed that rigid seed selection and hot water freatment of seed rhizomes improved 
cultural practises. The dipping of selected planting material in solutions of mercuric 
chloride or organic mercury compounds after harvest was also effective in reducing 
fusarium The tteated rhizome piece, however, could not be processed for human 
consumption.25 
By 1971 the use of mercurial dips for ginger was banned. Crop rotation and the 
use of Benlate were recommended to prevent fiisarium. Growers who continued to use 
the mercury dip were subject to automatic cancellation of thefr quota.26 In 1981 it was 
found that mercury did not escape in brine, but with heat, mercury elements escape. Thus 
residues of mercury in the syruping section could end up in the effluent and some 
remained in the ginger. Ginger showing any fraces of mercury was not acceptable at the 
ginger factory after 1981 as Maroochy Shire Council regulations did not allow mercury 
in effluent. 27 
DPI officers carried out checks for disease on ginger plots from 1942 to 1976 
which showed that while, in 1955, fusarium infestation had been widespread it still 
persisted in 1975, when a thirty percent loss was recorded in the Palmwoods area.28 In 
23 D. S. Teakle, Tusarium Rhizome Rot of ginger in Queensland', Queensland Journal of Agricultural and 
Animal Sciences, vol. 22, 1965, p. 263. 
2'* J. H. Simmonds, Annual Repori Department Agriculture Queensland 1955-56, pp. 65-6. 
25 BGG circular to ginger growers, 24 Feb. 1959. This states that 'Aretan and similar preparations contain 
mercury for which there is no tolerance under the Health Regulations. Under no circumstances should 
aretan-dipped recovery be sent on the green market or used for processing.' 
26 Minutes BGG meetings, 30 July 1971 & 18 Mar. 1980. In 1980 a grower's ginger was found to contain 
mercury. Their ginger was not accepted for early harvest that year but was accepted for late harvest and 
used for dried ginger. 
27 Minutes BGG meeting, 10 Feb. 1981. 
28 DPI farm survey 1943-1976, in possession of DPI, Nambour. To maintain confidentiality farms were 
recorded as numbers and only the general location given. The date of visits and comments on crop were 
recorded. The results were not published. 
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1978 it was recommended that land infested with fiisarium should not be replanted with 
ginger for at least seven years. 2^  
Fusarium remains a major problem for the industry despite the dipping of the seed 
in Benlate before planting. Growers, such as Fred Dannecker, who are able to leave the 
land fallow for a number of seasons before replanting do not have a major fusarium 
problem. Most growers rotate their planting with sorghum or oats every two years as they 
do not have enough land to provide a longer rotation. 3° Further research into the 
pathology of fusarium is being undertaken by D. Hutton at the Maroochy Horticultural 
Research Station (MHRS) in Nambour. 
The other major disease in ginger, bacterial wilt, {P. solanacearum biotype 4), 
was first recorded in Queensland in 1965. It is possible that this organism was imported 
in the seed material infroduced in 1954 and remained undetected until the 1965 
outbreak.3i The disease has also been found in Malaysia, Mauritius and Hawaii. (See 
Figure 38) The first symptoms of the disease are a yellowing and wilting of the lower 
leaves which spreads quickly upward until the entfre plant becomes golden brown and 
wilted. In advanced stages of the disease the base of the pseudostem becomes water-
soaked and the vascular tissue is discoloured, dark brown or black. When the rhizome is 
cut a copious white, milky exudate oozes from the cut edge.32 
To conttol bacterial wilt seed sources were inspected and approved by DPI 
officers before being passed for sale. Seed could not be purchased or sold without written 
notification from the Association. When the DPI found signs of wih on a farm at harvest 
time the factory took all the uninfected ginger, regardless of quota, to prevent the spread 
of the disease.33 By 1970 twelve occurrences of wilt had been reported. In one instance 
the farm and fixed irrigation equipment had been rendered useless by the bacteria. After 
all occurrences of wilt, ginger was not allowed to be grown on the infected farms. These 
measures appear severe but bacterial wilt, in the 1960s, almost desfroyed the ginger 
industry in Hawaii. Confrol methods include planting disease-free material, freating seed-
pieces with Benomyl, crop rotation, bare soil planting, weed suppression, disposal of all 
29 Minutes BGG meeting, 15 May 1978. 
3° Information obtained from questionnaires sent to growers in 1995. Fred Dannecker has 56 hectares and 
plants 6 hectares with ginger. He rotates one year of ginger with three years of pasture. 
31 K. G. Pegg & Melda L. Moffett, "Host range of the ginger strain oi Pseudomonas solanacearum in 
QueensXand:, Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture and Animal Husbandry, vol. 11, Dec. 1971, 
p. 696. 
32 A. C. Hayward, Melda L. Moffett and K. G. Pegg, "Bacterial wilt of ginger in Queensland', Queensland 
Journal of Agricultural and Animal Sciences, vol. 24, 1967, p. 1. 
33 Minutes GMB meeting, 8 Dec. 1967. 
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crop residues and disinfection of all farm implements.34 These methods proved effective 
and wilt has not been a problem for the industry for the last twenty years. 
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Figure 38 Healthy ginger plants and plants infected with bacterial wilt. 
Source: A. C. Hayward & Melda L. Moffett, "Bacterial wilt of ginger in Queensland", 
Qld Journal of Agricultural & Animal Sciences, vol. 24, 1967, p. 1 
Because of the potential danger of wilt, ginger confracts were amended in 1970 
making it almost impossible to grow ginger outside the confrol of the Ginger Board 
Growers had to give an undertaking to comply with the Association's instructions on the 
use of chemicals, sprays, fimgicides, nematocides, herbicides and insecticides. This made 
it possible for the factory to enforce the ban on the use of mercurial fungicides by ginger 
growers.35 In addition, this clause was seen as essential to maintain overseas markets as 
buyers, particularly in England and the United States, were asking for undertakings that 
chemicals, such as DDT and Dieldrin, banned in thefr countries, were not used on 
imported foodstuff 36 
THE GINGER PLANT 
Efforts have been made to improve ginger grown in Queensland by infroducing 
ginger cultivars from other countries. Fijian seed-pieces were first tried in 1944. Further 
trials were carried out in the 1970s by A. W. Whiley and J. Saranah at the Maroochy 
Research Station and at Imbil. These produced promising results and all growers were 
3^* K. G. Pegg, Melda L. Moffett and R. C. Colbran, "Diseases of ginger in Queensland", Queensland 
Agricultural Journal, vol. 100, no. 12, 1974, p. 618. 
35 Mercury is a poison and is now considered dangerous even in a vaporous form. 
36 Minutes GMB meeting, 11 June 1970. 
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provided with a small quantity of seed-pieces. However, most growers found the field 
grown ginger too fibrous for choice grade. A. Templeton and A. Frizzo in 1974, planted 
trials of different varieties of Canton ginger which showed that their rhizomes were 
larger and contained less fibre than Queensland ginger but they had a high moisture 
content that made drying difficult.37 This ginger, now known as jumbo ginger, is sold as 
fresh ginger. With the exfra moisture, jumbo ginger does not shrivel as quickly as 
Queensland ginger.38 After successful trials on jumbo ginger in 1997 Buderim Ginger in 
1998 processed 1 000 tonnes of this ginger. BGL intend to increase their intake of jumbo 
ginger as it becomes available. 
Over twenty lines of ginger, from twelve countries, were imported in the 1980s 
and grown in isolation at Maroochy Research Station. Ginger imported from India, 
Malaysia, Mauritius and Thailand were found to contain ginger chlorotic fleck virus.3^ 
The virus is fransmitted through the rhizome of infected plants and causes chlorotic 
flecks on the leaves of infected ginger. All field plants of the imported lines were 
desttoyed. The virus has not been found in Ausfralian surveys of commercial plantings.'^ o 
In 1977 Ausfralian Golden Ginger bought a farm at Kandanga to replace the Imbil 
farm which was heavily infested with nematodes."" Though the main purpose of the farm 
was to create a reserve of ginger if the growers could not supply the market, the farm was 
also used to test new lines of ginger; to build up seed supplies of promising lines; to 
conduct field trials in conjunction with the DPI; and to experiment with new equipment. 
In 1988, ginger imported from Hawaii was grown at Kandanga and samples exported on 
the green ginger market, mainly to the Middle East. Hawaiian ginger seed was sold to 
growers, in 1989, at $450.00 a ton. A small amount of this crop was sold as green ginger 
to the USA and to the Middle East but most was made into dried ginger as cheaper green 
ginger could be obtained from other countries. The DPI continued research at Kandanga 
on ginger from Jamaica, Fiji, Brazil, Hawaii and Queensland until the farm was sold in 
37 Minutes BGG meeting, 9 June 1975. 
38 There is some confusion over the original source of the present jumbo ginger. John Templeton considers 
that their jumbo ginger came from aberrant plants on their property and that they propagated it up from 
these few plants but the minutes of the BGG meetings on 9 Sept. 1974 & 9 June 1975 refer to A. C. Frizzo 
and A. Templeton each planting the Canton variety for experimental purposes. 
39 J. E. Thomas, 'Ginger Chlorotic Fleck Virus", Association of Applied Biologists Descriptions of Plant 
Viruses, no. 328, Sept. 1988, p. 328. 
'^ J. E. Thomas, "Purification and properties of ginger fleck virus". Annals of Applied Biology, vol. 108, 
1986, p. 46. 
1^ Information obtained from questionaries sent to growers in 1995. Len Pahner, the manager from 1982, 
worked on the farm from 1977 until it was sold in 1996. 
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1996.42 None of the imported species proved more suitable for early harvest ginger than 
the Queensland ginger. 
To provide a source of uninfected planting material for the ginger industry, tissue 
culture research was initiated at the Maroochy Horticultural Research Station in 1990. 
The micropropagated plants produced smaller rhizomes in the ffrst harvest but they were 
of similar size to field grown rhizomes in the second year.'*3 As rhizomes bearing large 
knobs are preferred for processing into high quality confectionery ginger, M. Smith and 
S. Hamill are undertaking further research to improve the rhizome weight and knob size. 
At present only thirty percent of ginger is large enough to command top price. 
jK^TTimr'i.l J If-^-ff -Tiift. r"^ a|fiIIfflIJIHHPI}Ij™rr f r [fa i^ Ji" 
Figure 39 Tetraploid ginger plants (R) & normal ginger plants (L) 
Source.- DPI, Maroochy Horticultural Research Station, Nambour, 1997. 
Tefraploid ginger^ has been tissue cultured and the first generation has been 
evaluated in field trials which indicate a significant improvement in rhizome weight and 
size. (See Figures 39 & 40) Selected plant material is now being multiplied for further 
field evaluation.'*5 If rhizome size can be improved and production costs reduced. 
'^ 2 M. K. Smith, interview 1 June 1995. 
'^ 3 M. K. Smith & S. D. Hamill, Tield evaluation of micropropagated and conventionally propagated ginger 
in subtropical Qaeeasland', At^stralian Journal of Experimental A^culture, vol. 36, 1996, p. 347. 
^ Tetraploid ginger has twice the number of chromosomes as normal ginger 
45 Mike Smith & Sharon Hamill, 'The Development of Tetraploid Ginger Varieties', Tissue Culture: 
Towards the next century. Proceedings of Fifth International Association for Plant Tissue Culture 
(Australian Branch) conference, Acram Taji & Richard Williams eds.. University of New England 
Publications Unit, 1997, p. 221. 
micropropagated plants may become a high yielding source of disease-free and pest-free 
planting material in the future.''^  This would be a major break-through for the growers. 
Figure 40. Tetraploid gmger rhizomes (L) & normal ginger rhizomes (R) 
Source: DPI, Maroochy Horticultural Research Station, Nambour, 1997. 
These photos show clearly the larger size of the plants and rhizomes of tefraploid ginger. 
FARM MECHANISATION 
The harvesting of ginger had, until recent years, been labour intensive. Pickers 
pulled the ginger, detached the leaves, removed excess soil and trimmed the rhizomes. 
The pickers, mostly women, sat on boxes and picked into buckets which were emptied 
into bags which were then hand sewn closed for fransport to the factory. Hand picking is 
still done on some farms in much the same fashion. The ginger is now emptied into bins 
not bags to be taken to the factory. The pickers now have a choice of sitting, or standing 
at mesh benches attached to the top of bins. Both methods have thefr supporters amongst 
the pickers. Two or three pickers work to a bin and they are paid by the bin. There are no 
barriers for ginger pickers. John Haywood, who has an artificial leg, said it was not a 
problem when picking. (See Figures 41& 42) 
In the 1960s there was a shortage of pickers and Shrapnel encouraged research 
into farm mechanisation, to reduce the dependence on pickers, to lower labour costs and 
thus cut growers expenses. A mechanisation committee was established to co-ordinate 
the research program. There was much dissatisfaction in the industry as many small 
*6 M. K. Smith & S. D. Hamill, Austi-alian Journal of Experimental Agriculture, vol. 36, 1996, p. 347. 
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growers felt they were being forced into mechanisation for the benefit of the bigger 
growers 
Figure 41 John & Lyna Hajnvood 
on A. Everingham"s farm 1998 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
Figure 42 12 year old Chris Allen 
on B. Hoskin"s farm 1998 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
In 1966 they voiced their concerns to C. Adermann, the Minister for Primary 
Industries, stating that 'there was a complete lack of unanimity in the industry on the 
mechanisation program'.'^ 7 Adermann ceased government funding on the program until 
the problems were resolved. At a long acrimonious Special General Meeting growers 
'*7 Minutes BGG meeting, 28 Nov. 1966. The names of the growers were not revealed. Apparently there had 
been heated discussion, at a previous meeting of the Government Research Advisory Committee, between 
Shrapnel and F. Berrill of the DPI when both offering to resign. Berrill stated that he was under considerable 
pressure from Shrapnel to solve the mechanisation problems but Berrill saw them as an industry problem and 
not a DPI problem. 
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complained about the lack of consultation between Shrapnel and themselves. Shrapnel 
called for, and received, a vote of confidence in the Directors and management. Plans to 
continue research into a seed cutting machine, a modified potato-digger, a manure and 
sawdust spreader, a planter and fork-lift were eventually endorsed.'^ 8 
The mechanisation committee originally tried to regulate the growers' use of the 
Association's machinery. The effort failed, due to the poor driving skills of the farmers 
and their lack of maintenance of the vehicles. Stan Clark, a local confractor, was then 
appointed as the Depot Adminisfrator to organise the confract work, handle the storage, 
supply competent operating staff and maintain the equipment.'^ ^ Clark had been 
appointed in 1964 as the main area distributor for certain Shell chemical products and 
was able to supply the fumigants and herbicides to growers and to loan fumigating 
equipment. 50 
On the initiative of Harry Boyle, in 1965, a bin which could be loaded and 
unloaded with a fork-lift was designed and built by Reg limes of Woombye.5i This 
removed the need to sew the bags in the field and eliminated the heavy work of loading 
and unloading bags onto trucks. All growers now use bins. While some growers have 
their own bins, the factory possesses 800 bins available for hire by growers. 
Difficulties were experienced with most equipment as it had to be adapted from 
machines used for other purposes. For instance Shrapnel, in 1961, approached the CSIRO 
for help with the design of a ginger harvester. 52 By the late 1960s a modified potato 
digger was used for second and late harvests. This machine was not suitable for the early 
harvest as the ginger, at this stage, had not developed its tough outer skin and was easily 
damaged. By 1981 four machines for the early harvest were being frailed. Two were 
considered unsatisfactory. The other two needed extensive modifications to improve their 
ability to pull the ginger and collect the tops.53 
^8 Minutes BGG Special General Meeting, 7 Dec. 1966. A circular previously sent to all growers laid out 
the recommendations of the committee. Shrapnel made a habit of calling for a vote of confidence in the 
Board and Management when his authority was questioned. 
'*9 Minutes BGG meeting, 28 Nov. 1966. 
50 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 June 1964. 
51 Harry Boyle, interview 6 June 1995. Harry grew ginger from 1958 to 1978. He was on the Board for 
some years and helped design the bins and organise the bin pool. At times bins were in short supply and 
Harry remembers having a "blue' with Shrapnel over the demand by Shrapnel for bins for his farm. 
52 Minutes GMB meeting, 1 Sept. 1961. Alan Ross, the Government representative on the Board queried 
why the CSIRO was being asked instead of the DPI. Shrapnel replied that because of the ginger export trade 
the Commonwealth was prepared to assist with finance through the CSIRO. 
53 Minutes BGG meeting, 10 Feb. 1981. 
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Figure 43 D. Forder's harvester 
Note the crawler tracks, three diggers and the large holding bin on Forder's machine. 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
In 1998 five growers were using mechanical harvesters but all the machines were 
of different design. David Forder, for example, assembled his harvester on a trial and 
error basis from an excavator frame and crawler fracks, a cane harvester's hydraulic 
fransmission and a 130 hp Perkins turbo-diesel engine. It has three front mounted ginger 
pullers and a back hopper which holds about two and a half tonnes of ginger which is 
delivered directly to the washer. (See Figure 43) The machine weighs approximately 
eight toimes but, with the fracks, can work the heavy grey forest soil when the ground is 
wet. Forder has used the machine successfiilly for five years, harvesting 96 tons of ginger 
in four days in 1996.5^ This machine is much heavier than the one used by Dannecker 
who does not have the same problems as Forder in the wet. ( See Figure 44) 
5'* David Forder, interview 23 Feb. 1996. 
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Figure 44 F. Darmecker's harvester 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
Note digger attached to the side of the tractor and elevator which loads the ginger into bins on a trailer 
Forder used to employ about fifty pickers. Since he mechanised the harvesting he 
employs only eight people to handle the complete preparation of his early harvest ginger 
for delivery to the factory. The preparation is done in a shed near the dam which has an 
adequate supply of water. All the farms that use mechanical harvesters have experienced 
a similar reduction in the number of pickers. The initial outlay for machinery is high but 
as all the machines are different it is not possible to give an average cost for the 
equipment. The machine are used to harvest green ginger and other crops and cost 
savings are made through depreciation. Machine harvesting reduces the reliance on 
pickers who are often in short supply during the crucial few weeks of picking. 
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Figure 45 Ginger before washing 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
Figure 46 Ginger after being washed on the farm 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
Ginger harvested mechanically is washed on the farms, to remove the frash and 
excess soil, before going to the factory. (See Figures 45 & 46) The ginger is tipped into a 
hopper then fed into a rotating cylinder where water under pressure removes the frash 
and soil from the rhizomes. Employees, working at a moving belt, remove the remaining 
debris and divide the rhizomes which then fall into bins. (See Figure 47) The bins are 
fransported to the factory or moved to the packing area to be packed into cartons for the 
fresh ginger markets. 
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Figure 47 Preparation of ginger on J. Templeton's farm 1996 
From L to R- rotary-washer, dump tank., workers trimming the ginger. Note water on floor 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
The packing sheds come in various sheds and sizes for example, John 
Templeton's shed is large and modem with a concrete floor, while Alan Templeton's shed 
has been enlarged over the years. It is a wonderfiil building with a slatted timber floor, 
hopper windows and overhead fans. The packers sit on low, padded mobile seats. (See 
Figure 48) 
An analysis of responses from growers to questionaires sent in 1995 revealed that 
machines were progressively being used for tilling, planting, fumigating and for pulling 
the ginger at harvest time. Growers did some, or all, of their fertilising through the 
irrigation system. Weeds were confrolled by mulch and spot spraying, using a knapsack. 
Those who applied mulch used a mechanical spreader. On the smaller farms most of this 
work was done by the grower and casual labour. The larger growers employed full and 
part-time labour as well as casuals for preparing the rhizomes for planting, and later for 
harvesting^ 
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Figure 48 Trimming & packing ginger at A. Templeton's 
A Templeton in wheel- chair. 
Source: H. J. Hogarth 
MECHANISATION AND COMPUTERISATION OF GINGER PROCESSING 
Many difficulties had to be overcome before the Ginger Growers Association 
could develop large scale processing of ginger. Other countries did not have cenfralised 
factories but had small local factories which produced great variability in the end 
product. No effective research had been carried out on ginger processing and useful 
published literature was not available from overseas.55 Ginger has to be washed, cut, 
peeled, brined, sorted, then either syruped, crystallised, dried or ground. (See Figure 49) 
The success of the Ausfralian industry is due largely to the assistance and encouragement 
given by many people in the food technology business throughout the country. 
All the steps in this process presented challenges to the Association which often 
took years to overcome. The Directors responded to problems as they occurred but did 
not necessarily have the skills to anticipate difficulties or plan in advance. The same flow 
chart applies in 1998, except that the second grading, the cutting and peeling is now done 
by machines. 
55 G. S. Shrapnel, The technological development of the green ginger industry in Australia', Food 
Technology in Australia, vol. 19, no. 13, Oct. 1967, pp. 604-607. In 1967 ginger was processed in thirty-
eight small factories in China and Hong Kong. 
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Figure 49 Flow chart o f the processing o f ginger and its end uses 1973 
Source: "The Golden Ginger Story", p.25. 
Washing, brining and storage 
Efforts were made to mechanise the processing but, with no specific machinery 
available, it was done on an ad hoc basis and many modifications had to be made. The 
first innovation was the purchase of a tumble potato peeler, similar to the type seen by 
Vince Crosby in a 'fish and chip' shop. This machine was used to wash the ginger but 
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could not cope when crop yields increased. The growers were forced to wash their own 
ginger before bringing it to the factory but the gnarled shape of the rhizome made this an 
inefficient, expensive and tedious business. In 1947, a 'retting germ' which caused rot in 
the ginger stored in vats became a problem. R. A. Balding of the Sydney Testing 
Laboratories, isolated the 'retting germ', Clostridium bacteria, which was freated 
effectively by cleaning the ginger well and passing it through a disinfectant bath before 
cutting. 56 Balding was involved in finding the correct acidity level for brine and 
recommended the replacement of sodium dioxide with sodium benzoate in brine thereby 
allowing the ginger to be stored for longer periods.57 
In 1955 the factory installed a rotary drum washer equipped with pressure sprays 
and a dump tank. This reduced grower costs, by speeding up the rate of intake of ginger, 
and ensured that the material was sufficiently well cleaned to go direct to the brine vats. 
While the original blacksmith's shop had old ship's boilers for brining and storing the 
ginger, the first factory contained five 4 000 gallon timber vats, cutting tables and storage 
space for 100 barrels for ttansporting the brined ginger. There was also a small 
adminisfration office. In 1947 a fiirther eighteen concrete tanks were installed to increase 
the storage capacity to 450 tons.58 in 1971, with the addition of more tanks, 1 000 tons of 
ginger could be stored. 
In the early years ginger was harvested when fully mature and had a hard brown 
skin. To be successfiilly brined the rhizome had to be diced by hand in order to achieve 
uniform impregnation of the brine. Efforts were made to mechanise the process but the 
three different dicers purchased between 1944 and 1947 were unsatisfactory. Fortunately 
Tyler Hancock, appointed technical adviser in 1946 and factory manager in 1952, was 
able to modify the machines for other purposes. 5^  The dicing problem was solved when 
ginger was harvested earlier, as ginger at this stage has only a very fine membrane and 
the whole-root of the ginger can be impregnated by the brine.^ ^ Ginger, when effectively 
saturated with brine, can be stored until needed for processing. 
56 Minutes BGG meeting, 3 Dec. 1947, Balding was originally paid by Warrys for his assistance but later 
BGG paid him a retainer and for work he did for the Association. In other research Balding found that the 
scalding of rhizomes prevented shooting in stored ginger; that reduction of moisture content prevented 
mould in stored ginger and the causes of discolouration of ginger. He was also involved in changing the 
crystallising process. 
57 Minutes BGG meeting, 30 July 1954. 
58 Minutes BGG meeting, 20 Jan. 1947. The vats were 2.4m high, 2.8m wide, 3.3m long and could each 
hold between eleven and twelve tons of ginger in brine. 
59 Minutes BGG meetings, 2 June 1944, 23 July 1945 &. 20 Sept. 1947. Hancock left in 1954 when the staff 
was drastically reduced. 
^^ G. S. Shrapnel, Food Technology in Australia, p. 604. 
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By 1977 markets had increased and so had the supply of ginger. It was imperative 
that more storage space was provided quickly. This was a major reason for the move to 
Yandina. This factory had storage for 1 250 tonnes of ginger when it opened in 1979. 
This was increased to 1 850 tonnes in 1980 and to 2 500 tonnes by 1998. With adequate 
storage the factory can take in ginger rhizomes at the optimum time and preserve them 
until needed for processing. This gives Buderim Ginger greater flexibility to cope with 
fluctuations in the market. 
Grading, peeling and cutting 
On intake, samples of each grower's ginger are graded by hand by experienced 
cutters. The samples are weighed, sorted for size and thickness and any tops, roots or soil 
remaining are removed and weighed. The ginger is then cut by hand and graded 
according to size and fibre content. A skilled grader can apparently judge the fibre 
content from the pressure on the knife. The grower is paid according to the amount of 
choice ginger in the sample. Penalties are incurred by the grower if there is more than ten 
percent of tops in the sample. Growers have always complained about the accuracy of 
this grading system. They consider they have more choice ginger and less rubbish in their 
ginger than their grading suggests. So far a more accurate grading system has not been 
found. 
Hand peeling ginger was a time consuming, inefficient method of removing the 
skin and resulted in a 20 percent loss of ginger in 1944. By 1946 the loss had risen to 37 
percent and an economical method for peeling ginger was essential if factory costs were 
to be reduced. In 1949 a mechanical peeler was installed and ginger was peeled before 
being dropped into the brine. This machine was said to be working well but peeling 
losses were still 30 percent in 1950.^ 1 As a result of this continuing loss, experiments 
were conducted into the chemical peeling of rhizomes. Warry found that lye was 
effective in removing the skin of ginger and this method was adopted for early harvest 
ginger and reduced losses dramatically.62 At the Yandina factory lye is no longer used 
because the skin of early harvest ginger, being very thin, is removed in the washing 
process. 
The grading and cutting of the brined ginger was originally done by hand and was 
remarkably accurate, but operator fatigue and other factors caused minor variations. For 
this reason and to reduce wage costs, experiments into mechanical grading and sorting 
methods were carried out. In 1968 the University of New South Wales spent $15 000, 
61 Minutes GMB meeting, 3 Mar. 1950. 
2^ Mittutes BGG meeting, 22 Oct. 1950. 
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unsuccessfully, on research into the development of a mechanical cutting and sorting 
device.63 Another sorting and cutting machine, designed by Unisearch Laboratories, 
Sydney, was installed in 1972. This machine was expected to reduce processing costs by 
one to one and a half cents a pound, but it too was a failure.^ ^ The problems arose from 
the irregular shape of ginger rhizomes and the variations in the fibre content of the 
ginger. Two years later Shrapnel doubted that the cutting and syruping of ginger could 
ever be completely mechanised and hence labour costs for hand cutting would remain 
high. Shrapnel was concerned that the high cost would reduce the world demand for 
ginger for chocolate enrobing.65 
Ivan Collier, the factory engineer, solved the problem in 1976. He designed a 
cutting machine which reduced cutting costs by half and the number of staff required 
from 120 to 110 persons.66 Collier, a machine cutter and engineer, worked at the factory 
from 1968 to 1980. He contributed much to the Association by redesigning factory 
machinery and reconstructing the dehydrators. In 1978 Collier won the Queensland 
Productivity Award for his work on the rhizome cutting machine.67 
Elecfronic cutting and sorting of ginger was first suggested by Shrapnel in 1971. 
The idea was shelved and nothing fiirther was done until 1984 when a confract was 
signed with McAlpine Automatic Components, Brisbane, to investigate the project and 
recommend suitable equipment for the task.68 The aim was to obtain ginger pieces of 
consistent quality and size and at the same time, to reduce costs by $100 000 a year, by 
eliminating twenty jobs.^^ It was 1989 before a prototype was ready for trial. Because of 
slow progress, the extra costs involved with the prototype and a doubt as to the success of 
the machine the project lapsed and other avenues were tried. 
These investigations led, in 1993, to the installation of the Elbiscan 500070 which 
automated the cutting and sorting of ginger pieces. (See Figure 50) The stored ginger is 
fed onto a conveyor belt system where it is hand-trimmed and cut with the small pieces 
being discarded. The cut pieces pass through the Elbiscan 5000 which accepts or rejects 
each individual five gram piece according to fibre level, the fibrous pieces being ejected 
63 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 Feb. 1969. 
64 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 17 Feb. 1972 & meeting BGG, 9 Nov. 1972. 
65 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Dec. 1974. Enrobing is the term given to coating the ginger in chocolate. 
66 Minutes BGG meeting, 8 Apr. 1976. 
67 Minutes BGG meeting, 28 Nov. 1978. 
68 Minutes BGG meeting, 8 Dec. 1993. 
65 John Ruscoe, interview 4 Feb. 1998. Ruscoe was general manager of the Association from 1982 until 
1989 when he became general manager of Buderim Ginger until 1994. 
70 The Elbiscan was designed and buih by Elbicom, Belgium, It was an 'off the shelf model' modified to scan 
for ginger fibres. 
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from the system by air pulses. The scanning is done by three laser lights on the principle 
of light reflection or absorption. The machine scans 2.5 mefres a second and has a 
throughput of 1.2 toimes an hour. The level of fibre accepted or rejected can be varied 
according to requfrements.7i 
Figure 50 The Elbiscan 
Source: BGL archives 
The non-fibrous ginger72 then continues down nine franslucent belts to the 
Robosorter where three cameras scan each piece of ginger in silhouette and grade it 
according to shape and size. (See Figure 51) Once the grade is determined, the machine 
vision system fracks the piece down the nine-mefre belt and at the right moment activates 
one of forty-five individual airjets, which blows the graded piece into the correct bin for 
its grade. The Robosorter can grade up to forty-five pieces a second and has an accuracy 
of between 80% and 95%, considerably higher than human sorters can achieve on a 
continuous basis.73 This state of the art machine was specifically designed for Buderim 
Ginger by the Sydney company, Robo Foods, in collaboration with CSIRO scientists who 
designed the computer robotics. A negative result of the automated cutting has been a 
rise in the in the amount of small ginger produced. New products, such as shredded 
ginger in brine, have been developed to use these small pieces. The combined cost of 
these machines was approximately one million dollars. This cost was recouped within 
71 Sound Images, video. Natural Gold The story of Austi-alian Ginger, Mt. Mellum, Qld., 1994. 
72 "Non-fibrous ginger" is the name given to top quality choice gjnger but it is not entirely accurate. Ginger 
with no fibre does not keep its shape and becomes a gelatinous mass. 
73 CSIRO, "CSIRO Eyes help Robosorter make the Grade", Research Results 3-Topic 4, 20 ^ r . 1997, pp. 
1-4. 
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Figure 51 The Robosorter 
Source: BGL Archives 
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eighteen months as the machines allowed a reduction of forty people in the processing 
lines. 
Syruping and cooking 
While Warry had developed a successfiil process for syruping ginger in the 
laboratory, problems arose in 1946, when his process was used in the factory. The ginger 
at the top of the tanks dried out and had to be kept moist with a hand spray and spear. 
This was time consuming so a pump was installed to remove syrup from the bottom of 
the tank and spray it on top of the ginger. This process has since been updated to allow 
automatic rotating sprays, moving at different speeds depending on the concentration of 
the syrup, to circulate the syrup and spray it constantly onto the ginger. 
Another early problem was the burning of sugar during the syruping process 
because the heat could not be confrolled by the steam coils in use at the time. This was 
solved in 1950, by the installation of a thermostatically conttolled hot water system 
which speeded up the process and allowed the syrup to be used repeatedly and also saved 
on sugar costs.74 After adjustments were made to sugar levels and to the syrup recycling 
systems, Mick Mead, in 1964, was able to complete the processing of two tons of ginger 
in syrup per day.75 In 1967 a syrup concentrator and package boiler, bought for $26 000, 
While Warry had developed a successful process for syruping ginger in the 
laboratory, problems arose in 1946, when his process was used in the factory. The ginger 
at the top of the tanks dried out and had to be kept moist with a hand spray and spear. 
This was time consuming so a pump was installed to remove syrup from the bottom of 
the tank and spray it on top of the ginger. This process has since been updated to allow 
automatic rotating sprays, moving at different speeds depending on the concenttation of 
the syrup, to circulate the syrup and spray it constantly onto the ginger. 
74 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Sept. 1950. 
75 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 29 Apr. 1964. Mick Mead was employed as a jam boiler, syrupier 
and crystalliser from 1945 to 1990. 
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Figure 52 Syruping section at Yandina factory. 
Source: BGL archives 
Note the rotary arms that continuously spray syrup onto the ginger 
Another early problem was the burning of sugar during the syruping process 
because the heat could not be confrolled by the steam coils in use at the time. This was 
solved in 1950, by the installation of a thermostatically confrolled hot water system 
which speeded up the process and allowed the syrup to be used repeatedly and also saved 
on sugar costs.76 After adjustments were made to sugar levels and to the syrup recycling 
systems, Mick Mead, in 1964, was able to complete the processing of two tons of ginger 
in syrup per day. 77 In 1967 a syrup concenttator and package boiler, bought for $26 000, 
reduced the amount of sugar needed and improved the efficiency of the processing. 
Because of the costs involved in syruping, adjustments to the system are frequently made 
to make it more efficient. In 1997-98 the syruping tanks were converted to a Process 
Logic Confrolled (PLC) fast syruping process. This allowed flexibility in the processing 
time for syruped products and reduced the time taken to syrup ginger from twelve to ten 
days. (See Figure 52) 
Crystallising 
It took from 1947 to 1975 to develop an efficient automatic crystallising plant. In 
1947, Warrys crystallised a sample barrel of cargo ginger at Maryborough but the same 
formula did not work at Buderim. Dehydration of the crystallised ginger was tried but 
this was not successful in the wet weather. By 1949 Warrys were producing about 1 560 
76 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Sept. 1950. 
77 Minutes BGG Aimual General Meeting, 29 Apr. 1964. Mick Mead was employed as a jam boiler, syrupier 
and crystalliser from 1945 to 1990. 
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pounds of crystallised ginger a day and hopes of success were high. In 1951 this ginger 
was selling at a loss, at two shillings and eleven pence a pound, and there were problems 
with moisture confrol. 78 Buyers reported that the crystallised ginger was turning to syrup 
in the fransport drums. 7^  After further experimentation Warry informed the Association 
that if crystallising was to be continued, a dehydrator and an air-conditioning plant were 
essential. They would cost about £1 500 plus installation.8o This machinery was not 
obtained because of the Association's precarious financial position. 
Crystallising was hot, heavy, sticky work, done in an old shed at the back of the 
factory. The ginger was dipped in hot water then spread on frays which were stacked on 
frolleys to dry. It was then crystallised in solution with gelatine and returned to the 
frolleys. The frolleys, which weighed half a ton when loaded, were pushed up the road to 
the dehydrator in the next building. There were times when the frolley got out of confrol 
with unfortunate results. 81 
Between 1955-60 R. E. Leverington carried out research on ginger processing and 
methods of sugar impregnation at the DPI Food Preservation Research Laboratory at 
Brisbane. He found that a continuous automatic evaporative syruping process, when 
operated at low temperatures, increased yields, improved colour and reduced labour 
costs. Leverington also foimd that a pH of about 4.3 gave the most desirable flavour 
without upsetting the invert sugar/sucrose ratio. The research into crystallising methods 
suggested that the most satisfactory crystallised ginger could be obtained by dipping 
washed, dried ginger in a gelatine sugar syrup, the percentage of each ingredient 
depending upon the temperature, humidity and drying facilities.82 By 1956 the correct 
proportions for Buderim had been established and the factory was producing 3 000 
pounds of crystallised ginger a day. 83 
In 1974 two wool driers, worth $14 000, and an automated packaging plant were 
purchased. Shrapnel announced, 'at long last we now have the nucleus of an almost fully 
automated crystallising plant'.84 The plant, after modifications, worked well and in the 
three months to the end of the year the factory crystallised seventy-five tonnes of ginger. 
78 Minutes BGG meetings, 1947-52. 
79 Minutes BGG meetings, 5 May, 28 Aug. & 30 Oct. 1953. 
80 Minutes BGG meetings, 11 Jan., 12 Mar., & 25 June 1954. 
81 Yvonne Sharpe, intendew 7 June 1995. Yvonne was employed by BGG for thirty-one years, from 1960-
91, starting as a cutter and finishing as a "general dogsbody" at Yandina. 
82 R. E. Leverington, "Ginger processing investigations. 1. Batch methods for sugar impregnation, 2. An 
improved method for the sugar impregnation of ginger by continuous evaporation, 3. Improving the quality 
of processed ginger." Queensland Journal of Agricultural and Animal Sciences, vol. 26, 1969, pp. 244-270. 
83 Mmutes BGG meeting, 21 June 1956. 
84 Minutes BGG meeting, 9 Sept. 1974. 
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Automation reduced the amount of handling and heavy lifting required and also 
decreased the risk of contamination. By 1975 the Association supplied almost all 
crystallised ginger sold in Ausfralia as they packaged all 'Big Sister' and 'Wiims' ginger. 85 
Buderim Ginger still packages Winns ginger to-day. 
Dehydration 
Dried ginger was sold as whole peeled root ginger or as ground dried ginger. The 
peeling was originally done by hand but was wasteful, time consuming and expensive. 
Machine peeling proved to be faster but still wastefiil. The ginger is no longer peeled but 
is sliced before diying. 
The Association had difficulties obtaining an economical dehydrator. The first 
machine cost £400 to install in 1943, and in that year provided sixteen tons of urgently 
needed dried ginger for defence food purposes. The factory lost money on the process but 
accepted this as part of the war effort. The plant was small and was kept at full capacity. 
It took eight pounds of green ginger to produce one pound of ground ginger. The 
following year only three tons were dried.86 fri 1946, in an effort to reduce the cost of 
drying ginger, three methods of partly drying the ginger before dehydration were tried: air 
drying in the sun; drying with a fan; and drying in the boiler room. 87 Air drying was the 
most effective and the necessary equipment to modify the drier was ordered but 
cancelled in 1947, as imports of dried ginger had increased markedly and the factory 
could not compete on price.88 
In 1950 when the market for ground ginger improved, the modifications to the 
drying process, planned in 1946, were completed and drying began again in October 
1950.89 A second dehydrator bought in late 1950 was held up on the waterfront and the 
cost of it escalated. This machine was a batch rotary drier which gave a better 
performance and was more economical than the original dehydrator that worked on the 
normal fray-tunnel model. (See Figure 53) 
85 Minutes BGG meeting, 30 Sept. 1974. Winns, a trade name of Mauri Grocery Ltd., Camellia, NSW, and 
Big Sister (no longer exists) were the two largest sellers of packaged ginger in the country at the time. 
86 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 31 Mar. 1945. 
87 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Sept. 1946. 
88 Minutes BGG meeting, 15 July 1947. 
89 Minutes BGG meeting, 19 Sept. 1950. 
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Figure 53 Rotary ginger dehydrator at the Buderim ^ g e r factory 
Source: Qld Government Public Relations Bureau, News Bulletin, vol. XI, no. 3, QGP, >^ril 1968 p. 8. 
To add to the factory problems, fires occurred twice in the original dehydrator, 
the second one causing considerable damage. No drying could therefore be done at this 
time when there was a demand for dried ground ginger. 9o During the repair of the ffre 
damaged dehydrator it was altered to run on similar lines to the new machine. The two 
dehydrators could handle about 25 tons of green ginger a week. The dried ginger was 
sold to Robert Harper & Co. for grinding and sale as ground ginger.9i The revival was 
short-lived; imports of ground ginger increased in 1951, prices fell, and in 1952 
production ceased because the factory already held twenty-three tons of dried ginger in 
stock. 92 This is an example of the lack of market research and long-term planning which 
occurred in the early years of the Association. 
Shrapnel, on the other hand, looked for markets for oleoresin and gingerol to 
increase sales of dried ginger. With assistance from the ginger industry, the DPI, in 1962, 
ran trials which found that ginger harvested in May gave the optimum oleoresin and oil 
content. It was found that when alcohol was used for exfraction, three times the amount 
of oleoresin was obtained than when acetone was used for exfraction. Unfortunately for 
the Association, the acetone exfract was more acceptable to the frade. 93 As a result of 
these tests the spice merchants, W. J. Bush & Co, set up a trial plant in Melbourne for the 
exfraction of oleoresin and essential oils. The trials were successfiil; Bush & Co agreed 
90 Minutes BGG meeting, 14 Nov. 1950. 
91 Minutes BGG meeting, 29 Mar. 1951. Robert Harper & Co. were large spice manufacturers. 
92 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Apr. 1952. 
93 D. Winterton & K. Richardson, "An investigation into the chemical constituents of Queensland grown 
ginger", Queensland Journal of Agricultural and Animal Sciences, vol. 22, 1965, pp. 205-13. 
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to take all the dried ginger that Buderim produced. Growers were encouraged to plant for 
the late ginger harvest and were offered a minimum price of thirty-five pounds a ton for 
this ginger. 94 The factory had developed a cost efficient method of mechanically washing 
and peeling whole root green ginger to produce dried, peeled, whole root ginger. 95 This 
research into dried ginger led to a rapid increase in ginger production and to increased 
tariff protection. 96 By 1965 Buderim was able to supply all of Ausfralia's dried ginger. 97 
In 1971 fiirther research into drying methods led to a fifteen percent increase in 
the dehydrator throughput allowing the processing to be completed by the end of 
October. In 1989 the dehydrators were moved from Buderim to a new drier building at 
Yandina. The new plant, using gas, was more fuel efficient and had a lower operating 
cost. 98 In 1997 a rotary tower drier system was installed. This gave a continuous flow of 
material and maximum fuel economy. The plant operated continuously in the season and 
processed ten to twelve tons of green root ginger a day. A high speed micro grinder was 
added to the unit to produce ground ginger. 
RESEARCH FINANCE 
The money for the research and development programs came from various 
sources. The Buderim Ginger Growers Association, in 1963, imposed a levy of a thfrd of 
a penny a poimd on choice and first grade ginger, and one sixth of a penny a pound on 
late harvest ginger, for research and extension services to match State and 
Commonwealth assistance.99 In 1974 the levy was removed but in 1986 a voluntary levy 
of five dollars a tonne on green ginger supplied to the factory was infroduced. All ginger 
growers volunteered to pay the levy. 
The BGG research levy provided half the finance needed for the University of 
Queensland research on ginger and the Queensland Institute of Technology work on 
mechanisation. The BGG also paid for the University of NSW research into a mechanical 
cutter and sorter in 1969. loo The Queensland government funded work undertaken by the 
94 Minutes BGG meetings, 24 July & 12 Dec. 1962. W. J. Bush & Co. are large spice suppliers based in 
Melbourne. 
95 G. S. Shrapnel, Food Technology in Australia, p. 606. 
96 TariffBoard, Report on Ginger, Oil of Ginger, Oleoresin of Ginger, 18 Sept., 1964. 
97 Minutes BGG meeting, 16 Dec. 1964. 
98 Buderim Ginger Ltd, Annual Repori, 1989, p.6. 
99 Minutes BGG meeting, 30 Apr. 1963. 
100 The actual amount of fimding provided by BGG for research is not available. A project fimded jointly by 
the BGG and either State or Commonwealth governments was usually on a 50-50 basis. 
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DPI. The equipment used in field trials, obtained through State Stores Board, atfracts no 
sales tax. 101 
The industry obtained grants from the Commonwealth Government for the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics to carry out a Continuous Farm Study of the costs 
involved in growing ginger between 1965-68.102 The Commonwealth also gave matching 
grants for research between 1966-69 and provided funds under the Export Incentive 
Scheme from 1963 to 1979 when the BGG received $70 000. In 1980-81 grants were 
received under the Export Market Expansion Scheme and the Export Development Grant 
Scheme. io3 When Ausfralia signed the GATT agreement the former scheme ceased as it 
was seen to be a restrictive frade practice but the Export Development Grants continued 
until the early 1990s. Overall the ginger industry received over a million dollars in 
government grants for export development. 
SUMMARY 
No attempt has been made to cover all research projects and all the features of 
technological development in the factory. Emphasis has been on the major difficulties 
and problems which were encountered in research and development and how solutions to 
them were achieved throughout the industry. The overall scene is one of wrestling with 
problems to which there were no immediate answers. The solutions had to be found 
within the ginger industry organisation, mainly by trial and error, and with the assistance 
of the DPI, CSIRO, and private companies or specialists in specific processing 
technology. 
The inventiveness of particular factory staff members and growers has also been 
recognised as being an important source of imagination and ingenuity. Their involvement 
and their creativity have reduced the costs of production. 
Higher yields and greater profits for growers have been obtained as a result of the 
research into improved growing practises, disease and pest confrol and mechanisation. 
Growers returns increased from $264 a tonne to $1 010 a tonne for early harvest and 
$400 a tonne for late harvest ginger between 1944 and 1998. Thus gross returns to 
101 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 26 Apr. 1967. 
102 Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Austi-alian Ginger Growing Industry: a Continuous Farm Study 
1965-66 to 1967-68, Canberra, June 1971. 
103 Minutes BGG meeting, 20 Nov. 1980. In 1980 the BGG received $105 138 from the former scheme and 
$70 000 from the latter. 
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growers have increased, in the same period, from $2 587 per ha to $44 440 per ha early 
harvest and $32 000 per ha late harvest ginger. io4 
The Tariff Board in 1953, stated 'that the difficulties of ascertaining costs of 
production of primary products in any one country and in any one year are so well known 
that it almost unnecessary to mention ...'.io5 Shrapnel, in 1953, produced figures that 
showed that, over a three year period, it cost $3 272 per ha to grow ginger. io6 It is 
estimated that in 1998, growing ginger costs about $32 000 per ha. io7 
The factory, as a result of mechanisation and computerisation, has reduced staff 
and cut running costs in the processing section. While it is not possible to give actual 
production costs the increase in profits between 1944 and 1998 indicate that costs per 
unit have been reduced. The quality and quantity of ginger products have improved as a 
result of upgraded processing methods. The improvement in quality can be judged from 
the increase in sales. In the late 1940s and early 1950s the quality of Ausfralian ginger 
was considered so poor that export attempts ended in failure. In the 1990s Buderim 
ginger is considered to be the highest quality ginger in the world. The ginger quality was 
recognised officially in 1994 when BGL gained international accreditation for quality. io8 
Research and technological development continues in an endeavour to keep pace with 
the market, to contain costs and to keep looking forward to the future. This is a never 
ending task for ginger growers, the factory staff and management. 
104 These figures are average only. No account has been taken of the increase in the cost of living or the 
devaluation of the currency. 
105 TariffBoard, Report on ginger, 22 May 1953, p. ?. 
106/^/ci, p. 10. 
107 Ross Litchfield, telephone conversation 30 l^pY If^^. |^pss is a successfiil ginger grower. 
108 BGL, Annual Repori, 1994, p. 7. 
CHAPTER 5 
MOVING TO YANDINA AND GOING PUBLIC 1975-1989 
The expansion of the ginger industry led, in 1979, to the opening of the ginger 
factory at Yandina. The increased demand for ginger at home and abroad encouraged 
new growers to plant ginger. By the late 1970s it was clear that the Buderim factory 
would need extra storage vats but suitable land was not available on site. The Buderim 
factory also had major problems with water supply, drainage, fraffic congestion and a 
restricted tourist area, while fransport costs, noise and smell were also concerns that 
needed attention. 
The Yandina site offered ample flat land away from the town centre. This site 
also had an assured water supply and sewerage and was near the main ginger growing 
area. (See Figure 54 & Appendix 2) The Association borrowed money to build the 
factory on the sfrength of expanding sales but the world market collapsed in 1982 leaving 
the factory with stocks of ginger it could not sell. High interest rates, poor quality ginger, 
rising wages and the inability to sell the Buderim factory added to the debt. To compound 
the problems the Association had to maintain both factories due to lack of finance to 
complete the move to Yandina. 
The Association had a major cash-flow problem in 1982 caused by rapid factory 
expansion, overstocking, high interest rates and a falling market. The Association was, 
therefore, forced to obtain a State Government Guarantee to meet the financial 
requirements for the following season. By 1984 sales had improved and the co-operative 
made a small profit. The industry continued to expand, making a profit of $1 478 056 in 
1988 from a 7 834 tonne harvest. 
The main reasons for the formation of the public company, Buderim Ginger 
Limited, in 1989, were to provide capital for fiirther development of the industry and to 
expand the tourist complex of Gingertown. This expansion into tourism was a logical 
move to take advantage of the development of the Sunshine Coast as a tourist 
destination. The leasing of shops to outside interests increased the atfractions offered and 
brought more tourists to the complex. The factory shop helped to promote ginger and 
returned a profit to the Association. Forming the public company enabled growers, many 
of whom had a good deal of money tied up in the Association, to capitalise their shares 
and loan funds. The main concern of growers over the formation of the public company 
was their loss of confrol of the industry. 
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Figure 54 Yandina 1979 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 15 Feb. 1979, p. 21. 
The fourteen years, 1975-89, will be considered in two sections. The first, from 
1975 to 1982, deals with the growth of the industry, the move to Yandina and the 
collapse of the market. The second section, from 1983 to 1989, covers the recovery and 
expansion of the market; improvements in ginger quality; reductions in manufacturing 
costs; better returns for growers; the growth of tourism, and the formation of Buderim 
Ginger Limited. 
1975-1982 
Tom Hayes became general manager of the Association on 1 January 1975 having 
been accountant for the Association since 1967. (See Figure 55) Hayes established his 
own style of management and showed that the company could survive without Shrapnel. 
Hayes did not have Shrapnel's driving force but was quietly persuasive and believed in 
teamwork. He was an excellent accountant and had no ttouble with the financial section 
of the business. Tom has been described as a genuine Ausfralian, private, quietly spoken 
and shy, shunning the limelight; he did not fit the image of a top business executive. He 
had a lot of sympathy for the workers and was seen as a bit of a socialist, i 
In 1975, Hayes made a successfiil visit to New Zealand securing markets there. 
He then visited the United Kingdom, Europe, Canada and the United States to assess the 
markets and meet frade representatives. He appointed Charles Seely sales director of the 
United Kingdom and Europe in 1975, positions Seely retained until his retirement in 
1988. Hayes maintained personal contact with the Association representatives during his 
yearly overseas trips. In 1976 he appointed Paul Browning as Ausfralian marketing 
1 Arthur Walton and Paul Browning, interviews 14 May 1998. Hayes had thirty or so jobs before coming to 
the BGG never staying long in any place. He married a local woman at Buderim and settled there. 
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manager. Browning's role was extended in 1978 when he became sales representative for 
the southern hemisphere where the main overseas markets were New Zealand and South 
Africa. (See Figure 56) 
Figure 55 Tom Hayes 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 30 Nov. 1978, p. 6. 
Figure 56 Paul Browning 
Source: Sunshine Coast Daily, 13 Aug. 1981, p. 14 
The devaluation of the Ausfralian currency in 1974 was described as 'manna from 
heaven', by Shrapnel, but the revaluation in 1975 and the devaluation of some overseas 
currencies reduced profits for the Association. As a result of the currency changes the 
export price of ginger increased by thirty-six percent, but the real increase in price was 
only three percent, which did not cover the cost of inflation.2 The following year, prices 
were raised to cover inflation, and on a buoyant market, sales increased. With continued 
growth of the export market it is interesting to note the word of caution expressed by H. 
Ham, the chairman of the Association, in 1975. He said that 'in the interest of long term 
stability, domestic sales should not be less than fifty percent of total sales' and he 
Minutes BGG meetings, 30 Sept. 1974 & 30 Jan. 1975. 
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recommended more promotion on the local markets.3 If the industry was to expand this 
was an unrealistic aim considering the small population base in Ausfralia. 
A major reason for the Association's success in selling overseas was its policy to 
sell always at the price negotiated, even if this meant taking a drop in profits. This 
allowed wholesale merchants to set firm prices for the retailers. As a result of this policy 
Buderim kept their major customers, who bought top quality ginger. However, if there 
was a glut of ginger, the Association sometimes incurred a loss at the lower end of the 
market. The Chinese, the Association's main competitors for low priced ginger, varied 
their price to suit their supply.4 Other major selling points were the quality of the ginger 
and the standards of ginger for sale that were set by the factory, not the grower. 5 
Figure 57. 
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Sources: T. Hayes report BGG meeting 3 Aug. 1982 & Aimual General Meetings BGG. 
The area planted with ginger remained fairly static until 1979 when growers were 
urged by the Association to plant more to meet the increased demand. In 1980 plantings 
expanded dramatically and remained high in 1981 before falling in 1982 as a result of the 
collapse in the market and the lack of storage space at the factory. The market recovered 
after 1983 and the area planted with ginger rose markedly in 1985. (See Figure 57) 
The increase in plantings in 1980 and better than average yields meant that in 
1981 a record 7 834 tonnes of ginger were delivered to the factory. The following year 
the harvest remained relatively high due to good yields, but the factory intake fell. 
Growers tried to sell their excess ginger on the green ginger market. The fall in the 
3 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 22 Apr. 1975. 
4 Tom Hayes, interview 6 Feb. 1998. 
5 Paul Browning, interview 14 May 1998. In Fiji and China the factories were small and were supplied by 
many very small growers. The factories processed all the ginger brought in regardless of quality. Most of it 
ended up as dried and powered ginger. 
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harvest in 1983 was a result of reduced planting. The Association was unable to sell the 
ginger in storage and there was little space available for further ginger. (See Figure 58) 
Figure 58 
Early and Late Ginger Delivered to BGG 1974-1988 • 
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Sources: T. Hayes summary presented to BGG meeting, 3 Aug. 1982 & BGG records of growers payments 
1983-88 
The amount of early to late ginger delivered reflects the weather patterns during the 
growing and harvest periods and the demands of the market. After 1983 the demand for 
early ginger increased as the Association concenttated more on confectionery products. 
Total harvest figures obtained present too many anomalies to be meaningful but the BGG 
minutes do record a 6 400 tonne harvest in 1983 and a 3 800 tonne harvest in 1984. 
Similarly the figures given for tonnes harvested per hectare are erratic but the BGG 
minutes record 21.5 tonnes per hectare for early harvest ginger in 1983 and 29.9 tonnes 
per hectare in 1984 with the average ranging between 28-36 tonnes per hectare from 
1974-84.6 
In 1977 Hayes recommended that, because of the rapidly expanding sales and the 
need for more ginger, the Association should 'give consideration to moving off the 
mountain in stages, over a period of five years'. 7 It was impractical to erect new storage 
vats at the rear of the factory at Buderim as there was a danger of land slide, and the cost 
of overcoming this problem was exorbitant. The only other land available was near 
Buderim village shops, but the Maroochy Council required expensive walls and gardens 
to separate any new vats from the shops. ^  While the shortage of storage vats was the 
catalyst for moving, rezoning, noise, pollution, traffic congestion and fransport costs were 
6 Minutes BGG meetings, 1974-85. 
7 Minutes BGG meeting, 7 Dec. 1977. 
8 Ibid 
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other factors that influenced the decision to move to Yandina. R. Ladewig had suggested 
as early as 1973 that the factory move from Buderim. The idea was rejected by Shrapnel 
on the grounds of cost and the loss of the tourist potential at Buderim. ^  
Figure 59 Aerial photo Buderim ginger factory 1972 
Note the ffuit trees and small crops in the foreground and how the land Mis away at the back and western 
side of the factory 
Source: BGL archives 
On the 1971 Buderim Town Plan the area surrounding the factory was rezoned 
residential and the Council maintained that the factory depressed the residential land 
values of the surrounding allotments. The Association raised objections to the plan 
pointing out that the factory was established before the land was subdivided for a 
residential area and suggested that the land between the factory property and the 
shopping area, and the land to the west of the factory, be declared light industrial, lo After 
lengthy discussions with the Council the matter was resolved. The factory land on the 
eastern side of Main Sfreet and the land south of the factory were both zoned light 
industrial.il (See Figure 59) 
9 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 17 Apr. 1973. R. Ladewig was a major ginger grower near 
Eumundi. He had apparently also suggest the move to the Association ten years earlier but it had not been 
considered. 
10 Minutes BGG meetings, 30 July, 11 Nov. & 22 Dec. 1971. 
11 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 Feb. 1972. 
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The Maroochy Council also expressed dissatisfaction with the noise and pollution 
coming from the ginger factory. To deal with the noise problem the hours for the intake 
of ginger were reduced at the end of 1972. This necessitated the installation of a new 
enlarged intake area and associated plant for receiving green ginger at the factory. 
Figure 60 Drainage from Buderim factory 1968 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 29 Aug. 1968, p. 17 
Environmental problems were not new at the Buderim factory. As early as 1946 
the water supplied from H. S. Lindsay's dam was found to be unsuitable for cargoing 
ginger and the supply unreliable in dry weather. Water was then obtained from G. 
Nonmus's dam and spring but this was insufficient for the lye freatment. A satisfactory 
water supply was obtained in 1951, from a bore, sunk on Nonmus's land. 12 When town 
water was connected in 1968 it was used to supplement the bore water. 
Until 1970 the waste water from the factory had been piped down the hill where it 
eventually found its way to Mountain Creek. (See Figure 60) 
12 Minutes BGG meetings, 22 Mar. 1946, 4 June 1951 & 13 Dec. 1951. 
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Figure 61 Settling tank & tank being lifted into position at Buderim factory 1977 
The top photo gives some idea of the size of the tank. 
Source: The Advertiser, 14 Sept. 1977. 
After various trials in 1971-72 the removal of solids from factory waste became a 
reality in 1973 with the installation of a filfration system and two 50 000 gallon holding 
and aeration tanks. These improved the standard of effluent and the quality of waste 
water. Peaks in the sulphur dioxide levels in the discharge were diminished thus reducing 
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the number of complaints received about the smell, i^  In 1975 a pilot plant for the 
purification of the effluent was built but the Water Quality Confrol Board'4 tests in 1976 
showed that the standard of effluent was still unsatisfactory. After modifications to the 
pilot plant the Association, in 1977, obtained a loan of $130 000, for the installation of a 
six tonne settling tank which filtered the mud from the water used to wash the ginger. 
(See Figure 61) 
Between 60 000 and 100 000 gallons of water passed through the tank each day.i5 
Though most of the tests from this plant were within the standards set by the Water 
Quality Confrol Board there were occasional problems with solids in the effluent. 16 The 
Water Board recommended that a further section of the plant be started immediately but 
this was delayed until the effluent could be discharged into the sewerage system. i7 This 
section was never built as processing had moved to Yandina in 1982 before the sewerage 
was connected. 1^  
The traffic and transport problems on Buderim were due to the road system and 
the fact that the factory was at the top of the mountain. The only major east-west road on 
Buderim, called progressively King Street, Main Sfreet and Burnett Sfreet, is along the 
top of the mountain. Traffic from the north and south all feed into this road including the 
two main north roads, Gloucester and Lindsay Roads, and Dixon Road in the south. (See 
Figure 62) 
As most of the shops and the ginger factory were on Main Street and Burnett 
Stteet the increase in population created problems in this area. The problems were 
aggravated during harvest when trucks delivering ginger had to come up Burnett Street 
and turn into the factory. The cost of ttansporting ginger from the farms to the factory 
was considerable and provided one reason for growers wanting the factory further north, 
nearer the main growing areas. For the growers south of Buderim the distance to Yandina 
was greater but, without the hill to climb, both trips took about the same time and there 
was less wear and tear on the trucks on the road to Yandina. i^  
13 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting, 17 Apr. 1973. 
14 The Water Quality Control Board is also known as the Clear Water Council and the Water Quality 
Control Council. For consistency it will be called the Water Quality Control Board throughout. 
15 The Advertiser, 14 Sept. 1977. 
16 Minutes BGG meeting, 2 Aug. 1979. M. Richard carried out these tests at the factory and found that the 
results fluctuated quite widely, with nine out often tests below the Water Quality Control Board's standard 
level. 
17 Minutes BGG meetings, 31 Aug. & 7 Dec. 1976. 
18 Minutes BGG meeting, 5 May 1982. 
1^  Arthur Walton, interview 14 May 1998. Arthur had grown ginger at Beerwah for 34 years. 
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Figure 62 Street Plan Buderim 1998 
Source: PDC Sunshine Coast phone directory, 1998, p. 16 
Buderim Ginger Factory - Yellow Blacksmiths's - Pink 
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While the potential loss of tourists was seen as a reason for not moving the 
factory they added to the fransport problems. At peak times a 1 000 tourists a day visited 
the factory, mostly by bus or car and created parking difficulties as well as danger with 
turning fraffic. It was estimated that five million tourists visited the Buderim factory in 
the forty-four years up to 1985 when the tourist cenfre closed.20 In 1998 the congestion 
problem was largely solved when the Maroochy Council resumed land, leased to the 
Buderim Croquet Club in 1951, and constructed a roundabout at the junction of Burnett 
Sfreet, Main Sfreet and Lindsay Roads.21 This development came too late to assist the 
Buderim ginger factory. 
The reasons for moving the factory from Buderim can be seen as another example 
of sequence occupance.22 The location of Buderim makes it ideal as a residential area. It 
has wonderful views of the sea and mountains, is close to the beaches and not far from 
the main railway.23 By the 1970s the land was no longer suitable for agriculture so the 
subdivision of the land into residential allotments and the subsequent increase in rates 
made economic sense. Buderim became popular as a holiday and retirement area. There 
has been massive population growth in Buderim in the last thirty-five years; from 230 
persons in 1963, to 2 863 persons in 1976 and 24 213 persons in 1998. 
The opponents of the move to Yandina argued that the cost of the new factory and 
the cost of moving could not be justified because it would be difficult to recoup the cost 
of the Buderim factory. They also contended that the tourist frade would be lost and that 
the factory workers who lived on Buderim would have to fravel longer distances to 
work.24 These considerations had to be weighed against the costs and difficulties of 
remaining at Buderim and the benefits of moving to a new position. The factory was an 
example of geographic inertia - remaining in a location that could not be justified on 
economic grounds.25 The move to Yandina severed the long association of the industry 
with Buderim. While the Buderim factory is now the Buderim Festival Markets, the 
town no longer has close ties with the ginger industry. 
20 Sunday Mail, 23 June 1985, p. 3. 
21 The croquet club was offered land in a diflFerent area but the players decided to join the Headland Croquet 
Club rather than develop a new club. 
22 Terry Kass, Regional History of the North Coast, Grafton, Department of Planing, 1989, p. 4. 
23 Mercury Mufflers Pty Ltd, on Burnett St. are the only other manufacturing industry on Buderim. They 
were established in 1950 and employ between 50 and 60 people. Surprisingly little noise can be heard from 
the factory. 
24 Arthur Walton, interview 14 May 1998. Alan Templeton was one of the main opponents to the move 
even though the factory would be much nearer to his farm. He later changed his mind as he realised the 
benefits that Yandina produced. 
25 D. B. Freeman, Land use changes on Buderim Plateau 1940-1963, Hons. thesis, the University of 
Queensland, 1963, p. 18. 
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Figure 63 Street plan of Yandina 
Source: PDC Sunshine Coast Phone Directory, 1998, Map 26 
Factory site marked yellow 
After looking at areas throughout the district the Yandina site, developed by the 
Department of Commercial and Industrial Development, was chosen. (See Figure 63) 
The main advantages of this site were: 
* Cenfral to the present growing areas. 
* Situated adjacent to the railway with facilities for an extension right to 
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the factory's grounds. 
Soil tests showing that the soil was suitable for the construction of heavy 
buildings with a minimum of preparatory costs. 
Very favourable lease terms with eventual right to purchase. 
Being in an industrial estate, with power, water and sewerage connected, 
obviated many of the difficulties associated with being in an urban area. 
The area of 8.694 hectares was sufficient to allow room for considerable 
expansion. 26 
Hayes had a right to feel optimistic about expansion of the industry in 1977. On 
his return from Europe in 1978 he felt expansion was essential as customers wanted more 
ginger than Buderim could provide. Domestic sales were up almost 16 per cent and 
export sales up 68 per cent. As a result of this increase the Association received its Third 
Export Award from the Federal Government in 1978.27 There had been a gradual rise in 
profitability and growers profits were increasing. (See Table 11) This shows the rise in 
profits until 1981, the slump in 1982 and the resurgence after 1985. 
Table 11 
BGG Net Profit & Profit Distribution to Growers 1974-1988 h 
1600 
-400 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
-BGG Net Profit - Profit Distribution to Growers 
Source: Minutes Aimual General Meetings BGG 1974-88 
In February 1979 the Directors of the BGG were empowered 'to borrow a sum not 
exceeding $2 400 000 for the purchase of buildings and plant for the new establishment 
to be constructed in the Yandina Industrial Estate'. 2^  Loans were obtained from the 
Department of Natural Development, the Reserve Bank and the Development Bank at 
interest rates of 9.5 per cent (reduced to 8.8 per cent), well below the 13 per cent interest 
rate charged by commercial banks. This money was used to construct a 1 250 tonne vat 
26 Minutes Aimual General Meeting BGG, 10 Apr. 1979. The railway extension has never been buik. 
27 Minutes BGG meeting, 28 Nov. 1978. 
28 Minutes Special General Meeting BGG, 8 Feb. 1979. 
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storage building, intake plant and processing building to allow for an increase of sixty 
percent in production of early harvest ginger.29 In October 1979 a further $800 000 was 
borrowed, from the Ausfralian Industry Development Corporation, to cover the escalating 
cost of the building. 30 
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Figure 64 The pouring of the concrete slab at the Yandina factory on 10 Oct. 1979. 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 11 Oct. 1979, p. 3. 
Hayes thought the Government incentive bonus scheme on exports would 
virtually cover repayments of the bank loans, ^ i The Association received $60 000 from 
this scheme in 1978 and this was expected to increase significantly with the anticipated 
exports rise of $2 million. It was expected that profitability would be maintained even 
though the costs of running two factories would increase operational costs significantly. 
No effect on the repayment of growers loans was foreseen and it was thought that 
shareholders who were no longer suppliers would be paid out from the exfra profits. ^ 2 
29 Minutes Annual General Meeting BGG, 10 Apr. 1979. 
30 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 Oct. 1979. 
31 Minutes BGG meeting, 28 Nov. 1978. 
32 Minutes Special General Meeting BGG, 8 Feb. 1979. Any person who had supplied ginger, strawberries 
or other crops to the factory had to become a shareholder in the Association. The Association guaranteed to 
buy the shares back at the price paid but the growers made no profit. It was not until the public company 
was formed in 1989 that shareholders could sell their shares on the market for a profit. 
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These prediction turned out to be optimistic in the short term due to the market collapse 
in 1982 and shareholders were not paid out until 1989. 
The tender by Pontello Construction was accepted: for the building of the intake 
plant and sixty vats. Other confracts were signed with Radeon for buildings; Paveways 
for roadworks; G. W & B. J. Ensoll for drainage and effluent work; and Whelan 
Electrical for the electrical work. Building work began in April 1979 and the floor was 
poured in October. This was a major feat as it was the biggest ever single concrete pour 
on the Sunshine Coast. V. Cordwell, who supplied the concrete said sixty men were 
involved in laying 360 cubic mefres of concrete for the 2 400 square mefre floor in one 
day. (See Figure 64) 
Even before the building began the disposal of effluent was seen as a potential 
problem. The Maroochy Council stated that the Department of Industrial Development 
had not consulted the Council on the cost of the sewerage and the financing of the 
freatment works.33 After eight months of discussions with the various interested parties it 
was announced that effluent holding tanks would be constructed to deal with the waste 
water before it was discharged into the sewerage freatment plant. Water used for the 
initial washing of ginger was directed into lagoons and allowed to settle before reuse. 34 
|f-«r^;ffir|.3|^! 
Figure 65 Yandina ginger factory 1985 
Source: Sunday Mail Color, 23 June 1985, p. 3. 
The stark surroundings of the factory contrast with the tropical gardens around the factory in the 1990s. The 
stairs lead up to the viewing area. 
The sewerage was finally installed in early 1980.35 Much of the water is now initial 
washing of ginger was directed into lagoons and allowed to settle before reuse. 36 The 
33 Nambour Chronicle, 27 Feb. 1979, p. 2. 
34 Nambour Chronicle, 4 Dec. 1979, p. 6. 
35 Minutes BGG meeting, 11 Feb. 1980. 
36 Nambour Chronicle, 4 Dec. 1979, p. 6. 
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sewerage was finally installed in early 1980.37 Much of the water is now recycled 
throughout the factory, reducing the volume of effluent disposal. The building was 
completed on schedule with only minor setbacks and was officially opened by The 
Premier Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen in April 1980. At this time there was no landscaping, just 
the factory in the cenfre of a large open space. (See Figures 65, 66 & 67) 
Figure 66 Aerial photo Yandina 1980 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 5 Feb. 1980, p. 1 
The photo shows how the railway line divides the factory from the town. The Bruce Highway now bypasses 
Yandina to the east of the factory. The buildings in the foreground are the Yandina Primary School. 
Hayes' optimism seemed justified in 1980 as sales in Europe continued to 
increase rapidly and C. Seely predicted the sale of an exfra 2 000 tonnes of ginger. To 
enable the factory to cope with this increase a fiirther loan of $800 000 was obtained 
from the Department of National Development and the Ausfralian Industry Development 
Corporation, in April 1980, for the purchase of another forty-eight concrete vats, brining 
equipment and a syruping chain for the Yandina factory. 38 
37Minutes BGG meeting, 11 Feb. 1980. 
38 Minutes Special General Meeting BGG, 22 Apr. 1980. 
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Figure 67 Joh Bjelke-Petersen with Tom Hayes at the openmg of the Yandina factory. 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 22 Apr. 1980, p. 6. 
Though profits and sales rose in 1980 there were signs of the problems ahead. 
The costs of establishing the Yandina factory were greater than expected. No allowance 
had been made for the $15 000 worth of sugar needed for the preparation of syrups and 
the cost of new packaging materials and drums for export fransport were above the 
budgeted price. The quality of some of the ginger delivered to the factory was poor and 
required exfra handling which cost the industry $153 000. In addition, efficiency was 
down as new staff had to be frained. Wage increases and the infroduction of a staff bonus 
system incurred an unexpected $22 000 cost.39 In July 1980 Hayes noted that the 
Association had cash flow problems and that the Reserve Bank overdraft limit of $1.9m 
would not be sufficient to cover the needs of the Association. 
As a resuh of good falls of rain early in the year the 1981 harvest was a record 
and the factory increased its early harvest intake to 3 935 tonnes. Despite Seely's 
confident estimation of increased sales, overseas orders remained static. The economies 
of Europe became progressively worse, and this, coupled with high interest rates in the 
39 Minutes BGG meeting, 10 Feb. 1981. 
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United States, led to devaluation of their currencies, in some instances up to thirty 
percent against the United States currency, and there was a world recession. As ginger 
was considered to be a luxury item, sales fell further - most agents were overstocked and 
orders for ginger were not placed with the factory.4o 
The value of the Ausfralian dollar fell from $US1.20 to below parity for the first 
time. This should have assisted exports but with the world recession as well as the 1982 
drought, the level of agricultural frade fell and Ausfralia had its worst-ever frade deficit.4i 
Ginger prices, which had been raised by 12 percent in March to cover production costs, 
had, in three months, increased by about 42 percent in Europe and the United Kingdom.42 
The Association had major liquidity problems, and the Reserve Bank agreed to an 
overdraft limit of $3.175m. In June 1982 the overdraft was again increased - this time to 
$3.800m for three months under certain conditions. The Association had to obtain a State 
Government Guarantee. Bonuses to growers, cash profits and dividends had to be paid 
into members loan funds but not to growers. 43 The bank interest rate increased as high as 
17 percent before falling to 14.3 percent in January 1983. These rates added to the cash 
flow problems as they were a large increase on the 8.8 percent the Association initially 
had to pay. 
Growers viewed the financial crisis differently. For A. Everingham, who had just 
bought his farm, the loss of payments caused him financial problems but for the 
established growers such as the Templeton's the impact was not so drastic. As John 
Templeton said 'There had been so many crises in the industiy this was just another 
problem to deal with'. 44 
To reduce the overdraft a decision was made, in 1981, to sell the Buderim factory 
and transfer all the plant to Yandina. It was estimated this would save $60 000 through 
using one effluent plant and $180 000 in maintenance and repairs. Savings would also be 
made from a reduction in staff numbers which had not been costed.45 It was estimated 
that the move of all operations to Yandina would cost $ 1.294m. An offer of $ 1.5m was 
made for the Buderim factory in July 1981. It was a major setback for the Association 
40 Minutes BGG meeting, 16 July 1981. 
41 John Edwards, Keating the Inside Story, Penguin Books, Victoria, 1996, p. 174. 
42 Minutes BGG meeting, 3 Aug. 1982. 
43 Minutes BGG meeting, 18 June 1982. 
44 John Templeton, interview 12 Aug. 1998. John is a son of Alan Templeton and has been involved in 
ginger all his life. He is the largest ginger grower in Queensland. 
45 Minutes BGG meetings, 16 July 1981 «& 5 May 1982. 
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when the offer was withdrawn in May 1982, because the buyer considered the Maroochy 
Council rates were excessive.46 
At the Armual General Meeting in April 1982 the Association recorded a profit, 
for 1981, of $936 891 reduced to $527 206 if bonus payments were distributed. The 
profit included the Export Expansion Grant and Export Market Development Grant 
which together were worth $284 615. It was noted that export sales were poor but 
domestic sales had increased. In May 1982 Hayes resigned as general manager of the 
Association stating personal reasons for his decision.47 In his final address Hayes said 
that in hindsight the plantings in 1980 should not have been increased but, given the facts 
they had at the time, he felt sure the same decisions would have been made.48 Arthur 
Walton, the chairman of the Association, said Hayes had taken the blame and resigned to 
make things easier for himself and the other Directors. At no time did the Directors 
blame Hayes for the financial problems. Walton felt the over-supply of ginger was 
mainly due to Seely's over confidence in increased export sales. 49 
The Association was caught in a typical cash flow problem with business growth 
requiring increased deployment of capital to fund increased stock levels, additional 
operating expenses, an ever increasing debtors' book compounded by rising interest rates. 
The problems were multiplied when the level of sales dropped and the Buderim factory 
was not sold. In the long term, the move to Yandina and the extra planting can be seen as 
the right decisions even though growers suffered at the time. While Hayes took the 
blame, the Directors were ultimately responsible for the profitability of the Association. 
Unfortunately Hayes is probably remembered as the general manager at the time of the 
1982 crisis and not as the person who had the vision and drive to move the factory to 
Yandina, a move that was ultimately a great success. 
Arthur Walton was appointed chairman of the Association in 1980 on the death of 
Harry Ham. Walton, who has grown ginger on his land at Beerwah for thirty-two years, 
has over 58 hectares in the area and grows 17.4 hectares of ginger yearly. Only ten 
percent of this crop is now sent to the factory as early harvest ginger; the other ninety 
percent being sold throughout the year on the fresh ginger market. In 1998 Arthur Walton 
and John Templeton supplied eighty percent of the Australian fresh ginger on the market. 
Arthur became a director of the Association in 1970. He was chairman through the 
46 Minutes BGG meeting, 5 May 1982. 
47 Tom Hayes, interview 6 Feb. 1998. 
48 Minutes BGG meeting, 3 Aug. 1992. Hayes stayed on as general manager after his resignation until John 
Ruscoe, his replacement arrived. 
49 Arthur Walton, interview 14 May 1998. 
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difficult 1980-85 years and was a director for a further year before resigning in 1986. As 
one of the largest growers, Arthur Walton has been a driving force in the industry. 
1982-1989 
When John Ruscoe was appointed general manager in August 1982 he took over 
an Association in crisis with an oversupply of ginger and a major cash flow problem, but 
yet with a sound financial base. This financial crisis was different from the problems in 
1954, when there was no ginger and the financial base was poor. The major reason for 
the difficulties in 1982 was the high interest bill on money borrowed for the construction 
of the factory, and for covering the excess borrowing to pay growers for the ginger in 
stock. It was normal procedure for co-operative associations to borrow money to pay 
growers for their crop and then repay the money once the crop was sold. The Ginger 
Growers Association had always used this method to make the initial payments to 
growers. The stock pile of ginger in 1982 was due to the massive harvest in 1981 
followed by the world recession which led to a big drop in sales. 
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Figure68 JohnRuscoe 
Source: BGL archives 
John Ruscoe was an outsider, a New Zealander, who had held executive positions 
in the chemical industry in Ausfralia and New Zealand He was general manager of Fiji 
Chemicals in Fiji for three years before becoming general manager of the Buderim 
Ginger Growers Co-operative Association. (See Figure 68) He had no previous 
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knowledge of the ginger industry but was willing to accept the challenge of turning the 
industry around. John was a cheerfiil positive person who radiated confidence. People 
liked him as a person even if they disapproved of his policies. When he took over he 
settled everyone down, stopped the panic and got the team working together to revive the 
company. He was a marketing man who had a good understanding of finances and took 
an analytical approach to problems.5o 
Ruscoe's first priority was to deal with the cash-flow problem. The Association, in 
1982, had a net operating loss of $252 804 but the loss would have been $505 971 had 
growers received their harvest bonuses. The bonuses were not paid nor was the interest 
on shares, members' loans and ex-members' loans.5i In fact, it was not until 1983, that the 
Queensland Treasury, after several delays, agreed to allow the Association to pay the 
growers the 1981 final harvest payment of $204 816.52 ^n approach was made to the 
Minister for National Development and Energy, Senator J. L. Carrick, who approved a 
request for deferral of the principal loan repayments of $74 070, due in August 1982, 
until August 1984.53 
A State Government Guarantee for $ 1.89m was granted to assist with the 
financial needs of the co-operative for 1983 but various conditions applied. One 
condition was that the Queensland Director of Marketing, or his deputy, was to be a 
Director of the Association during the currency of the guarantee. The deputy, D. 
McEvoy, was appointed in May 1983. This was a frusfrating period for the directors as 
they had to follow government directives and also try to assist growers. On the sfrength 
of the state guarantee the Reserve Bank approved a limit of $4.81 Im to finance 
operations in the 1983 season.54 The following year, the government guarantee was not 
needed and McEvoy's term as a Director ended. 
To add to the Association's financial plight, the Maroochy Council doubled the 
sewerage rates for the Yandina factory. In 1980 the charges were $50 000, set to rise to 
$60 000 in 1981 and remain at this level, but a bill for $112 990 was received for 
sewerage for 1982-83. After meetings with the Maroochy Council the amount was 
reduced to $100 000.55 j ^ defending the Council's stand the chairman, D. Culley, stated 
that the Council worked on the user pays principle and that the liquid waste from the 
factory was four times the estimated total waste from Yandina township. Also, since the 
50 Arthur Walton, interview 14 May 1998. 
51 Minutes BGG Annual General Meeting 28 Apr. 1983. 
52 Minutes BGG meeting, 6 Oct. 1983. 
53 Minutes BGG meeting, 3 Feb. 1993. 
54 Minutes BGG meeting, 15 Apr. 1983. 
55 Minutes BGG meetings, 20 Nov. 1980 & 3 Feb. 1983. 
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State government had removed sewerage subsidies to coimcils and interest rates had 
increased, the Council had been forced to curtail the Yandina sewerage program. 
A. Walton headed a delegation from the Council and the Association, to the 
Queensland Minister for Local Government, Main Roads and Racing, Russell Hinze, to 
seek government help. The government offered a grant of $200 000 to the Maroochy 
Shire Council towards completion of the Yandina sewerage system on certain 
conditions.56 This enabled the Council to call tenders for the completion of the sewerage 
scheme in 1983 but it did not prevent them raising the Association's rates to $110 000 in 
1983.57 
Further imexpected expenses were incurred when the paint on the new vats had to 
be replaced and Pontello Constructions, who installed and painted the vats, denied 
responsibility. Because of the time and costs involved the Association did not proceed 
with litigation against Pontello. The Association, in 1983, had to find $170 451 to repair 
and repaint the vats.58 
By the second half of 1983, European clients were ordering ginger and sales 
started to improve. The Association was able to record a small profit of $4 301 for 1983 
despite the exfra costs due to rates and maintenance. Even though interest rates were 
high, profits increased to $80 230 in 1984 and continued to improve throughout the 
decade. (See Table 11 p. 123) 
In an attempt to improve sales the Association, in 1983, expanded into the local 
green ginger market. The directors viewed the imports of green ginger from Fiji as a 
threat and an application was made for higher tariff protection. The request was refiised 
by the Industries Assistance Commission which considered that the amount of ginger 
imported was too small to warrant another investigation.59 The Commission had in 1981 
investigated the need for tariff protection and recommended: 
* a low sliding scale of duty on dry ginger 
* green ginger to be dutiable at minimum rates 
* gingerin (essence of ginger) to be dutiable at ten percent.6o 
The Fijian industry is labour intensive but wages are low by Ausfralian standards. Ginger 
production in Fiji is based on small farmers most of whom plant less than one hectare of 
56 Minutes BGG meeting, 14 Dec. 1982. 
57 Minutes BGG meetings, 20 July & 1 Sept. 1983. 
58 Minutes BGG meetings, 3 Feb., 20 May & 21 July 1983. The solicitor pointed out that Pontello would 
only be liable for the paint work and not for the repairs necessary because of the paint. 
59 Paul Browning, interview 14 May 1998. 
60 Industries Assistance Commission, Report on Ginger and Ginger Products, AGPS, Canberra, 15 June 
1981, p. 1. 
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ginger, though a few growers plant up to six hectares.^i Fijian ginger was cheaper than 
local ginger but the quality was poor and the standard inconsistent.62 
After meetings between members of the Fiji government and members of the 
Association it was clear that the Fijians were interested in a partnership with the 
Association, not competition. In 1986 Ruscoe tabled proposals to purchase equity in the 
Fijian ginger industry.63 Though nothing came of this move at the time Buderim Ginger 
in 1997 invested in Fijian ginger enterprises. 
The co-operative, in 1983, also considered exporting green ginger. L. Ilett, as the 
manager of the Green Ginger Export division, continued to develop this market for the 
Association, the first shipment of green ginger being consigned to Dubai in August 1983. 
After much discussion it was decided to rent the Buderim factory to Torvela Pty. Ltd. for 
the packing of green ginger. Torvela was able to use the coldroom for storage.64 This 
company made a success of the enterprise, exporting to Dubai and later to Canada and 
Japan.65 The Association's move into the green ginger market was based on the need to 
sell more ginger and not on market research. Research would have shown that the market 
preferred large 'jumbo' ginger, which the factory did not handle. In 1988 the Association 
advised that it no longer dealt in green ginger and referred enquirers to growers.66 
In another effort to expand sales new ginger products were developed by R. 
Thorbum, the factory manager in 1984. There were numerous problems to overcome but 
by 1988 pickled ginger was selling well and fresh minced ginger and puree ginger were 
being tried.67 The manufacture and sale of individually wrapped ginger chocolates was 
suggested as a likely financial success. This would have entailed high establishment costs 
to produce the chocolates and, because of their uneven shape, the chocolates would have 
to be hand-wrapped thus making them very expensive.68 
Despite all these difficulties the Association won its fourth Export Award for 
outstanding export achievement in 1986. These awards were part of the Federal 
government national export drive. They were awarded to Australian firms and 
61 Andrew McGregor, The Fiji fresh ginger industry: A case study in non-traditional export development'. 
World Ginger Exonomy, 1988, p. 5. 
62 Paul Browning, interview 14 May 1998. 
63 Minutes BGG meetings, 3 May, & 14 Aug. 1984 & 10 Oct. 1986. 
64 Minutes BGG meeting, 11 July 1985. 
5^ Lloyd Ilett interview, 14 Jan. 1999. Ilett, a director of Torvela, said its success was based on Shrapnel's 
research plus information received from other successfiil green ginger exporters. 
66 Minutes BGG meeting, 4 Feb. 1988. 
67 Minutes BGG meetings, 11 Oct. 1984 & 15 Sept. 1988, 
68 This remains a contentious issue with some shareholders who cannot understand why it would not be a 
viable proposition for Buderim Ginger. 
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organisations which had demonstrated enterprise, skill and initiative in the export field, 
regardless of the size of the organisation. 
Figure 69 
Price Paid to Producers by BGG 1974-1988 i 
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Sources: Aimual Reports BGG and Queensland Year Books 1974-89, 
The benefits of harvesting early can be seen. 
Though the quality of the ginger received at the factory had improved markedly 
since 1950 some was still not up to the standard the factory required. In 1982 D. Crerar 
stated that the ginger that year was the worst she had seen. It was suggested that the 
pickers were not doing a good job as many were inexperienced and that mechanisation of 
the harvest would be a solution to the problem.69 Because of the nature of the co-
operative all ginger delivered to the factory had to be accepted. In 1982 higher standards 
for early harvest ginger were set and larger penalties were imposed on growers for 
delivering poor quality ginger.7o 
While the price paid for ginger was set each year, a bonus was paid for first 
harvest (choice) ginger to make up for the difference in weight between early and late 
ginger. To encourage growers to harvest early the price for early harvest ginger was 
increased at a faster rate than that paid for later harvests. (See Figure 69) 
To reduce manufacturing costs it was necessary to sell the Buderim factory and 
complete the move to Yandina. As Ruscoe said, 'the Buderim factory was a mill-stone 
round their necks'.71 It was not economical to use both sites for processing but, as money 
was not available to move everything to Yandina at once, the move had to be a gradual 
process. The final move from Buderim was made in 1989, when a new drier building, an 
engineering workshop, and an extra effluent treatment plant were built at Yandina, by Bli 
69 Minutes BGG meeting, 20 Apr. 1982. 
70 BGG circular to ginger growers, 5 Feb. 1982. 
71 John Ruscoe interview, 4 Feb. 1998. 
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Bli Nominees. The drier was converted to gas when installed because it was cheaper to 
use than electricity. 72 
Over the years, several offers were received for the Buderim building but the 
sales were not finalised as the asking price was too high. The factory was finally sold to 
Lakegold for one million dollars, in 1989 after the Buderim Ginger Growers Association 
was wound up. Lakegold established the Buderim Festival Markets in the old buildings 
with over 100 stalls selling a wide range of goods. It was initially a great success but with 
development of weekend markets in most coastal cenfres attendance has dropped. The 
external walls of the building are covered with a mural depicting rural scenes. 73 Lakegold 
have attempted to sell the buildings for a shopping complex but these attempts have been 
thwarted by the Buderim residents. 
There was much discontent amongst growers in the early 1980s mainly over 
quotas and financial returns. Quotas based on acres planted were established in the 1950s 
to guarantee stability of supply. These could not be ttansferred except within families, 
between partners or with the sale of a property. New growers thought this gave an 
advantage to the original growers. A new quota system based on tonnage delivered to the 
factory, not acres planted, was infroduced using the previous quota formula. 74 This 
system plus the higher standards set for early harvest ginger, mentioned previously, 
allowed the factory to confrol the amount of ginger it received. It also forced poor or 
erratic growers to improve their performance or have their quotas reduced to a size 
within their financial or managerial capabilities or both, or lose their quota. 75 For the 
growers who remained, ginger was their main source of income and it was in their 
interest to improve the quality of their ginger. 76 (See Figure 70) 
The figure shows that the number of growers remained fairly stable until 1982 but by 
1986 almost half the growers had left the industry. In the last ten years a further five 
growers have left. Growers are now mainly in the Yandina - Eumundi area but there is 
still one near Caboulture. (See Appendix 2) 
72 Minutes BGG meetings, 7 Oct. 1988 & 21 Mar. 1989. 
73 The mural was created by Slavko Roszeynski in 1992. It was listed in the Guinness Book of Records as 
the world's longest mural in 1993 but has since lost this claim. The Buderim Historical Society does not 
consider that the factory should be saved because of its historical significance. 
74 Minutes Special General Meeting, 4 Jan. 1982. 
75 BGG circular. Assumptions of planning, undated circa 1982. 
76 John Ruscoe interview, 4 Feb. 1998. 
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Figure 70 
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Sources: Minutes of the BGG and the Queensland Year Books. 
Having stabilised the industry and returned a profit, the Association was able to 
look at the long term fiiture of the industry. Anthony Everingham was appointed 
chairman in 1985 replacing Arthur Walton. Anthony had been a ginger grower for four 
years and a director for two years. He thought the Board, not Management, should run the 
Association using established management principles. He held the view that the Board 
was too gentlemanly and that it was part of the culture of co-operatives in general that the 
running of the business was left to management. Everingham took on the establishment 
and changed this approach with support from some growers such as L. Ilett, but others 
resented his stand.77 (See Figure 71) 
Figure 71 A. Everingham 
Source: BGL archives 
77 Anthony Everingham, interview 31 Aug. 1998. Anthony considers it was difficult for some growers not to 
become emotionally involved in the changes. In hindsight he feels that the changes were necessary but he 
could have approached the problems differently and perhaps not have upset some growers. 
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hi order to be better informed and to view the industry from a broader perspective 
sub-committees comprising representatives of the Board and management were formed. 
The committees covered tourism development, audit, budget, and factory planning. 78 
Reports were presented to the Association regularly and recommendations followed 
through. Everingham wanted outside directors appointed. This approach was not 
acceptable to the Association but consultants Arthur Young & Co were engaged to assist 
with long-term planning and give economic and tax advice. 
TOURISM 
As mentioned earlier the Buderim ginger factory had consistently catered for 
tourists with a viewing deck, shop and cafe in the factory. To develop the tourist potential 
at Yandina plans were drawn up in 1981 for a separate tourist and garden centte but these 
were shelved because of the financial situation. When Prince Charles and Princess Diana 
visited the factory in April 1983 they were given a tour of the factory although there was 
no tourist area as such. The publicity surrounding their visit enhanced the potential of the 
factory being developed as a tourist destination, well before the visitors cenfre was built. 
(See Figure 72) 
Figure 72 Prince Charles signs the visitors book at the Yandina factory 
watched by Princess Diana, Arthur Walton and his wife Margaret 
Source: Nambour Chronicle, 21 Apr. 1983, p. 9. 
78 Minutes BGG meeting, 10 Oct. 1986. 
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Figure 73 Interior of the visitors centre at Yandina 1985 
Sunday Mail Color, 23 June 1985, p. 4. 
Figure 74 Bob McGuire 
Source: Sunday Mail Color, 23 June 1985, p. 2. 
In 1984 a loan of $500 000 was obtained from the Ausfralian Industries 
Development Corporation mostly for the building of an office and tourist cenfre.79 This 
was a major diversification by the ginger growers into tourism. With ample land 
available the cenfre was not an adjunct to the factory but a purpose-built low set colonial 
building a short distance from the factory. It contained a display and retail area, cafeteria 
and a mini theafre showing a video of the ginger industry. A tender for this building was 
79 Some of the loan was for moving plant and equipment from Buderim 
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originally signed with Lawman Homes but they terminated the confract. Browne & 
Thome completed the building. (See Figure 73) With Bob McGuire as sales and 
marketing manager, the cenfre, which opened in March 1985, was an immediate success. 
(See Figure 74) 
There had been concern that the tourist buses would not come but the opposite 
was true. It was easier to visit the Yandina factory, with its ample parking and proximity 
to the main north road, than to detour through Buderim. In 1985 a fiirther $36 000 were 
spent on modifications to the cafeteria with the addition of a pergola, and outdoor eating 
area. 
As a result of the success of the cenfre the tourist development sub-committee 
established objectives and guidelines for expansion of the centte by leasing areas to 
outside interests.8o The first lease was to D. Partington, in 1986, for an old fashioned 
motor garage with a display of old cars, bikes and other motoring memorabilia. The 
following year the Dolls Cottage was opened. It contains a large array of exquisitely 
dressed dolls including locally handmade porcelain dolls. Before fiirther developments 
took place, the consultant M. Longes, recommended that the tourist cenfre be operated as 
a wholly owned subsidiary company of the Association. The Income Tax Assessment 
Act, Section 118 required that at least ninety percent of the business of a co-operative is 
conducted with members. 8' Documents were signed for the incorporation of the 
subsidiary company, Gingertown Limited, but the company remained dormant.82 (See 
Figure 75) 
To enable the tourist centre to expand, the land had to be rezoned for tourism by 
converting from special leasehold to perpetual leasehold. The latter was obtained in 1988 
after negotiations with the Maroochy Council and the Department of Industrial 
Development. The land was converted to freehold in 1997 and this gave the company 
greater flexibility.83 
Conceptual plans for redesigning the tourist cenfre at a cost of $3 to $3.5 million 
were presented to the Association in December 1988. These were not acted on because 
incorporation of the Association was under consideration and that took precedence. To 
allow for the expected tourist expansion the Association purchased the adjoining 
80 Minutes BGG meeting, 15 Aug. 1986. 
8' M. Longes was a partner of Arthur Young & Co financial and tax consultants of Brisbane. 
82 Minutes BGG meetings, 15 Oct 1987 & 31 June 1989. 
83 Buderim Ginger, An 
nual Report, 1997, p. 19. The company was also worried about the effect the Wik decision might have on 
the leased land. 
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Figure 75 Guide to the Tourist Complex at Yandina 
Source: BGL archives 
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Fraemohs property for $185 000.84 jn 1988 sales at the Yandina tourist complex reached 
$1713 617. 
Other ventures were tried to promote ginger. In 1968, a week long ginger festival 
had been held at Buderim ending up with the crowning of Miss Ginger Festival Queen.85 
McGuire revived this festival idea in 1988 when a Yandina Ginger Festival was held over 
three days. The aim of the festival was to focus attention on the township of Yandina 
using ginger as the medium. McGuire said that the industry could help the town to grow 
and prosper but he wanted local people to become involved in promoting Yandina as an 
interesting town.86 While the festival was a success for the people who attended the 
various ftmction it did not achieve the aim of promoting Yandina. The local people did 
not become involved and the organisation was left to the Association. 
In 1986 the zoning of the estate was changed by the Maroochy Council from 
medium to heavy industrial. This was seen by the Association as a threat to their tourism 
development and objections were lodged with both the Maroochy Shire Council and the 
Department of Industrial Development. The protest did not prevent the area remaining 
heavy industrial but the department said it would take tourism into account when 
considering other developments for the area. 87 To date new businesses, such as the T-
shirt shop and nut factory, also cater for the tourist frade. 
INCORPORATION 
In response to M. Longes' other recommendations, a five year sfrategic plan was 
prepared in consultation with Arthur Young. Workshops were organised for all directors 
and key personnel and a draft sfrategic plan was discussed. 88 After further deliberations 
the consensus of opinion was that Main Board listing on a Stock Exchange was the 
preferred option. It was noted at the time that to have the proposed listing accepted, 
future control over quotas by growers had to be assured. 89 
The overriding reason for incorporation was to increase the capital base of the 
organisation, to allow expansion in the ttaditional area of ginger processing and 
marketing and also in the newer area of tourism. As discussed previously, the Association 
did not have the borrowing capacity to be able to grow quickly from borrowing alone and 
it was unlikely that the capital could be raised from the growers. Under a corporate 
84 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Aug. 1989. 
85 The Nambour Chronicle, 10 Sept. 1968, p. 2. 
86 Sunshine Coast Daily, 18 May 1988, p. 25. 
87 Minutes BGG meetings, 11 June & 8 Nov. 1986. 
88 Minutes BGG meeting, 9 June 1988. 
89 Minutes BGG meeting, 21 Mar. 1989. 
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structure finance would be raised by issuing shares to non-growers. Shares could be 
transferred or sold and this would benefit growers who wished to sell or retire. There was 
also the possibility of capital gains on shares which was not available under the co-
operative structure.90 The growers benefited financially as they received four shares for 
every share they held in the co-operative. The loss of confrol of the industry was the 
major drawback for growers. 
There was a good deal of lobbying by the directors and those against 
incorporation before the final vote in July. Growers' meetings were held and all growers 
were visited at least once by the directors. To change the structure at least seventy-five 
percent of the growers had to approve. Alan Templeton was one of those who originally 
opposed the change but he later supported it and became the largest shareholder in 
Buderim Ginger Limited. 
At the special general meeting in July 1989 only shareholders who were ginger 
growers were able to vote on the special resolutions. Dry shareholders, who may have 
been past growers, sfrawberry growers or others who had shares in the Association could 
not vote. The shareholders passed the following resolutions that; 
* The Association apply to be registered as a public company 
* The company be called Buderim Ginger Limited 
* The Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association signed by the 
Chairman be adopted. 9' 
All the resolutions were passed by not less than three fourths of the members entitled to 
vote in person. Buderim was retained in the name as Ausfralian ginger was recognised on 
the domestic and overseas markets under this brand. The name also had sentimental 
support from those who had been in the industry for a long time. The original board of 
the Company was to have seven directors including the general manager and two non-
grower directors. 
Others also benefited from the formation of the Company. The dry shareholders 
who had loan ftmds in the Association were entitled to convert their fiinds to fully paid 
shares in Buderim Ginger. Employees of the Association were offered 800 000 
contributing shares, with 500 000 allocated to management and 300 000 to staff To 
qualify for shares staff had to have two years service and to have worked, on average, 
more than thirty hours per week. The shares were funded by the Company on an interest 
free basis, with principal to be repaid from dividends. The costs of foregone interest, at 
90 BGG Memorandum to growers. Corporate Structure, 25 Nov, 1988, 
91 Minutes Special General Meeting BGG, 27 July 1989, 
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commercial rates, was recovered by salary sacrifice and amendments to future staff 
bonus payments.92 
The conversion of the Co-operative to a Public Company on the 10 October 1989 
marked the end of an era during which growers had seen their industry grow from a few 
vats in a blacksmith's shop to a multi-million dollar investment in the factory and an 
expanding tourist business. It was also the end of Alan Templeton's forty years as a 
Director and Doris Crerar's forty years with the Association. As Doris said in her final 
report, 'they had been fascinating years, rich with challenge, and interest and wonderful 
people ... The ginger industry is standing on a sfrong springboard and with wise 
management can rise to much greater heights ... without the shackles of heavy 
borrowing's nor torn apart by the fatal disease of co-operatives; internal dissension. The 
future depends on those left'.93 
92 Minutes BGG meeting, 25 Aug. 1989. 
93 Minutes BGG meeting, 17 Aug. 1989. 
CHAPTER 7 
BUDERIM GINGER LEVnTED 1989-1998 
The formation of Buderim Ginger Limited has produced dramatic changes in the 
focus of the ginger industry with the emphasis on marketing value-added products - not 
just selling processed ginger. The company has given the industry a more appropriate 
corporate form with which to pursue the development of processing, marketing and 
profitability. Buderim Ginger has the ability to raise capital from the general public but it 
also has increased financial accountability. Fiscal responsibility has been infroduced in 
all sections of the industry by means of audits and inventory checks. To assist the Board 
procedures have been established to deal with risk management and there are ongoing 
audits and regular safety committee meetings. 
To reduce costs and improve the quality of ginger, processing has been automated 
and the syruping process speeded up with the infroduction of a Process Logic Confrolled 
fast syruping process. The infroduction of a Total Quality Management program led to 
Buderim Ginger, in 1994, receiving international accreditation. It was the first ginger 
processor in the world to gain this standard. 
The company's higher standards for ginger has meant that growers have also 
improved their procedures and standards. Growers are penalised if the ginger delivered to 
the factory does not reach the standard set by the company. The emphasis on larger 
ginger pieces has led to the planting of more jumbo ginger to replace the fraditional 
Queensland ginger. 
Extensive research has been undertaken by Buderim Ginger into potential markets 
and into new product development with the aim of broadening the company's market 
share and reducing its reliance on the basic processed ginger. As a result, Buderim 
Ginger has established offices in the United Kingdom, Germany and the United States. In 
Australia the company's products are now sold in the major supermarkets and Buderim 
Ginger has opened its own shop in Brisbane. The Ginger Factory tourist complex has 
been expanded and upgraded to boost sales there. In 1997 about 400 000 people visited 
the complex and sales increased approximately five percent to almost $2.5 million. 
Training programs have been infroduced to provide factory employees with TAFE 
standard qualifications. Enterprise agreements were negotiated for the benefit of both 
staff and the company. Environmental performance is monitored and innovative changes 
have been made in energy and water use. 
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While the implementation of these changes has taken time and involved 
considerable costs, the Board considers it will reap the benefits in the form of greater 
financial returns. At the same time, given the volatility of the world financial markets and 
the downward slide in currency values in Asia, Japan and Russia, the expected profits 
may not occur, despite the fact that the United Kingdom and Europe are the largest 
buyers of Buderim ginger. 
CORPORATE STRUCTURE 
Under the constitution approved for Buderim Ginger Limited in 1989 at least two 
directors from outside the industry and the chief executive officer were to be on the 
Board. The first outside directors, R. Deicke CMG and Sir Robert Mathers, had wide 
experience and expertise in other industries and were able to enhance policy and decision 
making especially in the areas of marketing and finance. The inclusion of the chief 
executive officer, J. Ruscoe, on the Board meant that he shared responsibility for Board 
decisions. The growers representatives on the first Board were A. Everingham 
(Chairman), F. Dannecker, D. Gilson and L. Ilett. 
By 1998 the composition of the Board had changed with A. Everingham being the 
only grower representative. The appointment of five outside directors - J. Cain 
(Chairman), R. Cormie, D. Graham, J. Spencer and L. Ilett - reflects the shift in the 
company's emphasis from ginger growing to marketing ginger products.' As Everingham 
stated, the Board is now responsible to the shareholders, not the growers, though most of 
the growers are also shareholders. While he presents the views of the growers to the 
Board he must vote for the good of the Company, not the grower. This approach has 
caused conflict with some growers.2 
The company in 1989 raised $ 3.6 million through the public issue of six million 
shares and a further $480 271 from the issue of partly paid shares to original shareholders 
and employees of the co-operative. These funds were used to retire debt and to establish 
a capital structure for expansion of the company's activities, including its tourist 
facilities. The sale of the Buderim factory for $1 million in 1989 gave Buderim Ginger an 
unexpected after tax profit of $335 000 which boosted the profits of the Company. 
Between 1989 and 1997 the number of shareholders increased from 1 024 to 2 413. The 
Templeton family have been the largest shareholders and largest growers since the 
inception of the company.3 ^s the result of a rights issue in 1993 and a Dividend Re-
1 L. Ilett was a ginger grower but has now sold his farm. 
2 Anthony Everingham, interview 31 Aug, 1998. 
3ln 1990 the Templeton's owned 8.17% of the shares. In 1997 the family company, Hatterwick Pty Ltd 
owned 7.95% of shares. 
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investtnent Plan implemented in 1994 the number of shares in Buderim Ginger Limited 
has increased from 15 800 000 to 18 666 882 shares. 
To assist the Board in its role of corporate governance an audit and compliance 
committee consisting of non-executive directors was established in 1989. The committee 
reviews the finances of the company and the findings of the external audit with the 
auditor. It also reviews the company's accounting policies, taxation affairs and internal 
controls and reports its findings to the Board. This committee regularly reviews the 
performance of financial dealings, foreign exchange commitments, industrial relations, 
equal opportunity employment and environmental issues. Despite these checks, Buderim 
Ginger suffered a downturn in profits in 1995 even though export sales were a record of 
over $10 million and the revenue from the tourist complex was a record at nearly $2 .5 
million. (See Figure 76) 
Figure 76 
Source: BGL, Annual Reports, 1989-98. 
Profits in 1995 were affected by a downturn in domestic sales of twelve and a half 
percent as a result of substantial warehouse overstocking by major manufacturers in late 
1994 which resulted in record sales for that year; by one-off costs associated with the 
major upgrade of the tourist facilities and by the completion of a market study research 
program. However, the major cause of the drop in profits was a five percent increase in 
factory operating costs due to poor routine cost confrol. There was also an error in 
inventories as at 31 December 1994, due to inaccurate valuation of small diced ginger 
over a number of years, which reduced the 1995 profit by $212 000 before tax. 4 
Procedures have now been inttoduced to prevent a repeat of this occurrence. (See Figure 
77) 
4 BGL, Annual Repori, 1995, pp. 3-6, 
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The fall in profits led to a decline in the dividend and in earnings per share and a 
subsequent lowering of shareholder confidence. The company was able to increase 
profits in 1996 but they have still not returned to the 1994 level. This is a reflection on 
the difficulties of the market and the amount of the total operating revenue associated 
with promotion and marketing. 
John Ruscoe left the company in May 1994 after acrimonious disagreements with 
the Board. John had been the chief executive officer since 1982 and had been involved in 
the establishment of Buderim Ginger Limited. The new managing director, Phillip 
Harrison, joined the company in July 1994. Harrison had previously held senior 
management and executive positions in the Ausfralian food processing industry. He left 
abruptly and unexpectedly in November 1995 for personal reasons. This, after Ruscoe's 
recent departure, caused disruptions, instability and a loss of momentum in tackling the 
major issues facing the industry. John Templeton observed that with all the changes the 
company fell apart after Ruscoe left, and that it was 1996 before growers' confidence was 
restored.^ 
a^i 
Figure 78 Greg Tuer 
Source: BGL archives 
The Board recognised that it was Greg Tuer, the company secretary, who in his 
quiet efficient way, had held the industry together during the turbulent fransition period 
between 1994-1995. He was appointed managing director on 15 November 1995. Greg, 
^ John Templeton, interview 12 Aug. 1998. 
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an accountant, had been secretary of the company since 1988 and had a sound knowledge 
of the financial affairs of the business. He displayed energy and drive to set the company 
moving again and addressed the most urgent problems confronting the industry.^  Growers 
feel that communications have improved since Greg became managing director and that 
the Board is now aware of growers' problems and is prepared to negotiate with them.^  
(See Figure 78) 
With the increased emphasis on marketing, the Board appointed additional 
management staff To consolidate its commitment to its major market, the United 
Kingdom, a subsidiary company, Buderim Ginger UK Ltd, was established in 1990 by 
purchasing the assets of the previous distributor, Gilbert J. McCaul Ltd in London. Tim 
Montaut, the general manager of this subsidiary, was a former employee of McCauls and 
has been involved with ginger since 1978. The purchase provided Buderim Ginger with 
increased market flexibility and the ability to improve services to customers.^ In the same 
year the company signed a long-term distribution agreement with a Califomian based 
company. Food Market Management, to co-ordinate sales of Buderim ginger throughout 
the USA.9 A major promotion campaign was organised to promote BGL products 
throughout the United States and sales increased. 
As early as 1968 Shrapnel had established a market in Holland and appointed an 
agency to deal with business there. Agencies were opened in Belgium and Germany in 
1985. In 1992 in a move to expand markets in Europe a subsidiary company, Buderim 
Ginger Sales GmbH, was opened in Hamburg, Germany wdth Rudolf Kaiser as manager. 
Kaiser had extensive prior experience in international frading in the European Common 
Market."^ In 1998 the Hamburg office assumed responsibility for the territories 
previously managed by agents based in Belgium, Holland, France and Switzerland. The 
branch in Hamburg has established strong markets in Germany, Austria, and Scandinavia 
and aims at expanding into other European countries in the fiiture.' ^  
After competing with ginger companies in Fiji for years, Buderim Ginger, in 
1997, acquired a fifty percent interest in the dominant Fijian ginger processing company, 
Frespac Limited.'2 Ruscoe had suggested, in 1986, that the Association should buy into 
6 BGL, Annual Report, 1995, p. 7. 
^ John Templeton, interview 12 Aug. 1998. 
8 BGL, Annual Report, 1990, p. 4. 
^ BGL, Annual Report, 1990, p. 4. Food Market Management later changed its name to Royal Pacific 
Foods. 
'0 BGL, Annual Report, 1992, p. 12. 
'^ Information obtained from Greg Tuer in reply to a questionnaire, 5 Nov. 1998. 
12 BGL, Annual Report, 1997, p. 11. 
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the Fijian industry but the idea was not followed up at that time. The Fijian industry is 
labour intensive but wages are low by Austtaiian standards. The quality of the ginger 
grown was poor but over recent years there has been a marked improvement and Frespac 
hopes to receive international accreditation shortly. In March 1999, BGL acquired the 
remaining fifty percent shareholding in Frespac and the business assets of Tropical Food 
Products Manufacturing Ltd (TFP) - another Fijian ginger processing company. Both 
these acquisitions are subject to approval. Jack Cain, the Chairman of Buderim Ginger 
said 'these investments consolidated BGL position as the world's largest producer of 
sugar-processed ginger and would play a significant role in the company's international 
expansion plans'.'3 Combined, Frespac and TFP processed approximately 800 tonnes of 
ginger in 1998. Frespac is able to produce special cuts of ginger at a lower cost than is 
possible on the automated system at Yandina. 
FACTORY PRODUCTION & RESEARCH 
In a never ending effort to reduce costs and improve quality, changes are 
constantly being made in the factory to improve the efficiency of processing. One of the 
major selling points of Buderim ginger is its quality. This is regularly tested and has 
resulted in an improvement in the consistency of the product. New products are 
continually being developed to make the most of all ginger processed and especially to 
suit particular markets. 
As discussed earlier, in 1993-4 automated cutting and sorting machines, the 
Elbiscan 5000 and the Robosorter were inttoduced to improve the consistency of grade 
and size of the ginger pieces and to reduce costs. While staff numbers fell and costs were 
reduced, these benefits were eroded due to problems with the machines. Excessive 
amounts of small and uneven sized pieces of ginger were produced and these had to be 
sold at a discount price which thus reduced profit margins. Both machines needed 
considerable time to fine tune and it was not until 1995, when a more accurate 
classification system was inttoduced, that the proportion of premium material produced 
reached optimum levels. This was a trying time for the workers who felt they were 
blamed by management for the poor sorting. It took some time to convince management 
that it was the expensive new machines that were under performing.'4 
In another effort to increase the quantity of premium ginger, the factory in 1997 
commenced trials on jumbo ginger; this was despite the fact that trials conducted in 1975 
13 Jack Cain, Annual General Meeting, BGL, 23 Apr. 1999. 
14 Jan Lund, interview 16 Sept. 1998. 
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had found that the moisture content of the ginger was too high to make it economical to 
process. This problem seems to have been overcome when trials in 1997 proved 
successfiil. In 1998 the factory accepted 1 000 tonnes of jumbo ginger and may in time 
change over completely to this ginger. Jumbo ginger is more difficult to grow 
satisfactorily and is more prone to disease than the Queensland ginger. Growers are being 
cautious in their approach to adopting the larger ginger.'^  
In 1995, as a result of a productivity improvement program, equipment was 
purchased to vacuum pack the dried ginger and smaller bales were introduced which 
made handling easier. Energy savings were made by upgrading the crystallising 
production line. To add flexibility to the production of syruped products the syruping 
tanks have been converted to a Process Logic Confrolled (PLC) fast-syruping process 
which doubles syruping capacity. The effectiveness of these changes lead to record 
factory production levels. In 1997, a thirty-three percent increase in crystallised, diced 
and syruped products was achieved, over the output of the previous year. 
BGL is very aware of environmental issues and makes every effort to reduce the 
factory's impact on the natural environment. For example water usage has been reduced 
by using dam water (from the onsite dam) for the initial soaking and the first ginger 
wash. This is followed by a wash using potable town water. All water is collected and 
recycled back to the dam. Useable brine from ginger storage is also collected and reused 
where necessary. If not reusable, it is pumped into the onsite effluent tteatment plant 
with other factory effluent. Here it is tteated with caustic soda (NaOH) and aerated to 
neutralise and reduce the Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)'^ before it is discharged 
into the Council sewerage.'^ 
A Total Quality Management philosophy was infroduced at all employee levels in 
1993 to achieve continuous production improvement. A team-based culture was 
developed with the aim of creating greater employee participation and job satisfaction. A 
number of personnel were frained in intemal quality confrol auditing to spearhead the 
involvement of all staff in the changes.'^ 
As a result of this initiative Buderim Ginger, in 1994, became the world's first 
ginger processor to gain accreditation to the internationally recognised Quality Standard 
AS 3901/1 SO 9001. This quality system recognises quality assurance in design. 
1^  John Templeton, interview 12 Aug. 1998 & Arthur Walton, interview 14 May 1998. Jumbo ginger is the 
ginger of choice on the fi^esh market. 
1^  If the BOD is too high the water can become stagnant. 
1^  Don Culley, Mayor, Maroochy Shire Council, interview 25 Sept. 1998, Culley states that the Council has 
no trouble with BGL effluent now that it is all pretreated. 
18 BGL, Annual Report, 1993, p. 8. 
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development, production, installation and servicing. Accreditation provides assurance to 
customers that the company has achieved product and service conformity to the highest 
international standard. It offers to quality conscious customers, tangible differentiation 
between BGL products and those supplied by low cost competitors. To maintain 
accreditation on-going audits are conducted and standards have to constantly improve, i^  
This was a major achievement for Buderim Ginger, one which involved all employees. 
To achieve this standard in two years demonsfrates the level of co-operation that existed 
between staff and employees. 
GROWERS 
Since the Ginger Marketing Board was wound up in 1989, when Buderim Ginger 
was formed, there has been no confrol on the amount of ginger planted in Queensland. 
Growers are free to sell green ginger in any markets and, theoretically, another company 
could process ginger. Growers can now choose to supply the factory and the fresh market 
or supply only the factory or only the fresh market. There is at least one ginger grower 
near Brisbane who sells only on the fresh market. 20 
All ginger growers who supply the factory have entered into long term confracts 
with the company. This gives the company a secure source of ginger and the growers a 
guaranteed market for their ginger quota. In 1992 the company and ginger growers 
agreed to a new mechanism for determining the price paid for raw ginger based on the 
'sales price achieved' for the year of supply of the company's products. This replaced the 
old system set yearly by the Board and based on expected income. The new arrangement 
better reflects the realities of the market place and is more responsive to changes in 
company pricing. 21 It also means that growers are paid by the Board at set times each 
year- a more satisfactory procedure for growers than previously. 
Before 1989 quotas could not be sold as they were only a licence to sell a certain 
amount of ginger to the Co-operative. With the formation of Buderim Ginger, quotas to 
supply the factory could be traded. They were worth $600 a tonne in 1989 and went as 
high as $1 200 before settling to around $900 in 1998. For instance, when Buderim 
Ginger sold the Austtaiian Golden Ginger farm at Kandanga in 1996 for $151 000 they 
also sold the ginger quota for $118 OOO.22 In 1998 growers were averaging 44 tonnes per 
hectare for eariy ginger and 74-86 tonnes per hectare for late ginger. 
19 BGL, Annual Reports, 1993, p. 6 & 1994, p. 7. 
20 Arthur Walton , interview 14 May 1998. 
21 BGL, Annual Report, 1992, p. 7. 
22 BGL, Annual Report, 1996, p. 5 
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The intake of early ginger is more than double the combined intake of first and 
second late ginger. This reflects the concenttation of the company on the choice ginger 
market. The ginger is converted into an average annual production of 1 643 tonnes 
syruped, 1 208 tonnes crystallised and 117 tonnes dried ginger. The majority of the late 
ginger is dried and sold in Australia where it supplies about two-thirds of dry ginger 
sales. The balance is sold to customers in the United Kingdom.23 (See Figure 79) 
Figure 79 
Early and Late Ginger Delivered to BGL 1989-1998 i 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
I Early Ginger • Late Ginger 
Source: Information obtained from BGL 
Figure 80 
I Price Paid to Producers by BGL 1989-1997b 
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Source: Information obtained from BGL. 
23 Greg Tuer, in reply to questionnaire, 5 Nov. 1998. 
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Growers were paid different prices for early, 1st late and 2nd late harvest ginger. 
These prices gradually increased between 1989 and 1997. (See Figure 80) While the rises 
per kilo appear small, they represent an increase of $557.00 a tonne for early ginger and 
$100.00 a tonne for 1st and 2nd late ginger between 1989 and 1997. The greater increase 
for early ginger reflects the demands of the market for choice ginger. 
Though the returns growers receive for their ginger are high so are their costs. To 
reduce labour costs five growers now use mechanical harvesters. Other growers feel that 
the high capital costs outweigh the benefits achieved. For growers, such as J. Templeton, 
who harvest all the year around the machines are a worthwhile investments. Growers also 
face high costs for ground preparation, irrigation and disease and pest control. 
MARKETING 
Though Greg Tuer considers the 1990s as the most exciting and challenging time 
in the history of the ginger industry there are similarities to the 1960s. Both periods have 
been times of market expansion with product development, promotion and advertising. 
The difference has been in the change from a reliance on bulk processed ginger sales to 
promotion of value added products. This has brought about a marked increase in market 
research and product development. Subsidiary offices have been established, new 
divisions created, and sales staff increased, with a resultant rise in sales. This growth is 
expected to continue. (See Table 12) The chart demonstrates the reliance of BGL on 
export sales. It also shows the growth in domestic and export sales in 1997. 
Table 12 
Export, Domestic & Tourism Sales 1989-1997 I 
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1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
• Export Sales • Domestic Sales -Tourism Sales 
Source: Information obtained from BGL 
Despite the best efforts of the company outside influences, over which the 
company has no control, have a significant impact on sales both in Ausfralia and 
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overseas. Inflation, recession, interest rates and exchange rates in Ausfralia and overseas 
can effect the profitability of the company. In 1993, for example, sales dropped due to 
recession in Europe and the volatility of the Ausfralian dollar.24 The competition from 
low cost producing countries such as China forces Buderim Ginger to constantly seek 
ways to reduce costs and at the same time maintain quality to hold and increase its 
market share. These are challenges that Greg Tuer has embraced with gusto. 
Market research is still essential although it is time consuming and expensive. 
Costs associated with promotion and launching new products or entering new markets 
are high. Poorly targeted markets reduce profit margins. These will be some of the 
problems confronting Paul Ritchie who, in 1997, was appointed general manager of 
marketing and sales, to oversee the expansion of existing markets and to move into new 
markets. Paul saw product innovation as critical to continuing expansion in both 
Ausfralia and overseas.25 
A study of the expansion of the USA market shows that a long term sfrategy is 
required to develop markets. Buderim Ginger through its distributor. Food Market 
Management, increased sales in 1991. With continued aggressive marketing and 
promotion, sales increased a further 33% in 1992. Then in 1996 when the new retail 
range of products was inttoduced sales increased by 9.6% and by an additional 60% in 
1997. To continue this growth the company established, in 1998, its own marketing 
office, Buderim Ginger America Inc, in Mahwah, New Jersey, on the east coast, while 
continuing with the agency Royal Pacific Foods, based on the west coast. 2^  A new 
product development program was inttoduced to assist in the business development of 
the agency and to co-ordinate the efforts of the distribution network. The results of this 
innovation are encouraging.2'7 While these results are impressive the associated costs 
have also been high.28 
Japan has long been viewed as a potential market for Buderim ginger. Japan has 
the world's largest per capita consumption of green ginger and consumes about 100 000 
tonnes a year.29 shrapnel, in the 1970s, tried to establish a green ginger market there but 
failed for a number of reasons. Substantial research was undertaken before BGL 
established a marketing office in Osaka in 1997. The research showed that, although the 
Japanese used mostiy green or brined ginger there was a potential market for Buderim 
24 BGL, Annual Report, 1993, pp. 2 & 9. 
25 BGL, Annual Report, 1997, p. 4. 
26 Royal Pacific Foods was previously known as Food Market Management. 
^'^ BGL, Annual Reports, 1992-97. 
2^  The actual costs and profits fi"om this promotion are confidential. 
29 The Golden Ginger Story, pp. 131 & 134, 
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Ginger's sugared products. In the short time the office has been operating there have been 
modest sales from the promotion of industrial and food service ginger. 3° This could 
become a very lucrative market for the company if the product is accepted by the local 
food industry. 
To use the small ginger pieces, rejected as undersize by the Robosorter, Buderim 
Ginger has undertaken research to develop products from this ginger. The work took 
place 'in house' and also at specialist facilities at the Cenfre for Food Technology in 
Brisbane, and at the CSIRO. In 1996, the new products and some of the fraditional 
products were launched through national supermarket chains in Ausfralia under new 
Buderim branded labels. There was extensive advertising and promotion in the 
newspapers and on radio. A $1.6 million increase in sales was achieved.3i While 
margins, on items sold in the supermarkets, are small there are additional benefits such as 
name and product exposure, particularly in southern states. By 1998, Buderim Ginger 
was producing about 200 ginger products. Additionally a selection of other 
manufacturers mention the use of "Buderim' ginger on their product labels. 32 
Figure 81 Ginger Headquarters Queensland 
Source: Property H. J. Hogarth 
30 BGL, Annual Report, 1997, p. 6. 
31 The Courier Mail, 6 July 1996, p. 65. 
32 Greg Tuer, in reply to questionnaire, 5 Nov. 1998. Licence agreements are in place with these 
manufacturers to enable them to do this. 
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In October 1998, a new retail shop, 'Ginger Headquarters' (GHQ), was opened in 
Indooroopilly Shoppingtown in Brisbane. (See Figure 81) The shop is frilly owned and 
operated by BGL. It is too early to know whether this venture will be successfiil or if it 
will suffer a similar fate as the shop at Surfers Paradise in the 1960s. 
Other products have been developed for specific markets. For instance a new ten 
millimefre cube-cut of ginger was produced for chocolate panning in Germany. Ginger 
has been preserved without cane sugar for health food customers and for people with 
medical problems. Another potential market for ginger is in the treatment of morning 
sickness. A recent pilot study, at the Royal Hospital for Women in Sydney, found that 
ginger was effective in freating morning sickness. A full trial is now being undertaken to 
ascertain the amount of ginger needed for freatment. The final results of this trial are not 
yet available. 
TOURISM 
In 1995 major modifications were made to the tourist cenfre. These included 
redesigning the entrance, extension to the outdoor eating area, a ftmction room, kitchen, 
store and toilets. (See Figure 82) By 1998 the ginger factory tourist cenfre had developed 
into one of the top three tourist atfractions on the Sunshine Coast with nearly 400 000 
visitors a year. While many of the visitors are tourists, the cenfre is also popular with the 
local people for visits for a meal or a special gift. 
The overall impression of the tourist cenfre is one of space, light and fropical 
gardens enhanced by the pervasive and distinctive aroma of ginger. The enfrance is wide 
and high to create a feeling of space. The floor, set with mosaics depicting a variety of 
ginger flowers, asserts the ginger motif of the centre. (See Figure 83) These varieties of 
ginger, and many others, can be bought from the ginger garden. The well designed shop 
has Ausfralia's biggest array of ginger products and also sells other good quality 
Ausfralian souvenirs. The shop, icecreamery, and Bunya Park are run by Buderim Ginger 
which employs thirty-two people on a roster system to service this complex. (See Figure 
84) The other atfractions, leased to private operators over several years, were designed to 
fit into the fropical gardens and rain forest which were planted in 1991 and are now well 
developed. 
A historic sugar industry locomotive, (See Figure 85) hauls carriages on a one 
kilomefre trip which meanders through the tourist cenfre then past the settling ponds, a 
favourite place for water birds and ducks, and into landscaped gardens, built on the land 
purchased from Fraemohs in 1989. Here there is an old farm shed and a display of old 
farm implements. The shed came from an historical display at the Royal National Show 
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Association in Brisbane in 1989. The fropical gardens are a feature of the cenfre and a 
tribute to Lloyd Ilett who was instrumental in their establishment.33 
Figure 83 Entrance to the tourist complex 
Source: BGL archives 
Note the murals on the floor and the feeling of space 
Figure 84 View of the Plaza 
Source: BGL archives 
33 Lloyd Dett interview, 14 Jan. 1999. Dett lived in New Guinea for 20 years. He thinks the building of the 
gardens at Yandina his finest achievement for the industry. 
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Figure 85 Train engine and part of tropical garden 
Source: BGL archives 
Before visiting the factory itself many people spend a few minutes at the 
theafrette to view the continuous film which unfolds the story of ginger from the field to 
the finished product.34 From the factory viewing platform the visitor can see the 
production line and watch the automated cutting and sorting of ginger by computerised 
machines. Visitors can also view the syruping section but not the intake area or the 
drying, crystallising and packaging sections. There is an overall impression of cleanliness 
and wet floors due to the amount of brine, syrup and water used in the processing. It is all 
a far cry from the labour intensive process of the 1980s. (See Figures 86 & 87) 
The tourist cenfre is run by Buderim Ginger as a totally tourist-oriented entity. It 
is the showcase and promotional arm for the factory products, and aims at fostering 
tourist interest in the Sunshine Coast as a whole, by the linking of tourism with 
manufacturing. 35 
The Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative was one of the first companies in the 
world to integrate tourism with manufacturing and Buderim Ginger has followed this 
lead. It has hosted many visits from interstate and international manufacturers keen to 
follow its example but most of them do not produce a product that the public finds so 
fascinating as ginger. 
34 Sound Images, Natural Gold, the Story of Australian Ginger, produced 1994. 
35 BGL, Philosophy of the Ginger Factory Tourist Centre, 1998, p. 4. 
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Figure 86 View of the factory floor 1986 
Source: Sunshine Coast Weekly, 10 Dec. 1986, p. 4. 
Figure 87 View of the factory floor 1998 
Source: Property H. J. Hogarth 
The change fi"om labour intensive hand cutting to the current automated system is obvious as is the 
cleanliness of the surroimds. 
To obtain its reputation as a major tourist atfraction, Buderim Ginger has spent a 
good deal of time on planning and investment. Though tourism at Yandina was well 
established when Buderim Ginger took over from the co-operative there has been 
continual development since then. After the fragic death of Bob McGuire in a car 
accident in 1991, Joy Vamey was appointed tourist manager. She runs the-day-to-day 
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operations of the cenfre, plans fiiture development and aggressively promotes the 
venue.36 The tourist complex was originally promoted as Gingertown but the local people 
continued to call it the Ginger Factory so, in 1991, the company gave in to the inevitable 
and used the latter name. Vamey's success became obvious in 1993 when the centre won 
the Regional Tourism Award in the Major Tourist Atfraction category and again in 1995 
and 1996 when it won the Sunshine Coast Tourism Retailing Award awarded by the 
Queensland Tourism Council. 
There has been steady growth in the number of visitors to the factory though there 
was a 3% decline in 1997. The figures have now risen to almost 400 000.3"^  The fall in 
1997 reflects a corresponding fall of 7.8% in the number of visitors to the Sunshine Coast 
which fell from 1.4 million to 1.3 million. On the figures available it is estimated that 
about a third of visitors to the Sunshine Coast each year include the ginger factory in 
their sight-seeing itinerary. These figures may be misleading as they do not take into 
account local people making repeat visits to the factory. 
The Ginger Factory has attracted many famous visitors over the years. Crown 
Prince Akihito and Princess Michiko of Japan visited the Buderim factory in 1973 and as 
mentioned Prince Charles and Princess Diana were at the Yandina factory in 1983. These 
visits were given wide publicity in Ausfralia and overseas, but the company usually has to 
rely on less dramatic promotion. In 1988, a three day Ginger Festival was held ending 
with the crowning of the ginger princess. The festival idea was revived in 1998 with the 
Ginger Flower Festival but this time the format was based on garden tours, lectures, 
cooking and floral arrangement demonsfrations using some of the eighty ginger flowers 
on display.38 The festival was a great success, attracting many people who had previously 
considered ginger as a spice and had not been aware of the varieties of ginger plants 
available or of the beauty of the flowers. 
The tourist complex with its wide range of atfractions caters for all age groups but 
especially for children. They find cuddling a koala at Bunya Park wildlife sanctuary quite 
an experience. They enjoy the frain ride with the ducks and water birds right beside the 
train. The area is small enough to visit all the attractions in a few hours, hence visitors 
are not exhausted on leaving. For other age groups there are the speciality shops; the rain 
forest; and the plaza eatery, which caters for all tastes. The tourist cenfre is a valuable 
financial adjunct to the factory contributing about ten percent to the company profits. As 
Table 12 (p. 149), showed tourism sales were worth almost $2.5 million in 1997. 
36 Joy Vamey has been involved in tourism for 25 years. 
3"^  The actual figures are confidential. 
38 The Austi-alian, 27 Jan. 1998, p. 18. 
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PERSONNEL 
Relationships between management and employees at the factory have been 
cordial most of the time. There was a union dispute, regarding a sacked employee at 
Yandina, in 1980 but it was quickly settled by Doris Crerar in discussions with the 
union.39 The change from the co-operative to Buderim Ginger Limited did not affect the 
work in the factory but the relationship with management changed. Until 1989, when 
Doris Crerar resigned, she had always been available to help solve any personnel 
problems in the ginger factoiy. She knew ever segment of processing and in her definite, 
no-nonsense way, would sort the frouble out whether it was a hold-up in the intake or a 
breakdown on the syruping line. The new factory manager had little knowledge of ginger 
processing and had to learn on the job. Employees felt that management did not want to 
know, or did not care about factory problems. This caused a feeling of isolation amongst 
the factory staff and a consequent drop in staff morale. 4° 
In the last few years the relationship between management and staff has 
improved. Jack Cain, the company chairman, believes that management needs to 'tap into 
each employee and let each use their own initiative and objectives'. He believes that 
managers need to ask questions, listen to the answers and reward workers for worthwhile 
ideas.4i New staff are given copies of corporate policy, including ethical standards, 
during their orientation period. The long-term employees have an inherent high standard 
of behaviour in the factory in matters such as language, personal hygiene and tolerance. 
New staff are expected to maintain these standards and abide by corporate policies. 
Because of concern about the unacceptable levels of injury in the workplace the 
Board in 1997, established a safety audit committee. New safety policies and procedures 
were established, education programs were upgraded and a safety hazard reporting 
system was infroduced. These changes produced a forty percent reduction in injuries and 
almost a sixty percent decrease in total days lost through injury.42 Cain is trying to get 
people 'to own their own safety, to think before they act'. He believes that the employees 
35 Jan Lund, interview 16 Sept. 1998. Jan worked for BGG and BGL for 25 years before retiring in 1996. 
She started on the factory floor and finished as senior co-ordinator in the factory. The workers at the 
Buderim factory would not believe that the Yandina workers were on strike and blamed it on a few union 
hotheads. The union members returned to work the following day. 
40 Keith Guy, interview 9 June 1995. Keith was employed at the Buderim ginger factory fi-om 1966-70 and 
at Yandina from 1980-92 where he was in charge of the syruping section. 
41 Jack Cain, interview 16 Oct. 1998. 
42 BGL, Annual Report. 1997, p. 9 
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have to be shown that the Board and managers care about their welfare.43 Most accidents 
seem to be due to lack of care and not following safety procedures.44 
In line with Commonwealth government legislation, Buderim Ginger introduced 
fraining courses for all staff in 1992. In 1996 Buderim Ginger received accreditation from 
the Vocational, Education, Training and Employment Commission and now provides 
employees with TAFE standard qualification in three levels of the Food Processing 
Certificate.45 All factory employees have to attend the courses, a matter which has been 
viewed with anxiety by some of the staff who, as Lund said, 'worked in the factory 
because they had limited education'.46 While the company's overriding aim has been to 
maximise productivity by maintaining a skilled and contented workforce, the courses did 
cause some dissatisfaction amongst the employees. The content of the courses was seen 
as being too broad and not geared to their particular industry. Factory staff are now multi-
skilled and are rostered to different jobs each day, even driving the forklift, which Lund 
states the women do more safely than the men. 
Figure 88 
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not known 
Since 1993 staff is employed under an enterprise agreement award. The factory 
staff work an average of thirty-eight hours a week plus five hours overtime and clerical 
staff thirty-eight hours a week. Under the enterprise agreements there are clearly defined 
classifications and pay structures based on the skill of employees.47 The employees are 
chosen on merit and come from as far as Gympie in the north to Landsborough in the 
43 Jack Cain, interview 16 Oct. 1998. 
44 Jan Lund, interview 16 Sept. 1998. 
45 BGL, Annual Repori, 1996, p. 10. 
46 Jan Lund, interview 16 Sept. 1998. 
47 BGL, Anmtal Report, 1995, p. 7. 
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south.48 While the number of employees in the factory has fallen to a hundred, this has 
been partly offset by an increase in numbers in other areas. In 1998 sales and distribution 
employed ten people; adminisfration and management twenty, and approximately thirty-
six staff were employed in tourism. (See Figure 88) From the figure it can be seen that 
the percentage of males employed by BGL has increased slightly since 1991 but since 
1973 the percentage of female employees fell from seventy-two percent to sixty percent 
in 1998. This was due to the reduction of women working on the processing lines. 
Most of the workers who were employed by the co-operative before 1989 took 
advantage of Buderim Ginger's offer of shares and became shareholders in the company. 
Older employees tend to have home commitments, they make fiiends with their co-
workers, are loyal to the company and tend to stay a long time. Younger employees, 
without commitments have not the same incentive to stay at the factory. While relations 
between management and staff have improved there is still some resentment over the 
promotion system and the different grades of staff There may be some justification for 
the workers feeling that they are forgotten as, for the first time in the history of the 
industry, there was barely a mention of the employees in the 1997 Aimual Report. This 
has been rectified in the 1998 Armual Report. 
Staff fraining is not just for factory employees, it has been incorporated at all 
levels of the company. The fraining for the office staff has been on a needs basis. These 
have included a broad range of courses such as self development, conflict management, 
software fraining, export documentation, industrial relations and wage management, and 
foreign exchange management. Management also attend seminars and courses specific to 
their area of responsibility.49 
The nine years reviewed in this chapter reveal changes in emphasis within the 
ginger industry. While bulk processed ginger is still the major product sold, the emphasis 
has been placed on expanding markets for new products developed and produced by 
Buderim Ginger. A sustained effort has been made to confrol costs and maintain quality 
by the computerisation of processing, the upgrading of employees skills, and the 
infroduction of quality confrol standards. Production costs in Ausfralia are high but Jack 
Cain believes that buyers are willing to pay for product quality and service.5o 
48 Preference is not given to people from Yandina. Despite an unemployment problem in this town the 
factory receives few enquires for work from the local inhabitants. 
49 Greg Tuer, in response to questiormaire 5 Nov. 1998. 
50 Jack Cain, interview 16 Oct. 1998. 
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The expansion of the marketing sector has led to the establishment of overseas 
subsidiaries in the UK, Germany and the USA. The costs involved in setting up these 
offices and in promoting new products is considerable. Without thorough market 
research the company could find that the expected profits are not forthcoming. A 
challenge for Buderim Ginger in the future is to maintain the balance between the 
amount spent on research and promotion and the profit gained from these activities. 
CBAPTER 8 
CONCLUSION 
QUALTTY EXPORTS THE KEY TO FUTURE SUCCESS 
The prosperity of the ginger industry on the Sunshine Coast is based on the 
successful marketing of quality ginger especially on the export market. Buderim Ginger 
Limited exports over sixty percent of all its ginger products. While domestic sales have 
increased with the inflow of people from Asia and the popularity of Asian food, the 
population of Ausfralia alone is too small to support the ginger processing industry. 
Without the export market the factory would not be viable. A few large growers could 
easily satisfy the demand for green ginger in the market place. The climate, the vision 
and the persistence of its leaders, the research and development in all sections of the 
industry, and the diversification of products have aided this success, but it is the export of 
quality ginger products that has enabled the industry to survive. 
The ginger industry is unusual. Unlike the majority of primary industries which 
operate over a wide area in Ausfralia, ginger is grown on a commercial scale only on 
about 150 hectares within seventy kilomefres of Yandina. In 1998, twenty ginger growers 
supplied 2 700 tonnes of ginger to Buderim Ginger Limited. They also sold about 4 000 
tonnes of fresh green ginger on the open market. While ginger forms only a small part of 
the overall primary production of the Maroochy Shire compared with the sugar and 
pineapple industries, Buderim Ginger, with its 160 employees, is the largest 
manufacturing employer on the Sunshine Coast. 
In 1916, when the first ginger was planted at Buderim it was a small farming 
community with a population of about 600 people. Ginger grew well in the rich volcanic 
soil and small areas thrived on the local farms. Growers united to form the Queensland 
Ginger Growers Association but the industry was too small to have much effect on the 
Ausfralian market without tariff protection. 
It was the shortage of imported ginger caused by the Second World War that 
revitalised the industry. The Buderim Ginger Growers Co-operative Association was able 
in 1941, to establish a factory at Buderim with borrowed money and a Commonwealth 
government guarantee to take all the ginger produced. The quality of the ginger was not 
an issue as the government (Defence Foods) bought all the ginger. The industry provided 
work for women of the district in the factory and for planting and harvesting ginger in the 
field. 
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After the war Buderim ginger could not compete with low-priced imported 
ginger. The Association had to process its own ginger in association with Warrys of 
Maryborough and a new company, Merrybud Products, was formed to market the ginger 
and other products, mainly strawberries and rosellas. The Association, like other primary 
industry co-operatives, had no financial reserves. This was the time when expertise in 
manufacturing and marketing were needed but the Directors were farmers who had little 
skills in these areas. Their efforts to sell overseas were disasttous due to the poor quality 
of the ginger. Growers left the industry and by 1954 the Association was bankrupt. 
The industry must thank Geoff Shrapnel, the attorney-manager from 1954-74, for 
its survival. He turned the fortunes of the industry around through sheer enthusiasm, 
determination and hard work. He obtained government aid in the form of tariff protection 
and research. The research resulted in improvements in yield and quality of ginger, and in 
the efficiency of processing. In 1959, a successftil advertising campaign launched 
Buderim ginger products on the Ausfralian market. Shrapnel saw that the industry had to 
export to survive and he possessed the necessary drive to create this market. From 1966 
he assidiously travelled the world selling ginger successfully to overseas countries 
especially in the United Kingdom and Europe. Realising that production costs were high 
in Ausfralia compared with other ginger producing countries, the Association 
concenfrated on quality and reliability of supply to make sales. 
During the 1970s the export of quality products increased, the Buderim ginger 
factory could not store the ginger needed to meet the demand. The future of the industry 
seemed assured and the Association was in a sound financial position. Loans were 
obtained in 1979, and a new factory opened in Yandina. In 1982 the Association suffered 
another financial crisis caused by a world recession, the collapse of the ginger market, an 
oversupply of ginger, and high interest rates. The Association, with an overdraft of $3.8 
million, had to deal with major liquidity problems. A State Government Guarantee was 
obtained, growers could not be paid by the Association and many left the industry. 
After two difficult years sales improved, growers were paid and sales reached 
record levels. Under the co-operative structure, finance could not be borrowed from 
outside the industry. The Board in 1985 realised that the structure would have to be 
changed if sufficient capital was to be available to fund fiiture development and 
expansion. This led in 1989, to the formation of Buderim Ginger Limited, a public 
company, and ended grower confrol of the industry. 
While co-operatives appear to be effective in helping growers to solve problems 
in producing and marketing raw products, the structure imposes limitations that reduce 
their ability to successfully operate a secondary industry. The Buderim Ginger Growers 
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Co-operative is a good example of this problem. Throughout its existence the co-
operative suffered from a chronic shortage of fiinds which resulted in crisis management. 
The lack of finance produced piecemeal expansion and a trial and error approach to 
upgrading both the factory machinery and ginger processing. These methods were time 
consuming and resulted in costly mistakes that could have been avoided with better 
forward planning. The restriction of membership to growers of particular primary 
products meant that the directors of the co-operative were mostly small farmers. Their 
lack of knowledge of manufacturing, marketing and long-term planning exacerbated the 
problems. There was also the possibility of a conflict of interest between the director's 
role as a grower and his role of a board member. These are problems common to all co-
operatives. 
A public company, on the other hand, can raise money through the issue of shares 
which can be purchased by the general public and thus provides a broader financial base 
than a co-operative. While companies have a responsibility to their shareholders, to run 
the industry efficiently and to make a profit, they have no obligation to the primary 
producer unless he is a shareholder. The directors need not necessarily be involved with 
the production of the raw product though they usually have a broad range of managerial 
skills including expertise in finance, manufacturing and marketing. Without the financial 
resttaints, imposed by the co-operative structure, companies are able to plan and develop 
long term sfrategies. As a public company, Buderim Ginger Limited was able to issue 
shares which, in 1989, raised over four million dollars. This was used to retire debt and 
establish a capital structure for fiiture development. 
Buderim Ginger adopted Shrapnel's policy of selling only quality products. To do 
this employee skills were upgraded through recognised staff fraining programs. The 
mechanisation and computerisation of ginger processing has also improved and 
standardised the quality of the ginger and has reduced costs. The implementation of total 
quality management procedures has achieved international accreditation for quality for 
Buderim Ginger. 
To maintain a viable industry growth is essential. The company is now 
concenttating on marketing a diverse range of products on both the domestic and world 
markets. Buderim Ginger has opened offices in Great Britain, Germany and the United 
States, an agency in Japan, and a shop in Brisbane. All these establishments aim at 
promoting a range of about two hundred ginger products. The company continues to 
develop new products for the domestic and overseas markets. While at present, the 
industry is catering for most of world's consumption of processed ginger, it cannot 
assume that this situation will last forever. Other companies, particularly in China, are 
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producing an equally high quality ginger product at a lower cost than is possible in 
Ausfralia. To deal with this competition Buderim Ginger has acquired two ginger 
processing companies in Fiji which will play a significant role in the company's 
international expansion plans. 
Tourism has been a part of the ginger industry since 1944 and the Buderim 
factory had a tourist shop and viewing gallery to increase popular appreciation of ginger 
products and to promote sales. A total of five million tourists visited this factory before 
1985 when the centre closed. The decision of the Association in 1985 to develop a major 
tourist complex at Yandina centred on the ginger factory was far-sighted as it is unusual 
to have a tourist centre based at a factory. Though not fully developed until 1995, the 
complex has been a resounding success in promoting ginger products and additionally 
generates a significant portion of the revenue of Buderim Ginger. In 1998 the complex 
catered for almost 400 000 visitors and is one of the top three tourist atfractions on the 
Sunshine Coast. From its small start at Buderim to the present time, tourism has been a 
source of income for the industry, with sales in 1997 reaching nearly $2.5 million. 
While the film, 'Natural Gold', does tell the story of Ausfralian Ginger the 
company could expand on this by providing information on the heritage of the industry. 
Throughout the 1990s interest in the land and its people has grown and heritage tourism 
has become a growth industry. Buderim Ginger has the basis of a photographic history 
available in scrap books and photograph albums. The theafrette would be an ideal place 
to display some of these photographs, suitably captioned. This would enable visitors to 
follow the growth of the industry from the blacksmith's shop to the present site. A 
collection of photographs of personalities in the ginger industry could be displayed. Also, 
the company has a display of old farm machinery and it should be possible to add 
equipment, outmoded in the ginger industry, to this collection. Additionally, heritage 
plaques could be placed at the site of the old blacksmith's and the Buderim ginger factory 
site. 
Kass's 'sequent occupance' approach has been used to demonsfrate the changes 
that occurred on Buderim from timber-getters, to citrus, banana, coffee, ginger and 
sfrawberry growing.. The next major change occurred in the 1970-80s when the land on 
Buderim was subdivided into housing estates. Buderim with an equable climate, 
wonderful views, close to the beaches and with easy fransport to Brisbane, was seen as 
ideal for holidays and retirement. In the 1990s new independent schools have been 
established in the district and Buderim has become home for many young families. By 
1998, there was no farming on the plateau and Buderim had a population of 24 213 
persons. 
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By comparison Yandina has not changed a great deal and Kass's approach does 
not apply. This area was also first developed by timber-getters but the nucleus of the 
town developed with the coming of the railway in 1891. Later the needs of the sugar and 
dairying industries helped the town survive. Contrasted with Buderim the factory at 
Yandina seems to have had little economic or social effect on that town with 
comparatively few Yandina people employed at the factory. This may be partly due to the 
position of the factory on an industrial estate separated from the town by the railway. The 
isolation from the town has been accentuated by the opening of the Yandina bypass road. 
Yandina has remained a small town with slow population growth, from 250 persons in 
1915 to 931 persons in 1998. 
After weathering tough times in its eighty-two year history the future of the ginger 
industry looks secure. The growers still have concerns about mechanisation and cost 
conttol. Nematodes and ginger-rot are perennial problems which research scientists are 
aiming to effectively confrol. There is, though, an air of optimism throughout the industry 
and a feeling that the worst is past. 
In the factory the same air of optimism prevails. The directors of Buderim Ginger 
Limited, after detailed assessment, have made critical investments which, in the long 
term, should increase the company's competitive advantage and improve profits for 
shareholders. This will be done by new product development, improving the quality and 
cuts of ginger and increasing market share especially on the overseas markets. A 
fundamental task for the directors is to balance present expenditure and resources against 
profits in the fiiture. To maintain this balance, everyone engaged in the industry needs to 
be aware of the value of their individual contribution to the industry's success whether it 
is in the growing, processing, manufacturing or marketing of Buderim ginger. 
Though the success or failure of the ginger industry would have little effect on 
Ausfralia as a whole, it is a vital industry on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland where it is 
a major employer and a large contributor to the economy of the region. With the growth 
of tourism in the district, local sales are likely to expand and demand in Ausfralia should 
be maintained as more people become aware of ginger properties. If exports can be 
increased the fiiture of the industry appears assured. 
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